


RJ. Reynolds demanded a mirror-like facade 
Howmet's answer was an aluminum 
curtain wall with a stainless steel face. 

The R. J. Reynolds building features 
one of the world's most modern and 
distinctive facades. Because the design 
is unique. And because Howmet's 
Series 400 is the world's most distinc
tive Thermal Curtain Wall System. The 
only curtain wall system widely avail
able with stainless steel facing on aluminum mullions, its 
cool mirror surfaces reflect good taste. But its beauty goes 
much deeper than its elegant flush surface. Investing in the 
durability and versatility of the Series 400 reflects good 
sense. And its advanced thermal isolation features provide 
energy savings at a time when government and economic 
forces are placing a premium on energy efficiency. 

The flush appearance of the Series 400 meets all the 
design requirements of today's high rise projects. These 
include: positive thermal break with concealed fasteners; 
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positive pressure glazing; continuou 
gutters; molded exterior gaskets; 
erected and glazed from the interior , 
exterior; bolted and lap-joint constr 
tion and accommodations for almost 
type of interior trim. As a pioneer in 
aluminum finishing, Howmet is capab 

of meeting your most demanding specifications. Our 
service capabilities mean that we can provide you with ~ 
wide range of quality finishes, whether they be mech~ 
cal, anodized or painted. ,ft.I 

For more information on Howmet's complete line of H 
rise products or store fronts and entrances, call Cecil L 
at (214) 563-2624 or write today. 
HOWMET ALUMINUM CORPORATION 

A Member of The Pechtney Ug1ne Kuhlmann Group 

EXTRUSION PRODUCTS DIVISION 
P.O. Box 629, Terrell, Texas 75160 

Where Ideas and Imagination Are Only The Beginning. 



"We figured we could save the 
MGM Grand Hotel sa,000,000 
in future energy costs. 
Only E CUBE had the capability 
to confirm our analysis~ 
That 's the conclusion of Consulting 
Engineer Frank T. Andrews of Fuller
ton, California, who's had long ex
perience in dealing with Las Vegas 
hotel complexes. When he was 
given the MGM Grand Hotel energy
saving assignment, Andrews knew 
that because of the many variables 
and intricacies involved, the job re
quired a computer solution with a 
flexible input format and almost un
limited scope. After investigating 
several energy analysis programs, 
he selected E CUBE because it was 
the best way to : 
· Quantify energy saving techniques . 
· Measure life cycle dollars saved by 
conserving energy. 
· Analyze existing buildings and 
systems, allowing 
them to be modeled 
exactly. 
· Critically examine large 
complex buildings . 
· Model exactly an in
finite number of zones 
with complex exterior surfaces. 
· Accomplish the energy analysis at 
low computer running cost . 
· Secure impartial results . 

Future savings: $8,000,000. 
In recommending the best program 
for MGM Grand , and simulating the 
most appropriate series of conser
vation options, Fran k Andrews was 
able to verify that: 
· Chilled water pumping horse
power could be increased to ade
quate size and controlled to reduce 
electric consumption . 
· Oversized variable air volume sys
tem in low rise building areas was 
wasteful and should be renovated . 
· Existing fan coil units for tower 

guest rooms were inadequate for 
opt imum guest comfort. 
· Economy cycle cooling for public 
spaces in conjunct ion with airside 
balancing should be implemented . 
· Modifications to air conditioning 
procedures in some of the Hotel's 
53 individual zones were indicated . 

With these and other improve
ments, the savings in energy costs 
to the MGM Grand , taking inflation 
factors into account, is projected to 
be in the area of $8 million over a 
25-year life cycle. 

Other advantages of E CUBE. 
Saving money 
is an 

important reason for using E CUBE, 
but not the only one. 

E CUBE is private-you r project 
data and results are never seen by a 
third party. 

E CUBE is a comprehensive sys
tem-it computes the hour-by-hour 
energy requirements of your build
ing , or planned bui ld ing for an entire 
year, taking into account al l weather, 
design, operation and occupancy 
factors . 

E CUBE allows the design engi
neer to control the results by his 
input of performance efficiencies. 

E CUBE is extremely accurate 
and inexpensive to use. 

E CUBE is proven-with thou-

sands of customer runs . 
To find out how you can capitalize 

on this timely and effective program , 
or for information on Seminars for 
new and advanced E CUBE users, 

contact your gas company, mail in 
the coupon, or call David S. Wood_! 
at (703) 841-8565. A(tA::s~f:iio~·· 0 

roa::s~:-~;;---LijjAIA '.691 
I Energy Syste~s Analysis ~ I 

American Gas Association ~ 

1 I 1515 Wilson Boulevard 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

I o Send more information on E CUBE. 1

1 
I O Send information on Seminars. 

I NAM I 
I ADDRESS I 
! cm I 
I STAT ZIP I 
I ENERGY CONSERVATION I 
~~~~~::~~~~_J 
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Mural, mural 
on the wall 
Who's the fairest of them all? 

Why, original photographic murals, of course! Can any lithoed mural give you 
such depth and saturation of color, such subtle gradations of tone, or so much 
control in the selection of subject matter and size? Not likely! Ours are custom 
enlarger-made on Kodak paper. 

But what about mounting? 
No problem . It's best to mount murals directly to the wall, be it flat, curved or 

otherwise. However, they can be mounted on moveable panels . 
And cleaning them? 
Just run a damp sponge over them now and then. They're sprayed with lacquer 

for protection. 
Okay, where do I find outstanding originals? 
You can furnish your own. Or you can draw upon our photographic col lections and 

our Masters Library of Images by David Muench, Eliot Porter and other top 
photographers. Or we'l l give you a choice of photographers who can create your own 
"photographic art program," completely versatile and personalized to your client. 

Can you handle the job? 
Meisel is the world's largest custom color lab and we 

have worked for top designers including Alan Ferry Design 
Group, Gensler and Associates, 3D/Newhaus+ Taylor and 
H.O.K., for such companies as Reynolds Securities, AT&T, 
GE, Atlantic Richfield, Kerr McGee, Independent Life, 
Pennzoil, Fidelity Union Life, Omega Optical, Hyatt Regency 
Hotels, Bonanza Restaurants, Meade Corporation and the 
U.S. Government. 

Just call Sally Vavrin at (214) 637-0170 or write for our 
literature packet to Meisel Photographic Design Division, 
P.O. Box 222002, Dal las, TX 75222 . 
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Hyatt Regency Hotel, Indianapolis -
National Parks Collection of eight murals. 

A 9x27-foot mural for Omega Optical, Dallas 

One of the 16 9x22-foot murals tor 
Pennzoi/'s national headquarters. 
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EVENTS 
July 6-13: Program on the Management of 
Design and Planning Firms, Harvard Uni
versity, Cambridge, Mass. 
July 12-13: Solar Program, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison. 
July 12-14: Seminar on Architectural Sim
ulation Testing Techniques, Cornell Uni
versity, Ithaca, N.Y. 
July 13: Postmarks deadline, Red Cedar 
Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau 1979 
annual awards program. Contact: RCS& 
HSB, Suite 275, 515 116th Ave. N.E. , 
Bellevue, Wash. 98004. 
July 15-20: International Conference on 
Computer Graphics, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass. 
July 16-19: Institute on Cathodic Protec
tion Design, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison. 
July 16-20: Program on Human Behavior 
and Housing Design, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass. 
July 16-20: Program on Techniques for 
Planning for Neighborhood Change, Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam
bridge, Mass. 
July 17-19: International Symposium on 
Practice Development, sponsored by the 
Ontario Association of Architects and the 
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, 
Toronto . Contact: Professional Develop
ment Resources, 1000 Connecticut Ave. 
N.W., Suite 9, Washington, D.C. 20036. 
July 25-27: Program on Open Space Plan
ning for Offices, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Aug. 1: Entries deadline, Prestressed Con
crete Institute's 1979 awards program. 
Contact: PCI, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chi
cago, Ill. 60606. 
Aug. 2-4: Michigan Society of Architects 
mid-summer conference, Grand Hotel , 
Mackinac Island, Mich. 
Aug. 9-23: Women's School of Planning 
and Architecture, Regis College, Denver. 
Contact: WSPA, Box 102, Palomar Ar
cade, Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060. 
Aug. 15: Entries deadline, Owens-Corning 
Energy Awards, 1979. Contact: Owens
Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas 
Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659. 

LE'I'I'ERS 
Architects' Records: As librarian of one 
of the larger architectural record reposi
tories in America, and as a director of the 
Committee for the Preservation of Archi
tectural Records, I applaud the publica
tion of Carol H. Krinsky's article, "The 
Movement to Preserve Architects' Rec
ords" in the March issue (p . 140). 

The Athenaeum in Philadelphia enthu
siastically endorses the underlying thesis 
of the article; it is essential that architects 
assist historians and librarians in the effort 
to save architectural records. The problem 
6 AIA JOURNAL/JUNE 1979 

of ultimate disposition should not be left 
to younger partners or bereaved spouses. 
The owner of such materials should ask 
himself, what will become of these docu
ments when I am gone? Will my succes
sors or heirs preserve them in the face of 
rising storage costs, or will they send ev
erything to the dump? Am I adequately 
caring for them now, or might they better 
be in the hands of a qualified nonprofit 
research library? 

I must take issue, however, with Dr. 
Krinsky's suggestion that each architect 
"select up to five of his projects for pres
ervation." The danger in this recommen
dation has already been illustrated here in 
Philadelphia. Shortly after the article ap
peared, one of our most prominent archi
tects notified me that he was selecting 
from his files five projects for preservation 
at The Athenaeum. The implication was 
that the rest of his archive covering a half 
century of work would be destroyed or 
left for an uncertain future. In his case, 
any of Philadelphia's three architectural 
record repositories would doubtless accept 
his entire archive, no matter how large it 
might be. 

I am forced to wonder how many archi
tects will modestly assume that their files 
are unimportant and take the "five project" 
limit literally? 

While it would be valuable to know 
which projects an architect thinks are 
most representative of his career, I would 
maintain that these would not necessarily 
be the same five an architectural historian 
would select. Recently, The Athenaeum 
accepted a major collection of a deceased 
architect which contained a full set of 
drawings for an early 20th century gaso
line station. The architect would probably 
not have selected this as one of his five 
projects, yet the drawings are of great his
torical interest. Such a limited selection 
eliminates the possibility of reconstructing 
the history of a firm and gives virtually no 
indication of developing maturity, influ
ence of partners, clients' changing taste, 
introduction of new materials, altered eco
nomic conditions and so on- all topics of 
interest to students of architecture. 

Ideally, every document should be 
saved, regardless of how "significant" the 
building or design is believed to have been 
in terms of today's esthetic values. This is 
clearly impossible, but every architect, 
architectural historian or layman inter
ested in architecture should pledge that no 
architectural drawing, office file, photo
graph or book from the office library will 
be destroyed until it has been offered to a 
professionally managed architectural re
pository with a trained staff and adequate 
facilities to store, care for and service the 
special needs of this type of document. 
This caveat should be engraved on every 
drawing case and file cabinet containing 
architectural documents. 

It may be said that this is not practical 

in areas of the country where there is no 
active repository, especially in nonmetro 
politan areas. But before any records are 
destroyed, the Committee for the Preser
vation of Architectural Records or one o 
the large repositories with a professional 
staff should be given an opportunity to 
suggest an appropriate institution. The 
Athenaeum, for example, accepts 19th 
century drawings from all parts of the 
country and regularly suggests repositori 
for materials not from the Middle Atlant 
states produced after 1930. A library or 
historical society may not accept every 
item, but with the cooperation of the ar
chitect will usually accept more than five 
projects. Roger W . Moss. 

Secretary and L ibrari. 
The Athenaei. 

Philadelpl 

Architect of the Capitol: There are some 
oversights in the news article "Architect 
of the Capitol Issues First Annual Repm 
in 4 7 Years" in the April issue (p. 31). 

The article says that " the first architec 
of the Capitol was appointed in 1793. B1 
it wasn' t until 1971 , when White was ap· 
pointed, that an architect served in that 
position." The founding fathers of the In 
stitute must be rotating in their graves! 
AIA's first vice president (1857-1864) 
and second president (1876-1886), 
Thomas Ustick Walter, was also the 
fourth architect of the Capitol, serving 
from 1851-1865. 

Although there was no AIA in the eai 
19th century, and no licensing of profes. 
sions, the title of architect is usually con 
ferred on the second architect of the Ca1 
tol, Benjamin Latrobe ( 1803-1817) anc 
the third, Charles Bulfinch (1818-1829 : 
Of course, the first architect of the Capi
tol , Dr. William Thornton, winner of thf 
competition in 1793 for the Capitol's de 
sign and architect also of the Octagon, 
was a physician by vocation, but like his 
good friend, Thomas Jefferson, was a tal 
ented and cultivated gentleman in many 
fields , obviously including architecture . . 
the ninth and incumbent architect of the 
Capitol, George M. White, FAIA, likes 
to include Dr. Thornton among the four 
out of his eight predecessors who were 
members of the profession. 

Incidentally, the last published annua 
report of the architect of the Capitol wa~ 
for fiscal year 194 7 (in the interim, the 
reports were collected but not published 
so the fiscal year 197 6 report described i 
the JOURNAL is the first published in 29 
years, not 4 7 years. It covers a period of 
15 months, not 14 as stated, because tha 
was the year that the government changf 
the beginning of its fiscal years from Jul~ 
1 to October 1. How's that for trivia 
lovers! Elliott Carroll, F Al 

Executive Assistu 
Architect of the Capii 

Washington, D. 
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Blinds. For complete specifications write for 
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''Steel gave us the design flexibility 
needed to sensitively match the new with the old, 
and do it at a cost that this subsidized ~:u!;~7a~!·~~~:1 
housing development Planners, Inc., Boston 

Project: Christopher Columbus Plaza 

could afford." 
The owners of this 151-

unit housing project wanted a 
building that would be eco
nomical and functional, yet be 
sensitively designed for its el
derly inhabitants. The 
155,000-psf structure also had 
to satisfy HUD requirements. 
The prominent Boston his
toric site demanded that the 
new building be compatible 
with the neighboring build
ings and Waterfront Park. 

Steel offers lowest 
overall cost 
"Structural steel was cho

sen for this project based on 
economics," explains Eugene 
W. Hamilton, P.E., Engineers 
Design Group, Inc. "Several 
structural alternates were 
compared, including a cast-in
place concrete frame and pre
cast concrete floor units on 
masonry bearing walls. When 
factors such as foundation 
costs, parking requirements, 
and speed of construction 
were considered, structural 
steel was found to be the most 
economical choice." 

Two-way steel frame 
The structure consists of 

steel open-web joist supported 
floors and a structural steel 
frame. Lateral forces in the lon
gitudinal direction are taken 
totally by the exterior wall 
frames. Full moment connec
tions are required in this por
tion of the design. Lateral 
forces are taken into partial 
moment connections at the ex
terior columns and full mo-
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"Steel permitted construction to take place in severe winter weather," 
says Mr. Mintz. "If cast-in-place concrete had been used, we would have 
had to delay this much needed and long-awaited project an additional 
three to four months." Bethlehem furnished more than 400 tons of 
structural shapes for the $4.4 million project. 

ment connections at the 
interior columns of the trans
verse frames. Partial moment 
connections are adequate be
cause of the multiplicity of 
transverse bents. 

The fire-resistive floor 
system consists of 28-gage 
steel centering supported on 
H series steel open-web joists, 
spaced at 2 ft on center, 
topped with 3 in. (total thick
ness) of reinforced concrete. 
A gypsum wallboard ceiling is 
attached directly to the joists 
to complete the fire-resistive 
assembly. 

Sales engineering 
services 
Bethlehem's District Of 

fice Sales Engineers are avail 
able to provide practical 
professional, and prompt as 
sistance. And they're backe< 
up by a Buildings Group tha 
can provide budget cost in{or 
mation for the total "system 
package" of a structure uncle 
study. Get in touch with th1 
Bethlehem Sales Enginee 
nearest you. Bethlehem Stee 
Corporation, Bethlehem, PI 
18016. 



"The use of structural steel with bar 
joists enabled this project to be 
completed ahead of schedule, thereby 
reducing the cost of construction 
interest." Edward A. Fish, President, 
Peabody Construction Co., Inc. 

The exterior treatment of the new 
housing unit is designed to be 
compatible with the older buildings in 
the historic district. 

A glass solarium and greenhouse 
provide for viewing and socializing on 
the fifth floor. 

Credits: 
Owner: Ausonia Associates, Inc., Boston, 

Mass. 
Architect: Mintz Associates Architects/ 

Planners, Inc., Boston, Mass. 
Structural Engineer: Engineers Design 

Group, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. 
General Contractor: Peabody Construction 

Co., Inc., Braintree, Mass. 

Give us a call: 
Atlanta (404) 522-4918 
Baltimore (301) 685-5700 
Boston (617) 267-2111 
Buffalo (716) 856-2400 
Chicago (312) 861-1700 
Cincinnati (513) 984 -4615 
Cleveland (216) 696-1881 
Detroit (313) 336-5500 
Houston (713) 659-8060 
Los Angeles (213) 726-0611 
Milwaukee (414) 272-0835 
New York 

West Orange, N.J. (201) 736-9770 
Philadelphia (215) 561-1100 
Pittsburgh (412) 281 -5900 
St. Louis (314) 726-4500 
San Francisco (415) 465 -6290 
Seattle (206) 938-6800 
Ask for Sales Engineer 

-. 



PPG OFFERS A STUNNING 
ALTERNATIVE ID THE DRIB SLll 

Discover a spectacular exterior wall 
treatment that puts new designs on 
all that it surrounds. Discover PPG's 
Solarcool® §pandrelite® wall cladding . 

In addition to dramatic beauty, 
Solarcool Spandrelite wall cladding 
offers outstanding performance capa
bilities. In new or existing appl ications. 
And at a cost that's lower than the 
expected exterior wall treatments: 
masonry, aluminum, stone and polished 
stainless steel. 

An advanced structural silicone 
glazing system with the mullions inside 
can make Solarcool Spandrelite wall 
cladding appear seamless. 

You're free to choose glass types and 
thicknesses previously unimagined. 

And Solarcool §pandrelite works as 
an energy-efficient opaque curtain wall 
or a w indow area. Can even hang in 
front of insulation. · 

Since 1965, PPG has led the world 
in creative appl ication of structural 

silicone glazing systems. And began 
to build more "oohs" and "aahs" into 
buildings. 

Find out more. See Sweet's 8 .26/Pi 
Or write Environmental Glass Sales, 
PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

PPG : a Concern 
for the Future ~·~ u 

INDUSTRll 



NEWS 

w Institute 

:elebrating, and Experiencing, Chicago Architecture 
rly last month, AIA's national design 
1ference and Celebration of Architec
e event- "Open House: Chicago Ar
tecture"- began with a reminder that 
' experience architecture is the best way 
understand it." The conference ended 
:h a reminder that "we are surrounded 
our lasting values. We are our lasting 
.ues . . . . We need to continue this 
)Cess of discussion .... "Sandwiched in 
:ween had been two days of talking and 
uing, two days that produced no single 
tement or viewpoint of architecture 
her past, present or future, but two days 
1t proved without doubt that simply 
ing in a city as important to the develop
:nt of American architecture as Chicago 
can be as important as anything that 

:1 be said about a city's buildings. 
This conference was a new approach 
· the design committee, which in Oc-
ier 1977 revived the idea of conferences 
th a much praised meeting in Washing-
1, D.C. That meeting examined in broad 
Jshstrokes the current trends in design 
!e Jan. '78 , p. 49). The Chicago con
ence sought instead to discuss the prin
>les of design, using one city as a labo
ory to illustrate the points. "Focusing 
~ough the lens of a city," said Robert L. 
:ddes , FAIA, introductory speaker, "is 
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a very personal way of knowing what 
we're about." Although the city that hosts 
such a conference is bound to have an ef
fect on focus and viewpoints, the ap
proach, as the design committee hopes , 
can be applied anywhere: Four introduc
tory lectures relating to Chicago (but not 
limited to the city) were followed by an 
afternoon and morning of tours and a 
closing session of four more lectures and 
a panel discussion. 

The intellectual substance of the Chi
cago conference was in the lectures, the 
tours producing little discussion or reflec
tion. Most of the 150 architects at the 
conference were from out of town, and 
for many the trip had the aura of a pil
grimage. Some of them had never been to 
Chicago before, and the architects played 
the tourist role to the hilt. On one tour, 
they clustered like papparazzi trying to 
get the best angle to photograph an orna
ment salvaged from Wright's Midway 
Gardens, now installed in the garden of 
Richardson's Glessner house. On another, 
they climbed to the top of Adler and Sul
livan's auditorium and perched giddily in 
the gallery's last row (above) . 

Although much of the emphasis clearly 

was on being in Chicago, the architects 
had come to listen and talk as well as to 
look. Several speakers mentioned the 
pragmatic history of Chicago's architec
ture, but despite the fact that the struc
tural and esthetic innovations born in the 
city were the result largely of architects 
who often did not stop to theorize but 
were swept up in the need to rebuild 
quickly after the great fire, it seemed im
portant that the visiting architects met in 
such a "pragmatic" city to talk about ideas. 

The stated purpose of the conference 
was to discuss design principles, not sim
ply architectural history. So, beginning 
with an outline by Geddes of the "essen
tial tension" between historicism and 
modernism and the underlying attitudes 
of each toward design (historicism as an 
attempt to create once again a stylr of the 
past, eclecticism as selecting freely from 
the past to create a new synthesis, mod
ernism as an attempt to create a language 
of architecture addressed to current is
sues), the speakers presented what turned 
out to be personal reflections on the peri
ods of history assigned them or on prin
ciples illustrated by those periods. 

The Institute continued on page 15 
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e Institute f ram page 11 
[f anything can be said about the con
ence's attitudes as a whole, it is that 
:hitecture is now in a period of re-evalu-
11g history and applying revised views to 
~ work. Geddes, for example, illustrat
the ups and downs of movements and 
itudes with a graph that charted the al
nating periods of modernism/ eclecti
m/ modernism of Chicago's architec-
·al history. Did architecture, he asked, 
tch an early high point of modernism, 
mp to the decadence of eclecticism and 
u to new heights with modernism 
:tin? Or is it the other way around? 
!re the modern periods the lows and 
: eclectic periods, including the recent 
ectic trends, the highs? 
If the interests of the architects at the 
11ference are any indicator, the answer 
these questions may lie somewhere be
een the two extremes- two scheduled 
us of the eclectic period and the Inter
tional Style were canceled for lack of 
erest, but on other tours there was a 
irked disinterest in recent modernism 
d a delight with the older Chicago 
1001 and Frank Lloyd Wright's work. 
The overall effect was not a tightly 
>ven series of talks, however; rather, 
!re was an eclecticism of ideas not dis-
11ilar to architectural eclecticism. The 
:hitects at the conference could pick 
d choose from ideas that were meaning
! to them rather than being spoon-fed a 
eprogrammed conclusion. 
Carl W. Condit, architectural historian 
>m Northwestern University, confessed 
a "very uneasy feeling about the state 
large-scale commercial architecture in 
iicago today." In his presentation on the 
iicago school, he suggested that the city 
at had created highrise modern archi
;ture "may be in the business of burying 
" He re-examined four Chicago school 
ildings "to learn how works of utility 
:re transformed into expressive form ." 
! pointed to the Marquette Building, for 
ample, with its vertical emphasis of 
!rs, the "restrained, subdued, plastic 
1ality" of the way the elevation is treated 
screens and the tripartite division of 
e entire building into a base, an inter
ediary and a top. He talked of the Re
ince Building, with a "system of orna
ent from the remote past ... that does 
>t intrude on fundamentals of the build
g but transforms them into a vivid pat
rn ." And he expressed the fear that 
1en technology is presented "uncele
ated," as it is in many modern buildings, 
is not architecture at all . 
Jean Paul Carlhian, F AIA, of Boston 

scussed the eclectic view, noting that 
1icago is a "city of new programs," the 
ty that tackled the problem of the high
;e office building and the railroad sta
m and a city of competitions. He ar-
1ed for the Beaux-Arts principles that a 

expressions together. Here, the forces of 
intellectual development and of pragma
tism come together to bridge their differ
ences. As she explained later in a discus
sion period, "There is a lot of work in 
theory and criticism that brings back the 
concern for the city . . . because cities car
ry the institutions and symbols and all of 
culture. So I could see the architect being 
an interpreter" of the cities. 

The next day, the architects returned 
for a different kind of meeting: lectures 
aimed more specifically at current and 
future affairs of architecture and a panel 
discussion aimed at pulling the entire two
day session together. 

Architect George Baird of Toronto 
traced an undermining of modernism's 
principles through the 1950s and '60s as 
he showed a slide of the Piazza d'Italia in 
New Orleans. This "isn't something from 
the generation of Charles Moore, but it is 

] something that has gone on within the 
~ architectural establishment," he said. 
~ Buildings like Kevin Roche's Knights of 

A look at the Chicago school: the Monad- Columbus tower in New Haven, he said, 
nock Building ( 1891) by Burnham & Root. "place us far from modernism . . . . It is 

building's facade must reflect the section, 
which in turn reflects the plan which re
flects the function. He came down hard 
on recycling buildings so radically that the 
facade does not reflect the interior at all. 
"This is the real danger today, which is 
butchery," he said. "We will wind up liv
ing in Disneyland." 

Chicago architect Bertrand Goldberg, 
F AIA, provided the conference's only 
serious discussion of the International 
Style- not in praise nor condemnation, 
but questioning whether or not it was 
really a part of the modern movement. 
"The question," he said, "is whether 
Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip 
Johnson (in their 1932 book The Interna
tional Style) created a movement or 
whether they interrupted a movement that 
had begun 100 years before." Goldberg's 
position was that the International Style 
was an interruption. "We all agree that 
there was a very strong modern architec
ture of depth and purpose that preceded 
the International Style," he said, but in 
the creation of a rule book, Hitchcock and 
Johnson codified certain expressions into 
an art form, causing a stoppage in the 
creative development of architecture. 

Diana I. Agrest of the Institute of Ar
chitecture and Urban Studies in New 
York City presented perhaps the most ab
stract and theoretical discussion of the 
meeting. To her, the important need is 
for reflection, for theory and criticism and 
for bringing theory and practice closer to
gether. How that can be done is difficult. 
One problem of architecture is in its fixa
tion on the individual building. Converse
ly, the city, with its context, history and 
institutions, serves to tie these individual 

something that has nothing to do with 
current taste, but sets us up for it." But 
the greatest change, he said, is the re
emergence of "type," not just as it defines 
a building's function, but as it orders a 
structure according to front and back, 
served and servant spaces and the like. 
"You have to have a type to refine it," he 
said. 

Indeed, the idea of refining work and 
moving forward in the development of ar
chitecture through that process was cen
tral to much of the discussion of the final 
day. Jacques Brownson, direct6r of Colo
rado's state building division, and former
ly a practicing architect in Chicago, de
fined two major forces : science (which he 
defined not as technology, but the "spirit 
of inquiry prodding those minds who be
lieve that knowledge is infinite") and 
economy (defined not as cheapness, but 
an efficient and concise use of resources) . 
He urged architects to keep these ideals 
while remembering that "building is a 
natural activity not to be forced- not to 
be pretentious. Only what is needed. Ma
terials and tools and construction methods 
change, but the principles remain." 

Gerald Horn, AIA, of the Chicago firm 
of Holabird & Root discussed his firm's 
own work as a way to illustrate continuity 
and growth in architectural design. And 
Harry Weese, FAIA, of Chicago, in a 
rambling, off-the-cuff series of remarks , 
expressed pleasure that "the great power 
struggle of modernism is over . . .. Now 
we have the opportunity to use anything 
we want as long as it makes sense." Like 
Brownson, he stated that "energy and 
economy of means" will be constant in
fluences on the development of architec
ture. The Institute continued on page 18 
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The Institute from page 15 
The sum of the conference- the first 

day's more theoretical lectures within the 
framework of historical periods and the 
second day's combination of overviews 
and discussions of specific current work
was, as planned, more a look at architec
ture in general than at the architecture of 
one city or movement. 

But since the conference was taking 
place in Chicago and a group of architects 
currently practicing in the city has been 
getting a lot of notice recently, an inevit
able question was: "Where is Stanley 
Tigerman?" Tigerman and his colleagues 
of the so-called Chicago 7 were conspicu
ously absent from the lectures and discus
sions, and their buildings from the tours . 
But Tigerman et al., were at Yale for a 
semester-end jury for a studio he had 
been teaching, and their buildings are 
scattered largely in suburban Chicago, 
places difficult for the tours to reach. 

There was some feeling among the con
ference's organizers also that the presence 
of a strongly identified group of architects 
might have swung the conference more 
toward the discussion of individual build
ings and trends as they are developing at 
the moment and away from principles. 
Besides, it is interesting to speculate, as 
things turned out, whether there would 
have been much interest in a tour of this 
new work. The most popular trip (which 
filled two buses instead of the originally 
scheduled one) was to Oak Park to see 
Frank Lloyd Wright's work; most of the 
other interest centered on the Chicago 
school buildings in the Loop. And Tiger
man did show up anyway at the very end 
of the conference, where he stood on the 
fringe of the gathering and talked with a 
small group of friends . 

Tigerman's appearance was at the 
meeting's main "celebration" event at the 
Rookery. 

Three violinists serenaded the archi
tects and office workers who came down 
to the ground floor entrance court to see 
what the fuss was all about. The musicians 
broke into "Chicago" when Mayor Jane 
Byrne arrived. AIA President Ehrman B. 
Mitchell Jr., FAIA, presented celebration 
proclamations to the mayor in recognition 
of her city's contributions to the develop
ment of architecture and to Louis Sudler 
Jr. for his efforts in preserving the Rookery. 

Mayor Byrne drew an enthusiastic 
round of applause from the crowd when a 
group from the Chicago Chapter/ AIA, 
dressed as their architectural ancestors 
Holabird, Burnham, Root, Sullivan and 
Wright, spoofed the development of Chi
cago architecture, when "Frank Lloyd 
Wright" declared, "They tell me there are 
women architects now. And even women 
mayors." But there was a message in the 
skits for the out-of-town architects. Many 
of the architects responsible for develop
ing the Chicago school were from other 
parts of the country, too, and each had a 
different idea of the forces behind the de
velopment of his work. Sullivan: "Poet
ry." Wright: "The Prairie." Burnham: 
"One hell of a fire and a lot of work." 
Said John A. Holabird Jr., F AIA, attired 
as his architect grandfather, "I think what 
we're trying to tell AIA is that the Chi
cago school was all America." 

That spoke to the essential fact of the 
conference: that architects from all over 
were drawn by a single city to look at 
buildings and to talk about design- and 
that they would be taking their experi
ences back home with them. And that at 
its most meaningful level the 1979 Cele
bration of Architecture will be more than 
just proclamations and skits but, instead, 
experiencing architecture and thinking 
about architecture in order to make better 
architecture in the future. Ernest Wood, 
editor of "North Carolina Architect" 

Music and awards at the Rookery building ( 1886) by Burnham & Root. 

Bob Thall 
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A Report on the Future of AL 
And the Profes.sion 
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The eagle (above) poses in noble haute 
before the Ionic capital known so well t( 
AIA members. He turns his head to the 
other side, flaps his wings and then take: 
flight. Takes flight into the future, one 
presumes, for the sketches are from the 
recen tly issued "1979 Long-Range Plan 
ning Report" of AIA's Jong-range plan
ning committee, which early on quotes 
F . L. Polak: "Thinking about the future 
is not only the mightiest lever of progre~ 
but also the condition of survival." The 
report "thinks" about the future of the 
practice of architecture, education of thf 
profession and the public, the governme 
and the economy and AIA's effectivene~ 

In 1977, AIA's board of directors re
solved that a continuing committee be 
appointed "to develop a three-year mast 
plan describing the Institute's long-rang1 
policies, programs and services." The 
1979 committee, chaired by Charles E. 
Schwing, FAIA, the Institute's presiden1 
elect, says in the report's preamble that 
the planning process "had no guidelines 
to follow when it began in 1978" and th 
the process "had to build from the grour 
up." The 1979 committee's first action 
was to study the 1978 report closely, 
"with an eye toward learning as well as 
revision, refinement and updating." The 
committee says that it has set no prioriti1 
on its recommendations since that is the 
prerogative of the board. 

In the first section of the report on th( 
practice of architecture, the committee 
reaffirms its belief that the "traditional 
breadth of the field of architecture as thi 
art and science that bridges both human 
istic and scientific values to develop faci 
ties that will enhance the life style of all 
society is expected to become more visit 
in future practice." 

Among its several recommendations 
this section are that: 
• AIA strive to increase public awarene 
of the architect's role in society through 
awards programs, public presentations, 
conferences and publications. 
• A strong emphasis within the professi 
be placed upon design. 
• An evaluation be made of current pre 
grams and publications for the develop
ment of an overall plan for future practi 
aids. It is pointed out that joint venture 
practices, for example, "will significant! 
expand in the five-year future as a mean 

continued on page 
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1e Institute from page 18 
dealing with 'expanding' and 'multi
.ciplinary' services" and that tools to 
l the practitioner and to keep him in
·med regarding sound business princi
:s and new techniques have appeared 
retofore in a "piecemeal fashion," 
:hout the benefit of an overall plan. 
:'\IA monitor and evaluate the various 
!as of technology related to architec
·al practice and continue "to study 
:thods of improving the architect's per
·mance in providing project cost and 
ie control, two of the major deficiencies 
traditional project delivery systems." 
<\IA study the economic condition of 
: profession, including salaries of em
iyees, compensation of principals and 
ns, business techniques and those firms 
ich use AIA's management system, 
;h information being current and made 
:tilable to the membership, providing a 
;is for action where appropriate. 
AIA build "within its ranks a con

ousness and acceptance of account-
1lity to the public for our architecture, 
;ign quality and performance in all 
:as of practice in our profession." Fur
:r, AIA should take the initiative in 
.king its ethical code known to the 
!rs of architectural services. 
<\IA develop "effective measures to 
Jcate the client and the public regard
; the realistic role of the architect and 
• limitations of the profession" in view 
increased liability. If architecture be
nes "legally indistinguishable from the 
1duct of any trade or business," the 
:hitect "will be held increasingly liable 
· the results rather than the perform
;e within the 'traditional standard of 
·e' " and will "increasingly bear the 
mt of consumer protection laws in such 
•as as warranties, disclosures, plain 
glish contracts, truth-in-lending, em-
1yment practices and code compliance." 
s further recommended that AIA "join 
·ces" with other professional groups "to 
:k common solutions and increased 
rticipation in the legislation process." 
[n the section of the report on the edu
ion of the professional and the public, 
. committee points out that AIA's com
:ment to education "goes beyond the 
:ds of the profession." The committee 
ommends that priority continue to be 
en to environmental education and 
:hitectural appreciation programs for 
:school and school children; that AIA's 
nponent affairs department assume the 
ponsibility for becoming a clearing-
use about successful programs by AIA 
ipters in the architectural education of 
: adult nonprofessional; that AIA "en-
1ce its ability to actively support the 
rease in the number of women and 
norities in the architectural profession 
ough expanded or more effective public 
Jcation, college student information 

and scholarship programs. 
The committee says that the training of 

an architect is not the sole responsibility 
and obligation of architectural schools. In 
recognition of the importance of the archi
tectural office and its role in the training 
of competent architects, AIA joined with 
the National Council of Architectural Reg
istration Boards in the establishment of 
the intern-architect development program. 
The committee reports that "questions 
have been raised" about the program's 
effectiveness and recommends that prior 
to the adoption of a policy that would 
commit further resources and acceptance 
of responsibility that the program's effec
tiveness and cost be determined and that 
the relationship of the intern and school 
be studied, "as well as the long-term 
implications of this relationship." 

The committee reports that it has "no 
preconceptions" regarding a first-rate 
continuing education program but that it 
is concerned that such a program "be 
effective and provide the greatest benefit 
to the membership and ultimately to the 
public served by the profession." There
fore, the committee recommends that 
AIA "continue to support actively a con
tinuing education program that is respon
sive to the needs of the membership" and 
that such a program include opportuni
ties to respond to a changing marketplace. 
It recommends that the board appoint a 
task force to evaluate the current continu
ing education program "in terms of its 
effectiveness vis-a-vis cost, development 
and delivery." 

Turning to concerns outside the profes
sion that greatly affect architecture, the 
committee discusses government and the 
economy. Pointing to the fact that archi
tecture is a profession "where the practi
tioner and employees are largely compen
sated on an incentive basis," the commit
tee asks how the architect can protect 
himself "against voluntary and possibly 
mandatory wage determinations that do 
not account for productivity and incen
tive compensation." It recommends that 
AIA collect compensation data "that 
would permit quantification of the incen
tive participation in business by employ
ers and employees." 

In the important matter of energy con
servation, the committee recommends 
that AIA "expand significantly the flow of 
information to the public and the profes
sion concerning the opportunities for 
significant energy savings not only in new 
construction but existing buildings 
through conservation and related passive 
solar techniques." 

Looking to the future, the committee 
predicts demographic changes in the 
population and economic trends, saying 
that inflation "will continue to be a prob
lem because achieving both a significant 
reduction in the budget deficit and an 

increase in the money supply will be 
politically difficult" and that in the next 
year or two there will be a downturn in 
the volume of architecture provided. It 
suggests that economic downturns "are a 
fact of life." With regard to economic 
conditions, the committee says AIA 
should have "on-going strategy" to 
provide the membership with "viable pro
grams .. . irrespective of economic con
ditions." It recommends that AIA pre
pare for the downturns "by studying in 
advance what types of specialized Insti
tute assistance can be provided the prac
ticing architect." 

Architects need to "speak with one 
voice" to a variety of audiences. How can 
AIA respond to issues in ways that lead 
to coherent, concerted action of benefit to 
both profession and the public, the com
mittee asks. In its final section, the report 
calls for development of a workable 
means for promptly evaluating the effec
tiveness of AIA's programs and services 
for membership recruitment and retention. 

Five Communities to Receive 
AIA Urban Design Citations 

Five communities have been selected by 
AIA to receive special citations for com
munity development at the Institute's con
vention this month. Nominated by the 
urban planning and design committee, the 
communities "illustrate the proper rela
tionship between the architect and the 
public and private sectors," the committee 
said, offering "models for other commun
ities to follow." 

Citations go to : 
• Boston, "for involving citizens and pro
fessionals .. . in a continuous planning 
process to develop the environmental, 
social and land use impacts of transporta
tion corridors and their nodes." 
• Birmingham, Ala., "for its restatement 
of the basic privileges of a free society by 
making itself accountable to its citizens on 
a neighborhood by neighborhood 
basis .. . . " 
• Charleston, S.C., "for its daring and 
constraint as it evolves its unique process 
of economic development in order to con
serve and re-energize its distinctive his
toric and regional urban setting." 
• Baltimore, "for its comprehensive city
wide policies for reconstruction within 
which it recognizes its historic neighbor
hoods as the thresholds between its heri
tage and its future at human and com
munity scales." 
• Cincinnati, "for its pioneer department 
of urban development in which the design 
professions act so effectively as the cata
lysts and entrepreneurs of public and 
private investment in urban and neighbor
hood revitalization." 

News continued on page 25 
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between cleanings. Cut pile carpet absorbs sound 
as conventional level-loop never will, adding 
luxury to the commercial installation. Millil~en 
technology and tough durable Anso Nylon assure 
years of trouble free life in high traffic installations. 

The real beauty is that all commercial carpets 
mode with Anso Nylon ore engineered for 
superior performance. 

• Anso "reduced soiling" fibers for outstanding 
appearance retention . 
• Rigorous performance tests, including a 100,000 
tread floor test for every cut-pile style. 
•The strongest wear guarantee in the industry; 
free replacement if any portion of the carpet 
wears more than 1 O°lo in five years. That's the 
Al lied Chemical Guoronteeth ™ . . . the guarantee 
with teeth. 

Is it any wonder that Anso is Millil~en's first choice for 
patterned carpet. For more reasons why it should 
be your choice - see the whole collection . .. 
write for free specifiers guide to: Allied Chemical 
Corporation, Fibers Division, 1 411 Broadway, New 
Yori~ 10018 (212) J91-5079 -Asl~ for a 
Commercial Carpet Specialist. 

£YA,. MILLI KEN 

•• (ii"J;"1(1 G')~~~ 
{2'.J~~~~ 0 

TheGuaranteeWithTeeth'" 
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Owens-Corning sound dividers. 
Designed so your design gets noticed. Not ours. 

We don't expect people at work to appreciate 
the classic lines of our sound divider system. 

They may not notice the handsome fabric cov
ering. Or how beautifully the dividers fit together. 

They may never see the electrical raceway 
hidden in the base or the shelf-hanging capability. 

And they can't possibly know that their privacy 
comes from our special sound-absorbent Fiberglas* 
core inside each panel. 

Circle 14 on information card 

What they will notice is what really matters: the 
total landscape you've created . 

For a free sound divider catalog, color selector, 
and booklet, "Speech Privacy in the Open Office," 
write D. F .Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas 
Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659. 

OWENS/ CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
'T.M. Reg . 0. -C.F. @0.-C.F. Corp. 1978 IUll flllU I ~ 



wards 

~ster ~ciates' Sainsbury 
:entre Receives Reynolds Prize 
1e Sainsbury Centre for the Visual Arts 
the University of East Anglia in Nor
ch, England, designed by the London 
m of Foster Associates, is the winner of 
;! 1979 R . S. Reynolds memorial award, 
ten annually for the design of a "perma
nt, significant work of architecture, in 
;! creation of which aluminum has been 
important contribution." The structure, 

1ilt to house a large collection of art 
/en the university by Sir Robert and 
idy Sainsbury, contains under one roof 
o extensive exhibition galleries, a school 
fine arts, a faculty club, a large recep
m conservatory, a public restaurant and 
aces for storage and for workshop ac
'ities. The building was completed in 
~cember 1977. 
The award to Foster Associates marks 

e first time in the 23 years of the Rey
>lds award that recognition has been 
ven a second time to the same firm. Fos
r Associates won the award in 1976 for 
. design of a country office building for 
illis Faber & Dumas at Ipswich, Suffolk, 
1gland. This year's jury, chaired by 
_mer E. Botsai, F AIA, immediate past 
esident of the Institute, on which pre
ous winners Philip Johnson, FAIA, and 
'illi Walter also served, called the Sains
iry Centre a "unique statement in to-
1y's architecture." The jury said the 
ructure "represents the highest achieve
ent of architecture." 
The jury praised Foster Associates for 
e manner in which advanced technology 
as interwoven into a building of "very 
Jman scale." The building, the jury said, 
eates a sense of personal intimacy. 
The roof and external walls of the es
ntially factory-produced structure pro
de a system of rapidly interchangeable 
1ndwich panels of aluminum, either sol-

id, glazed or grilled. "The entire inner 
wall and ceiling lining is a tuneable system 
of perforated aluminum louvers," the ar
chitect explains. "Together, they provide 
a means to easily adjust natural lighting 
without disturbing exhibits or gallery 
users." The building's panels are the first 
architectural use of an aluminum alloy 
with superplastic forming characteristics, 
the architect says. The vacuum-formed 
outer panels are bonded to fire-resistant 
foam core insulation. 

"Standing on the mezzanine or the up
per level entry gives one the feeling of 
boundless space extending beyond the 
glass facades at each end," said the jury. 
"Yet, this is achieved without overpower
ing the exhibits, the working spaces or the 
public areas." 

Washington Buildin~ of Two 
Generations Get Stone Awards 

The Building Stone Institute's 1979 
Tucker awards "for architectural excel
lence in concept, design, construction and 
use of natural stone" have been won by 
two buildings in Washington, D.C. In the 
contemporary stone structure category, 
highest honors went to the East Building, 
National Gallery of Art, designed by I. M. 
Pei & Partners of New York City. Judged 
"outstanding" in the classification of stone 
buildings completed at least 25 years ago 
and still in use today was the Folger 
Shakespeare Library, designed by Paul 
P. Cret , whose successor firm is Harbe
son Hough Livingston & Larson of 
Philadelphia. 

Two other structures were singled out 
for "design excellence" citations: the 
Sarah Mellon Scaife Gallery in Pittsburgh 
and the Mecklenberg County Courthouse 
in Charlotte, N.C. The granite-faced gal
lery is the design of Edward Larrabee 
Barnes, F AIA, of New York City. Wolf 
Associates of Charlotte is architect of the 
courthouse built of Texas shell limestone. 

The award winners were selected by a 
three-man jury: John Morris Dixon, 
FAIA, editor of Progressive Architecture; 
M. Paul Friedberg, landscape architect 
and planner, New York City, and Hamil
ton Smith, FAIA, Garden City, N.Y. The 
jury said that the East Building by Pei 
"recalls the classical approach to stone's 
use, emphasizing sculpture, curves and 
ornamentation." The Folger Shakespeare 
Library, dedicated on April 23, 1932, was 

praised for the architect's "departure from 
the classical toward the modern." The 
stonework, the jury said, "is as magnifi
cent today as it was then, almost 50 years 
ago." 

The Scaife Gallery was commended for 
the "richness and sensuously beautiful" 
characteristics of natural stone, while the 
Mecklenberg County Courthouse was 
praised for its "elegance and high-quality 
craftsmanship, inside and out." 

Barnes Given Louis Sullivan 
Award by Brick Industry 

Edward Larrabee Barnes, F AIA, whose 
architectural practice is headquartered in 
New York City, has been selected as the 
1979 winner of the Louis Sullivan award 
for architecture sponsored by the Interna
tional Union of Bricklayers & Allied 
Craftsmen. The award is given every two 
years to a practicing U.S. or Canadian 
architect "whose work is deemed to best 
exemplify the ideals and achievements of 
the late Louis Sullivan, the father of mod
ern American architecture." 

This year's jury was chaired by Lewis 
Davis, F AIA. Other members were John 
H. Burgee, FAIA; Donald Singer, AIA; 
Arthur Erickson, Hon. FAIA; Alton Par
ker, associate AIA member, and Jonathan 
Foster, student at Harvard University . 
The awards program is administered by 
AIA. 

The jury said that Barnes' buildings 
over the years "have been uniformly sen
sitive to their surroundings, restrained in 
their use of materials, thoughtful and 
clear. " The award, based on the submis
sion of at least three projects, "recognizes 
design excellence over a long period of 
time" and is not based on the design of a 
single building or complex. Previous win
ners have been Ulrich Franzen, FAIA; 
Hartman-Cox; Philip Johnson, FAIA, 
and Davis, Brody & Associates. Barnes 
will receive the award and the accompany
ing $5,000 prize at the International Un
ion's general board meeting in San Diego 
in September. 

The first Pritzker architecture prize 
has been awarded to Philip Johnson, 
FAIA, by the Hyatt Foundation (Jay 
A. Pritzker, president). The award 
consists of a cast of Henry Moore's 
"Architectural Award" sculpture and 
$100,000. 

A Pritzker prize will be awarded 
annually to an architect or firm whose 
work demonstrates "the qualities of 
talent, vision and commitment. .. . " 
Jurors were Kenneth Clark, J. Carter 
Brown, Cesar Pelli, AIA, J. Irwin Mil
ler, Arata Isozki. Johnson commented, 
"I know exactly why I got it. It's very 
simple. I'm very old." 

Awards continued on page 29 
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Raaal. 
Knauf Fiber Glass. It's a new name for the products 

you know. 
Products like fiber glass air duct systems. Like insula

tion board for industrial use. Snap around pipe insulation. 
Duct wraps. Duct liners. And insulation blankets for metal 
buildings and original equipment manufacturing applications. 

Knauf is a new name for insulation . But its products 
have already earned their good reputation. 

The premium quality continues. So does the research 
and development for better modes of fiber glass insulation. 

Our future depends on product and • 
service. Without a commitment to both, we 1 
wouldn 't have put our family name on the door. 

FIBERGLASS 

SHELBYVILLE , IN 46176/TELEPHONE (317) 398-4434/TWX 8 10 260-261 

Circle I 5 on information care 
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11gineers Honor Finn for 
1genious Docking Scheme 

1e American Consulting Engineers 
mncil has awarded its first prize for en-
1eering excellence in 1979 to URS/ 
adigan-Praeger of New York City for 
~ firm's design of an intricate docking 

Y'actice 

system for a massive $300 million paper 
mill/power plant. The mill and plant 
were constructed in Japan and towed to a 
remote jungle in Brazil. 
- Drydocking was considered prohibitive
ly expensive, so the engineers dredged a 
basin formed by dikes around a timber 
pile support system. They floated the 
barges into the flooded basin, then emp
tied the basin and left the mill and plant 
resting on the piles. 

)esign Prof~ons Protest Plan 
~r Federal Profit Guidelines 
1 economic research organization's sug
;tion that the federal government estab-
1 profit guidelines for professional 
vice contracts based on a percentage 
cost has brought protest from archi-
ts and engineers. 
Researchers for Logistics Management 
;titute (LMI) was hired by the Office 
Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) 
develop a uniform federal policy on 
)fits on negotiated contracts. A profit 
mula based on cost was suggested, with 
: profit range from 5.7 to 9.7 percent, 
:h 7.2 percent the median, for profes
nal services. A range of 14.1 to 20. 7 
rcent with a 16.6 percent median was 
:ommended for construction and manu
:turing companies, based on both cost 
::l capital investment. 
COFPAES (Committee on Federal 
Jcurement of Architectural/Engineer-
; Services), in response to the LMI 
JOrt, said that "there is no evidence of 
::lespread 'excessive' profits to A/E 
ns on government work. On the con
_ry, several studies indicate a long-term 
nd of declining profit of A/E firms .... 
e believe that the proposed policy 
1uld have a devastating impact on the 
.vate practice of architecture and engi
ering in this nation, with resulting 
verse impacts on the public welfare." 
Negotiated procurement accounted for 
proximately $55 billion of the $75 bil
n in total procurement of goods and 
vices by all federal agencies in 1977. 
1rrently, federal agencies base profit on 
imated cost of contract performance 
ce the contracting parties agree upon 
: costs to be paid for a task, profit is 
gotiated as a percentage of these costs. 
The idea of a uniform profit policy was 
;tsuggested in 1972 by the Commission 
Government Procurement because it 

md that contractors doing similar work 
: different agencies operated under 
rying profit policies. The purpose of a 
iform policy is to enable the govern-

ment to acquire goods and services at the 
lowest cost and to offer contractors profits 
that are comparable to those earned in 
the private sector. The LMI report de
fines profit as "to reward the use of capi
tal resources, the taking of risk and the 
entrepreneurial function of organizing 
and managing resources." 

COFPAES argues that the proposed 
policy would not encourage the design of 
cost-effective government facilities; does 
not consider the impact of related pro
cui:ement policies on the actual profits of 
A/E firms; will not provide a competitive 
return on capital employed by consulting 
engineers and architects; does not con
sider the assumption of risk by A/E firms, 
and that the data used by LMI include a 
combination of government and commer
cial work and therefore do not represent 
commercial equivalent rates of return. 

Two alternatives were suggested by 
COFPAES. One would exempt A/E firms 
and other professional service firms from 
strict application of quantitative guide
lines. The second would be to develop a 
comprehensive profit policy for A/E 
services that meets all the criteria set forth 
in the LMI study. 

An analysis of the LMI study by 
Deloitte Haskins & Sells (for COFPAES) 
points out that A/E firms in the 25-7 5 
percentile range achieve from 3.8 to 14 
percent return on cost. "It is difficult," 
said the analysis, "to believe that a 
firm earning a 14 percent return on costs 
would actively seek the opportunity to 
achieve a 7 .2 percent return from the 
government." In addition, the analysis 
suggests that the LMI study was inaccu
rate as to the true nature of profits and 
that under LMI's guidelines profits would 
not be 7.3 but 2.7 percent. 

It does not seem likely that OFPP will 
make any definite decision on profit mar
gins this year. Lester A. Fettig resigned 
as administrator of OFPP in April, and 
no replacement has been chosen at this 

According to ACEC, the docking de
sign permitted the project to be completed 
two years early and at a cost of $6 million 
less than would have occurred under the 
next most economical approach. 

ACEC also gave 14 other honor awards 
to consulting engineering firms for an ar
ray of projects, ranging from a plan to 
convert sewage sludge and refuse into 
steam to the design of a restored 1841 
aqueduct. 

writing. Also, under President Ford's 
"sunset laws" the authority of the five
year-old OFPP expires Sept. 30. A bill to 
extend its authority for three years has 
been introduced by Rep. Jack Brooks, 
(D -Tex.), but it would sharply limit the 
agency's authority. The bill would also re
quire OFPP to submit to Congress within 
one year a proposal for uniform set of 
procurement policies. In addition, Sen. 
Lawton Chiles (D -Fla.), introduced a 
bill that would simply extend OFPP for 
five years. Nora Richter 

Competition Proposed to Develop 
Alternative Plan for Les Hailes 

The French Syndicat de !'Architecture is 
seeking international support in a com
petition for the urban renewal of the 
Halles quarter in Paris. The move is in 
reaction to a proposal for the site by 
Mayor Jacques Chirac, a plan the syndi
cate calls "scandalous." According to the 
syndicate, the technical decisions are 
"vague and incoherent," the economic 
decisions are based on a "shallow theory 
of quick profit," architecture has been 
"banished" and the Parisian spirit of 
democracy has been "eliminated." 

The aim of the competition is fourfold: 
to re-establish the role of architecture in 
the building of a public space; to provide 
a "realistic appraisal" of an urban center; 
to give consideration to the symbolic im
portance of the site (represented by the 
white space in the map below), and to 

Practice continued on page 32 
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Back to nature 
with Franciscan 
New Naturals. 
Inspired by Nature, four new colors 
have been added to the Franciscan 
Terra Grande palette. The "new 
naturals" have been designed to 
work equally well with each other 
as well as individually. Popcorn, 
a clean , clear white and Vanilla, 
a warm creamy white are subtly 
neutral. Mesa is a rich, red clay 
color and Chocolate is a deep 
warm brown. 

The "new naturals" available 
in both 3" x 6" and 6" x 6" work 
beautifully with other natural 
materials such as wood , stone and 
woven fibers . They also coordinate 
with the newest kitchen appliances 
and bathroom fi xture colors. The 
naturals are suitable for floor as 
well as counters and vertical 
surfaces. 

The new naturals ... a natural 
choice for today's living and years 
to come. 

For further information see 
Sweet's Architectural or Interior 
Design Files or contact Franciscan 
Tile, 2901 Los Feliz Blvd ., 
Los Angeles , California 90039 . 

Circle 17 on information card 



''My clients 
ask a lot of the flooring I specifJ 

That's why I ask for Azrock.'' 

''I'm always looking 
for ways to help my 
clients keep costs down. 
I count on Azrock 
Thro-Onyx to let me 
design more floor for 
the dollar." 

Azrock Thru-Onyx easily out
performs carpet and other types 
of resilient flooring in heavy traffic 
areas. The pattern won't "walk off;' 
because rt's distributed through the 
full tile thickness. Thru-Onyx is a 
non-asbestos tile that meets or 
exceeds all performance 
requirements for vinyl asbestos tile 
without using asbestos. Colors are 
cleaner and brighter, and the dense, 
non-porous composition makes 
a Thru-Onyx floor easy and 
economical to maintain. 
Specify the low-cost floor with 
beauty that lasts. Ask for Azrock 
Thru-Onyx. 

The name to ask for 
in resilient floors. 

Circle 18 on information card 

1-0nyx in Azrock vinyl composition tile. Five natural colors, 1 /8" and 3/32" gauges, 12" x 12" size. Ask your Azrock flooring contractor or write 
Jck Floor Products, Dept. 409A, P 0. Box 531, San Antonio, Texas 78292. 
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use the winning project as an alternative 
to the one proposed "in the hopes of 
provoking a public debate concerning 
architecture." 

The conceptual competition will re
quire of the entrants a general plan; an 
axonometric or/and a perspective view; 
longitudinal and transverse sections, and 
text to explain the architectural and urban 
choices. The competition is open to all 
architects and architectural students 
worldwide. -

The registration fee is $60 for practicing 
architects and $30 for students. First prize 
will be approximately $11,500, with honor
able mentions receiving about $2,300 each. 

The closing date for registration is July 
31; the final date to send projects is Oct. 
17. The jury will meet on Nov. 12-15, 
with announcement of results made on 
Nov. 15. 

According to the proposal, the follow-

Preservation 

ing have agreed to serve on the jury: 
Roland Barthes, Francois Barre, Henri 
Laborit, Henri Lefebvre, Philip Johnson, 
F AIA, James Stirling, Giancarlo de 
Carlo, Diana Agrest, Bruno Zevi, Marc 
Emery, Haig Beck and Tomas Maldo
nado. Other jury members will be selected 
among local residents and members of 
the syndicate. 

The proposal states that many archi
tects from several countries have ex
pressed their support or desire to partici
pate in the competition. Architects from 
this country listed are Peter Eisenman, 
AIA; Philip Johnson, FAIA; Cesar Pelli, 
AIA; Stanley Tigerman, FAIA, and 
Robert Venturi, F AIA. 

For further information, write or call 
Association pour !'Organisation de la 
Consultation Internationale pour 
l'Amenagement du Quartier des Halles 
50, rue de l'Arbre Sec-75001 Paris, 
France; 260-26-94. 

Fund Drive Launched to Complete 
Restoration of Unity Temple 
Frank Lloyd Wright's first public building 
was Unity Temple in Oak Park, Ill. (right). 
It is still used as originally designed, but 
Is badly in need of further restorative 
work. The Unity Temple Restoration 
Foundation has launched a drive to raise 
$50,000 to continue the temple's restora
tion, monies which will be matched by a 
like sum from the Edgar J. Kaufmann 
Charitable Foundation. Currently, how
ever, the foundation reports that the res
toration "has not caught the public's 
heartstrings or purse strings," and at this 
writing, only $5,000 has been raised. The 
restoration foundation, founded for the 
purpose of acquiring funds for the tem
ple's repair, is not connected with the 
Unitarian congregation which still meets 
in the temple and cannot afford expensive 
restoration costs. 

Late this winter, Building Conservation 
Technology Inc. in Washington, D.C., 
completed an analysis to determine the 
temple's original colors. This is only the 
second Wright building to have such an 
analysis made, the first being for Wright's 
home and studio also in Oak Park. Wright 
used colors "in a very sophisticated and 
complex way in Unity Temple," says Don 
Kalec, consultant to the restoration foun
dation. "Today's colors are very different 
from the original ones." 

Currently, restoration is being accom
plished in the temple's foyer. All addi
tions since 1909, such as bookcases and 
acoustical tile ceiling, are being removed, 
exterior and interior doors repaired and 
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refinished, the room painted with its origi
nal colors and oak trim refinished. 

Upon the completion of this work 
shortly, the restoration foundation hopes 
to turn its attention to the temple's inte
rior, if the required funds are raised. 
Among the necessary things to be done 
are restoration and painting of wall and 
ceiling surfaces, repair of art glass and 
casement windows and rewiring of light 
fixtures. Also, the roof surfaces and ex
terior skylight require work and the heat
ing system for the entire building needs 
renovation. 

Wright called Unity Temple his "jewel." 
He said that "Unity Temple is where I 
thought I had it, this idea that the reality 
of a building does not consist in the walls 
and roof but in the spaces within .... The 
first idea was to keep a noble room for 
worship in mind and let that sense of the 

great room shape the whole edifice. Wh: 
shape? Well, the answer lay in the mate
rial. Concrete was cheap. Why not mak1 
the forms so concrete could be cast as 
separate blocks and masses, these group< 
about an interior space? Inside, the cent 
ceiling between the four great posts be
came skylight, daylight sifting through 
between the interesting concrete beams, 
filtering through amber glass ceiling light 

Contributions to the Unity Temple 
Restoration Foundation are tax-deducti 
ble, and membership in the foundation 
may be gained by making a contribution 
of $25 or more. For more information, 
write the foundation at P.O. Box 785, 
Oak Park, Ill. 60303. 

National Trust Announces 
Historic Preservation Awards 
The National Trust for Historic Preserv 
tion honored the 1979 winners of award 
for achievements in the field of historic 
preservation in early May during cere
monies marking national historic preser 
vation week. 

The following received the David E. 
Finley award for "outstanding achieve
ment" in the preservation, restoration a1 
interpretation of sites, building, district 
and objects of state or regional historica 
or cultural significance: 
• Christopher "Kit" S. Bond of Kansas 
City, Mo., a former Missouri governor 
( 1973-77) who led efforts to preserve ti 
1892 Wainwright Building, the first stee 
framed skyscraper designed by Dankma 
Adler and Louis Sullivan. 
• The Camden District Heritage Found 
tion and Historic Camden, S.C., for de
veloping a total preservation program in 
valving more than 60 privately owned 
houses and a Revolutionary War park a 
museum. 
• Lloyd Thomas Smith, president of S/ 
Tool Co., Newton, Kan., for the restora
tion of the 1879 Monarch Steam Mills t, 
house his company's corporate offices, a 
well as dental offices, legal and other 
firms. This project sparked the rejuvena 
tion of adjoining commercial areas. 
• The Viscayans, Miami, for the "exem 
plary restoration" as a house museum o 
the James Deering estate (Vizcaya) anc 
its surrounding extensive formal garden 

For outstanding achievement in the 
preservation, restoration and interpreta
tion of sites, buildings, districts .and ob
jects of historical or cultural significancf 
by an individual or organization not nee 
essarily professionally engaged in the fie 
of preservation, the Gordon Gray aware 
was given to: 
• The Colonial Dames of America, 
Chapter Three, and the National Park 
Service, both of Washington, D.C., for 
restoration of the Abner Cloud house, a 

Preservation continued on page 
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late 18th-century miller's house in the 
C & 0 Canal National Historical Park. 
• Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y., 
for revitalizing the main street of Corning 
by restoring the late 19th and early 20th 
century brick and terra cotta decorated 
commercial buildings (below). 
..:.., ~::..__-~ -.. - ----,,,...._ ---- - - - - -:---- . - -- ... -"-- ----

• City of Oakland, Calif. , planning de
partment for publishing the "successful" 
manual, Rehab Right: How to Rehabili
tate Your Oakland House Without Sacri
ficing Architectural Assets. 
• The Old-House Journal Corp., Brook
lyn, N.Y., for publishing a monthly news
letter of renovation and maintenance tips . 
• Franco Scalamandre, chairman of the 
board, Scalamandre Silks, Long Island 
City, N.Y., for providing advice, research 
and materials to more than 500 historical 
societies, museums and government 
agencies over the past 50 years. 
• Steward Title Co., Houston, for restor
ing the facade of an 1882 building in Gal
veston that stimulated revitalization of the 
historic Strand area. 

The National Trust's president's award 
for outstanding achievement in the pres
ervation, restoration and interpretation of 
sites, building, districts and objects that 
have historical or cultural significance to 
a local community was presented to: 
• Delaware Trust Co., Wilmington, Del. , 
for restoring the first floor of the 185 3 
Wilmington Customhouse. 
• Jun ior League of Corpus Christi, Tex., 
for acquiring from the city and restoring 
the 1893 Sidbury house, the last remain
ing example of "high Victorian" archi
tecture in the city. 
• Rose Josephine Boylan of East St. 
Louis, 111., for her 52 years of active in
volvement in the research of the history 
and preservation of important historic 
structures, including a log church and 
mansion. 
• The Maritime Muse um Association of 
San Diego, for its 52 years of preserving 
and displaying historic vessels and mari
time artifacts. 

The public service award for outstand
ing achievement by municipal, state or 
federal officials who have demonstrated 
significant support for historic or cultural 
preservation was given to the City of 
Evansville, Ind., for committing itself to 
and appropriating funds (more than 
$500,000) for historic preservation. 

News/ Education 

Florida University Introduces 
Architectural Bubble Gum Cards 

Children and architecture buffs in Florida 
have a new hobby-collecting architec
ture trading cards. The cards haven't hit 
the corner drugstores yet, but the school 
of architecture, Florida Agricultural and 
Mechanical University, Tallahassee, is 
promoting architecture through " archi
tecture bubble gum, with cards." Collec
tors can trade the Eiffel Tower for Men
delsohn's Einstein observatory, or Le 
Corbusier's Unite Habitation for the 
Parthenon or Venturi's mother's house 
for Mies Van der Rohe's Crown Hall. 
Presumably, any could be traded for 
Reggie Jackson. (Parthenon card below.) 

The cards were first used as "grand 
finales" at two architectural conventions 
for children, organized by Florida A&M's 
architectural professors Grant Genova 
and Linda Searl. The conventions, in 
themselves, are worthy of mention. 

In conjunction with the Arts Council 
of Tampa-Hillsborough County, Geneva, 
Searl and a number of A&M architectural 
students sought to open the world of 
architecture to children. The conventions, 
centered around the concept of the house, 
opened with an introduction, "house as a 
system," and a puppet show describing the 
process of designing a house for a family . 
The children then attended one of three 
workshops : airship to the moon with a 
moon architect, energy efficiency game 
and "building your own house." The con
ventions ended with a skit showing how 
children feel about their house spaces. 
And the finale consisted of presenting the 
children with bubble gum/ trading cards 
and models. (The team from A&M is now 
applying for a grant to make the conven
tion's game for classrooms.) 

The children at the conventions chewed 
and blew the gum and held onto the 
cards. Left-over supplies were used for 
public relations for the school. The cards 
have proved popular enough to require a 
second edition. 

Education continued on page 38 

*PARTHENON 
500BC/GREECE 
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Education from page 35 

Aga Khan Funds Program 
On Islamic Architecture 

His Highness the Aga Khan, leader of 
some 20 million Ismaili Muslims and a 
graduate of Harvard University's class of 
19 5 8, is providing a sum of money to ex
ceed $11 .5 million for a joint program at 
Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology to further knowledge of 
Islam's architectural past, its contempo
rary architectural expression and its fu
ture directions. The aim as well is to give 
teachers and architects insights into the 
relationship between architecture and the 
values and traditions of Islamic culture. 

To be known as the Aga Khan program 
for Islamic architecture, the project will 
be governed by a faculty council and will 
be carried out through the two institutions' 
Ph.D. programs. In addition to developing 
increasing numbers of scholars of Islamic 
architecture, another major goal is the 
creation of a resource center for the gath
ering and dissemination of information. It 
is anticipated that the program will go be
yond the boundaries of the two campuses 
to scholars in related fields everywhere, to 
professionals in architecture and planning 
and to teachers in schools of architecture 
in the Islamic world. Specifically, the pro
gram will support four professorial posi
tions at the two universities, crez.!e a fel
lowship program for Ph.D. students, en
large and coordinate the centers at MIT 
and Harvard which collect visual mate
rials on Islamic architecture, develop a 
sophisticated retrieval system to make 
documentation readily available through
out the world and provide funds for sum
mer institutes. 

AIA/ AIA Foundation Scholar
ships Go to 76 Students 

The AIA/ AIA Foundation scholarship 
program has awarded 1979-80 scholar
ships to 76 undergraduate and graduate 
students from 49 accredited U.S. and Ca
nadian schools of architecture and one ar
chitectural educator. The 77 recipients of 
scholarships, totaling $98,500, were se
lected from 263 applicants. 

The recipients of scholarships were se
lected by the AIA scholarship committee, 
chaired by Richard Dozier, AIA, of Tus
kegee, Ala. Other members of the com
mittee are Leon Bridges, AIA, Baltimore; 
De Von Carlson, FAIA, Boulder, Colo.; 
Jean Young, AIA, Seattle, and Mary Beth 
Permar, student at Clemson University 
and vice president of the Association of 
Student Chapters/ AIA. 

The scholarship program gives awards 
annually to students in accredited fi rst 
professional degree programs in the U.S. 
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or in programs recognized by the Royal 
Architectural Institute of Canada. Awards 
range from $500 to $2,000, with selection 
of winners based on the committee's eval
uation of each applicant's academic rec
ord, financial need and on recommenda
tions by deans or department heads of 
accredited architectural schools. Profes
sional applicants' scholarships are given 
on the basis of proposals for study and 
research beyond the first professional 
degree. 

Funds in the scholarship program are 
generated through endowments to the 
AIA fund and annual donations to the 
AIA Foundation. Several of the scholar
ships, administered by AIA through the 
AIA Foundation, are funded by annual 
gifts from private corporations in the 
building industry. 

For further information, write Ray 
Charity at AIA headquarters. 

News/ Government 

GSA Reports on Growth of 
Art- in-Architecture Program 

Thomas Jefferson instituted a national tra
dition when he sought successfully to inte
grate artworks in the design of the U.S. 
Capitol. And from Jefferson's time until 
now, there have been many efforts to cre
ate public art that would express the as
pirations of the American people. As An
drew Forge, dean of Yale University's 
school of art, has said, federal artwork 
should be for everyone, "not just art lov
ers and collectors; it should strike a re
sponse with the tired and the lively, the 
idle and the harassed." 

The nation's first body of public art 
probably came during the Depression 
when the New Deal came to the rescue of 
thousands of artists, commissioning them 
to design artworks for the nation's public 
buildings. 

A more recent source of inspiration for 
federal art was President John F. Ken
nedy's ad hoc committee on federal office 
space of the 1960s, which issued the wide
ly acclaimed report "Guiding Principles 
for Federal Architecture." One of the 
messages enunciated in the principles was 
that "where appropriate, fine arts should 
be incorporated in the design of new fed
eral buildings . ... " 

A response to this challenge came in 
1963 when GSA established policy allow
ing a percentage of the estimated cost of 
construction of each new federal building 
to be expended on artworks. This policy 
ushered in GSA's art-in-architecture pro
gram, and from 1963 to 1966, 44 works 
of art were commissioned. This policy is 
not federal law, however, and any GSA 
administrator can order it stopped. This 
happened in 1966 under President Lyn-

continued on page 92 
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Sir Aston Webb, 1907 
Charles Follen McKim, 1909 
George Browne Post, 19 11 
Jean Louis Pascal, 1914 
Victor Laloux, 1922 
Henry Bacon, 1923 
Sid Edwin Landseer Lutyens, 1925 
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, 1925 
Howard Van Doren Shaw, 1927 
Milton Bennett Medary, 1929 
Ragnar Ostberg, 1934 
Paul Philippe Cret, 1938 
Louis Henri Sullivan, 1946 
Elie! Saarinen, 1947 
Charles Donagh Maginnis, 1948 
Frank Lloyd Wright, 1949 
Sir Patrick Abercrombie, 1950 
Bernard Ralph Maybeck, 1951 
Auguste Perret, 1952 
William Adams Delano, 1953 
Willem Marinus Dudok Hilversum.1955 
Clarence S. Stein, 1956 
Ralph Walker 

(Centennial Medal of Honor) , 1957 
Louis Skidmore, 1957 
John Wellborn Root , 1958 
Walter Gropius, 1959 
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, 1960 
Le Corbusier 

(Charles Edouard Jeanneret-Gris) ,1961 
Eero Saarinen, 1962 
Alvar Aalto, 1963 
Pier Luigi Nervi, 1964 
Kenzo Tange, 1966 
Wallace K. Harrison, 1967 
Marcel Breuer, 1968 
William Wilson Wurster, 1969 
R. Buckminster Fuller, 1970 
Louis I. Kahn, 1971 
Pietro Belluschi, 1972 
Richard Joseph Neutra , 1977 
Philip Cortelyou Johnson , 1978 
Ieoh Ming Pei, 1979 

It seems particularly 
appropriate in this year 
of the celebration of 
architecture to honor
and celebrate-the 
recipients of the Institute's 
highest award, the gold 
medal, as was done at the 
Kansas City convention. 
This issue of the JOURNAL 
is both devoted and 
dedicated to the gold 
medalists (listed at left). 
Much of it deals with the 
two most recent, whose 
careers have been parallel 
in time but fascinatingly 
divergent in approach. But 
first, on the following 
two pages, is a report on 
the current activities and 
thoughts of the other five 
living medalists. 
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Marcel Breuer, FAIA, was awarded the gold medal in 1968. 
He was a member of the original Weimar Bauhaus, a teacher a1 
the Bauhaus in Dessau from 1924-28 and then joined Gropius 
Harvard's graduate school of design to become mentor for a 
generation of students , including Philip Johnson and I. M. Pei. 

The building Breuer worked on just before his retirement 
three years ago was the Atlanta public library, now 70 percent 
complete. Until his recent illness, Breuer, now 77, had been 
sculpting, designing tapestries and "we hope," says his longtim( 
partner Hamilton Smith , FAIA, "working on his memoirs ." 
Breuer was too ill to be interviewed for this article, and Smith 
was reluctant to speak for him, saying, "He spoke so well for 
himself. " His feeling about Breuer, however, is " that he has al
ways been a man impatient of labels , feeling that you just can't 
put things in neat packages. He is also a tremendously tolerant 

~ person. He was plenty well enough to have entered the current 
35 design controversy, but he chose not to. I don 't think he is fillec 
~ with concern over fo rebodings about architecture. He welcome 

·--- ~ new shoots growing off the plants, but thinks that the roots are 

Kenzo Tange, Hon. FAIA, now 65, is the Institute's only Japa
nese gold medalist. At the time of his award in 1966, AJA stated, 
"He sees architecture in its social relationship always, and he has 
been responsible for much of the excellent architecture designed 
for the new community life of Japan which has emerged since the 
war." If anything, Tange's recent work- in Nepal, Sicily, Mecca, 
the U.S. and elsewhere- shows an increased concern with the 
social implications and responsibilities of architecture. He has 
focused his attention on the third world and "the need for har
mony between the natural and the man-made environments and 
between the contemporary and the historical." Recently, he 
wrote : "By the year 2000, it will be necessary to build the habita 
for 4 billion population . .. . In the face of this need, the ad
vanced nations of the world are adopting the luxurious position 
that construction destroys the environment. Three quarters of 
the 4 billion habita that will be needed in the next 25 years will 
be for the oil producing nations and the developing nations .. . . 
Obviously a gradual buildup from a firmly established basis
the process the English followed-will not serve their needs. 
They will have to adopt a top-downward process of borrowing 
skills and knowhow first and building a firm basis later. . .. At 
no time has it been more necessary to transfer the knowhow of 
architecture and building industry to all parts of the world . ... " 

He concludes : "For the very reason that our age is what it 
is, the architect must be aware of his role as the bearer of the 
burden in environmental and cultural formation . Of course, the 
participation of governments, enterprises and the people is in
dispensable to such formation, but the time has come for us to 
give deep thought to the situation and to the significance of the 
architect in this process." 
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still in pretty good shape." 

Pietro Belluschi, F AJA, dean of the school of architecture an 
planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 
1951 to '65 , was awarded the gold medal in 1972. In announc
ing the award, AIA said, "His churches are known for their ele
gant spiritual feeling, while in the design of residences he was a 
leader in the development of a regional style-a Northwest ard 
tecture- which is perhaps the only such style in this century ." 

Belluschi will be 80 this August, lives in Portland, Ore., and 
remains active primarily as a consultant. As he says, "You nam 
it. I've been involved in so many things. I was consultant to the 
Chaing Kai-shek Memorial , Taipei , Taiwan; for the University 
of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; a University in Ancona, Italy, where l 
was born , and then on various large projects in America- one i 
Boston, one in Miami, one in Charleston , symphony hall in 
Baltimore, symphony hall in San Francisco, two or three 
churches in Oregon and some houses. " 

Belluschi is concerned today about the tendency toward "ela·1 
orate intellectualizing and fashion" in architecture, and says, 
"I think a lot of people feel as I do, but are afraid to express it. 
We should realize," he says, " the damage that a fashionable 
mind can do in killing the spirit and reality of our lives . We see 
only the make-believe and the fashionable thing, and once fash
ion has too much influence on architectural thinking then we 
debase architecture to a fashionable art." 

He goes on to say, "Venturi makes fun of integrity as some
thing for dull people. But I do think that no matter how dull it i: 
you have to have certain principles to go by or else you fall into 
complete disarray. If the young look at everything as being som1 
what phony, they will never be able to think seriously about the 
social implications of architecture." 



R. Buckminster Fuller, FAIA, was awarded the gold medal 
1970 for his Dymaxion houses, cars, maps and ways of living, 
d especially for his geodesic domes, of which 10,000 in 50 
untries had already been constructed in 1970. He says there 
e close to 300,000 today scattered around the planet. 
At 8 3, Fuller is still working overtime, at full steam, in a 
ittered Philadelphia office resembling something left over from 
e counter culture of the '60s. Few of his staff are over 30. "I'm 
gaged primarily in what I started to do 52 years ago," says 
1ller. "That was to see what a little , unknown, penniless indi
foal with a dependent wife and child might be able to do effec
'ely in behalf of all humanity, corporations and nations. I saw 
e little individual studying total resources, total knowhow, total 
oduction capability to do more and more with less and less. 
y whole preoccupation in 1927 was the supplying of the most 
lvanced science directly to the environment and the accommo-
1tion and protection of human life so that someday we might be 
>le to do so much with so little that you could take care of 
·erybody and Malthus would be proven wrong and all our poli
:al systems would be wrong and war would be obsolete. It 
:mid never again have to be you or me. There would be enough 
r both. That's how I got into geodesic domes and so forth. 
"Ten years ago," he continues, " it became eminently demon-

rable that from an engineering viewpoint a complete retooling 
· our production from weaponry to livingry would within 10 
:ars have all humanity living at the highest standard of living 
1y humans have known, and we could phase out fossil fuels and 
omic energy. We could live. entirely on our energy income. 
::iuipment could be design~d to harvest the sun energy. Then I 
scovered, as you will, that all great politics, all great nations, 
I great governments, all powerful religions, all great bureaucra
es and most of business would find it absolutely devastating to 
ive all humanity a success. They're all predicated on humanity 
~ing a failure . They say, 'Come around and I'll get you a job. 
ome around and I'll comfort you. Come around and I'll get you 
ell and get you in heaven.' " 
Fuller counts on the enlightened young to change this situa-

::m and, in the meanwhile, is creating various prototypes for 
:irnessing energy and creating what he considers to be more 
:commodating and rational environments for "the humans," as 
~calls us. One such project is his Spherical Tensegrity Research 
:ation, a city-block sized plastic and steel sphere, kept aloft in 
rnce by sunlight. It could, he believes, take over many of the 
mctions of space statellites, including earth resources observa
on and weather forecasting, while sending solar energy back to 
:irth in the form of microwaves. Fuller is also working on what 
e describes as "air deliverable, energy harvesting, self cleaning 
welling machines, which can be installed on very low-cost, 
!mote land. Cities," he says, "will be where people converge 
)r all kinds of information exchange, from which they are going 
) deploy to remote autonomous dwelling machines." Among 

his other involvements is the Old Man River project in St. 
Louis, which was designed at the request of a 70 percent black 
community at Fuller's own cost. It consists of a central, moon 
crater-like shape- the size of four Rose Bowls. Terraced down
ward and away from its rim are residences that back into the 
hillside. "It's as if you're on the side of a mountain, something 
like Berkeley, Calif.," says Fuller. "All the parking and industrial 
things are inside the mountain." 

At a more mundane level, Fuller's activities include frequent 
lectures and consulting work. He is, at this moment, in China at 
the request of the ministry of communications and the Chinese 
national architectural association. "I have no agents, no lecture 
bureaus. I promised long ago that I would never talk to people 
unless they asked me," he says. His last published book, And 
It Came to Pass, came out two years ago; he just went to press 
with the second volume of Synergetics. And he has three more 
books "that have to be written plus enormous amounts of letters 
to be answered and my archives to keep." He describes his 
archives as "a record of a human being born eight years before 
the Wright brothers, of a man coming out of the Victorian world 
where everybody was inherently divided from one another to one 
in which we are incompletely integrated." 

,· 

Wallace K. Harrison, FAIA, won the gold medal in 1967. 
Charles M. Nes, FAIA, then president of the Institute, cited 
Harrison for "his demonstrated abil ity to lead a team in produc
ing significant architectural works of high quality" and for exem
plifying the "highest order of architectural statesmanship." 
Among the fruits of that talent for diplomacy are Rockefeller 
Center and the United Nations building, New York City. 

At 83, Harrison still works full time for the firm of Harrison & 
Abramovitz, which he founded (originally as Harrison & Fouil
houx) in 1935. "We just finished up the mall at Albany and are 
still working on it a bit. We're also working on buildings at 
Lincoln Center," he says. In his spare time Harrison paints. 

He is concerned, these days, that society is not making use of 
the architect's traditionally human approach to environmental 
problems. "The architect has been protective in his role through
out the ages," he says. "He built the pyramids and the fortresses. 
And today, I th ink, he could do a great deal in the area of atomic 
energy plants, for instance, that engineers cannot do, because 
the architect's approach is a human approach, not a mechanical 
one. We've wasted our resources because we haven't thought of 
things in the human context. I think that's part of the architect's 
job," he says. 

About postmodernism he says, "I think it's just another gen
eration coming along and wanting to know all about everything. 
Maybe the young can find methods of bringing out some of the 
things we've missed. But the fundamentals don't change. Choisy 
was as modern as anybody today. We live in the modern world 
and people are beginning to question whether we're going to go 
backward. Of course not. The times are modern, the people are 
modern, the children are more modern than we are. You can't 
go backward; you've got to go ahead.' 'A.O.D. 
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By Andrea 0. Dean 

bnversations: Philip Johnson 
r many of the same reasons that he is highly controversial, 
lip Johnson, FAIA, is also a conundrum. For almost 50 
.rs now, he has been at the eye of storms that have trans-
med architecture. During the late 1920s and early '30s, when 
modern movement was viewed by most as a foreign and 
erodox aberration, Johnson became its chief apostle in Amer
, propagating the new faith with missionary zeal through his 
rk as director of the architecture department at the Museum 
\1odern Art in New York City and through his book, The 
ernational Style, written with Henry-Russell Hitchcock. No 
iner had modernism become the prevailing orthodoxy than 
mson turned apostate, abandoning first the Bauhaus, then his 
ntor Mies, embracing first the past, then modernism of a 
re eclectic stripe and finally an anything goes attitude, saying 
fe is absurd, life is chaos. There are no rules- enjoy it." 
th each shift of ideas came, of course, a parallel change of 
~ction in his architectural work. 
fhe response of critics has been predictably extreme. Most 
1e tended to either elevate Johnson to position of seer or re-
:e him to self-seeking publicist. So, one argues that "Johnson 
Jriates his fellow professionals because he is always (roughly) 
: quantum leap ahead of them." Another is convinced that 
1hnson may well unite contemporary architecture again and 
d it out of both the glass box and the concrete sculpture to a 
v ecumenical gentility." From the opposing team come such 
uttals as, "If Philip Johnson has a talent, it is a taste maker's 
:nt: He jumps on a trend with the best of them." "His work 
. no discernible core of esthetic theory. It is all taste." "John-
1's preoccupation with originality is obsessive." 
rohnson, the man, reveals as many apparent contradictions 
does Johnson the writer/lecturer and designer. He is always 
ngly articulate and outspoken, always elegant, brilliant, witty. 
is usually outgoing, full of fizz and as energetic as a young 
untain goat, despite his 73 years. But then, at rare moments 
will retreat, answering questions cryptically, taking every op
·tunity to deprecate his accomplishments and talents. No 
~e now of devilish twinkle in his eyes. He looks downward, 
newhat morosely, drumming his fingers on the tabletop-
. of annoyance, fatigue, perhaps nervousness. Not long ago, 
dy Warhol painted a very sober looking portrait of his friend 
1lip looking far into the distance, eyes hooded, brow fur-
ved, mouth clamped shut in silence. "Andy made me look 
! a combination of U-boat commander and FDR in decay," 
·s Johnson. 
fhe most interesting source on the subject of Philip Johnson 
>hilip Johnson, though he claims not to understand himself at 
well. 
'Where did my interest in architecture come from? My mother 
.ght us history of architecture and Greek before I went to high 
1001, and when I was 13, I went to school in Switzerland and 
veled in Europe. I remember mother dragging me out of 
artres Cathedral when I was 13. I didn't see why everyone 
uldn't want to stay there all their lives. Then in 1928, I read 
article by Henry-Russell Hitchcock and visited Egypt and 

Greece. And I realized I was seeing entirely different things 
from the rest of the travel group. I couldn't understand why the 
others would always yell at me from a temple and I would al
ways yell at them when they were looking at museums. Then I 
realized it was architecture. I thought it was impossible to be
come an architect because I couldn't draw, and still can't. But 
the sight of the Egyptian temples and the Parthenon was the real 
turning point. I couldn't believe such a thing could be so emo
tional, more emotional even than music. So, naturally I had to 
get into architecture sooner or later. 

"Then in 1929, I met Alfred Barr through my sister, because 
he taught at Wellesley and she was studying there. I was at Har
vard studying philosophy and Greek. Never took a course in 
history of architecture or art. Barr said he was starting a museum 
[the Museum of Modern Art] the next year and would I head 
the architecture department. Well, since I didn't even know 
anything about architecture, I said, 'Yes.' He gathered my en
thusiasm and, hopefully, my ability and the fact that I didn't 
need to be paid, which was very important." 

Johnson was the only son of a well-to-do Cleveland lawyer, 
who divided his estate among his three offspring while they 
were still young. On his only son the elder Johnson conferred 
Alcoa stock, which he reportedly thought had little value. Alcoa, 
of course, flourished, and by the time Philip was graduated from 
Harvard in 1930 he was a rich young man . 

"Then in the summer of 1930," continues Johnson, "I met 
Russell [Henry-Russell Hichcock] and we visited every modern 
building that was available in Europe. I got my interest from his 
seminal book of 1929, but the idea of doing our book, The Inter-
national Style, was mine. . 

"I was interested in the propaganda, the presenting of the 
International Style. It was a religion that we all shared and we 
thought the world would be a better place for it. It wasn't in our 
case a socialist aim, the way it was in Germany. The crowds 
that I knew were all Marxist. But, it wasn't that. We thought 
pure art, pure simple art without decoration, would be a great 
salvation, that since this was the first real style since the Gothic, 
that it would become worldwide and would be the norm of the 
period. That was our idea in presenting the modern architecture 
exhibition at MOMA in 1932. And that's exactly what hap
pened. There were, of course, other things going on that we 
closed our eyes to." 

What kind of young man was Johnson? "At Harvard," he 
says, "I was lonely and reserved, had no friends. My only friend 
was my tutor, and I didn't enjoy anything." 

Didn't he undergo a change, then, even before meeting Barr 
and Hitchcock? "I wonder," he muses. "Of course, my father 
was very extroverted, which I've now become. But, no, I never 
see myself as energetic. And until modern architecture became 
sort of a religious enthusiasm on my part, I didn't have any 
focus. 

"I'm a hero worshiper type. Always was and still am. I be
lieve in the great man theory of history- still. I mean people like 
Napoleon and Mohammed interest me. It seems to me the way 
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Why be an architect 'if you don't want to design?' 
history is counted. I know it's wrong, but that's all right. Every
one should have certain illusions. 

"In the late '20s, Mies and Oud, among the architects, were 
my heroes especially, but never Gropius. Le Corbusier was a 
rather distant figure. I never could get to know him as well. 
Whereas to me Mies was not distant. People thought he was. But 
since I could talk German we had no problems. We shared so 
many prejudices that it was all right. He wasn't afraid of history, 
while all the other moderns thought that architecture was only 
invented by them and Karl Marx, you see. Mies was much broad
er than the functionalists of the day. And so most of our time 
was spent talking about- against- the other functionalists. That 
was the big battle of the '20s and the whole aim of our book. 
Now it's all so perfectly clear that architecture has nothing to do 
with functionalism that nobody bothers to argue. Architecture is 
art. But in those days, that was a revolutionary thing to say." 

In 1934, Johnson suddenly abandoned his museum career for 
a foray into right wing politics. It is a period of his life which 
he discusses only partially. As Calvin Tompkins wrote in a New 
Yorker profile of Johnson, "[This] mistake seemed to propel 
him into the one decision he should have taken at the start, 
which was to become a practicing architect." How so? 

"I was childish," explains Johnson. "I ran for the Ohio state 
legislature and had a lot of fun. But, I'm very poor with people, 
I don't judge them properly and I don't handle them properly. 
I'm much too impolitic and too direct and crude. I don't really 
understand the way other people's minds work. I miss that very 
much; it's something my colleague, Mr. Pei, has in abundance. 
He's a wonderful person. Nobody ever said I was a wonderful 
person. 

"But, anyway, I was no good in politics. So, that was a dead 
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end and I was sitting here in New York twiddling my thumbs 
and said, 'That's a damn fool thing to do with the rest of your 
life.' So, I went back to Harvard to study architecture. It was 
the hardest decision of my life, because I would be 15, 16 year: 
older than the rest of the kids. That seemed awfully hard to tak 
but it wasn't hard at all. 

"At the GSD I had a battle with the faculty. They were youn 
er than I, some of them. And they resented me because I was a 
Miesian already and they were all little Bauhaus people. So, 
when I was asked to make a design, I would make two, one to 
get the mark in the class and one because that's the way it shou 
have been. It was a ridiculous battle. 

"What did I have against the Bauhaus people? Functionalist 
and poor designers." 

Did he have much to do with Gropius? "No. I had no respec 
for him and nothing to do with him. Breuer was my teacher. H1 
was very, very good.'' 

Didn't Johnson at one time call Breuer a "peasant mannerist 
"Yes, something like that," he answers. "I always make the 
nastiest remarks. But he was a very sensitive artist, extraordi
narily original and sensitive in planning and materials. So I 
learned a lot from him." 

Did he know Pei at Harvard? "By the time I got to Harvard, 
he was at MIT. So I didn't see much of him, except I knew him 
well enough to know he was the smartest man around. He and 
his wife came to dinner, the first meal I had in the little house 
I built as a thesis project on Ash Street in 1943." 

What possessed Johnson to build a house as thesis project? '' 
wanted to test out Mies' theories and build this crazy thing. It 
didn't fit the site, according to the neighbors, because it had a 
wall around it. In New England a wall is considered a spite 
fence. Neighborliness was not one of our virtues in those days. 
Just the opposite today." 



The glass house, New Canaan, Conn., brought Johnson 
instant fame in 1949 (across page left). All completed 
in the first four years of the '60s were Munson Williams 
Proctor Institute Museum, Utica, N. Y. (left); 'roofiess 
church,' New Harmony, Ind. (below), and the Museum 
of Modern Art, east wing, New York City (right) . 

In 1945, Johnson opened his own firm in New York City, can
ting of one room. Did he ever think of joining an established 
n rather than starting on his own? "Oh, no. Why should I?" 
says. "That never crossed my mind. Well , not if you have 

Jney, you don 't. I was lucky, I never worked for anybody. I 
n't think I would have been very good at it, because my con
ntration would not have been on what they wanted me to do." 
The single room is now many rooms on the 37th floor of the 
agram Building and employs some 50 professionals. How is it 
n? "John Burgee really runs the office," replies Johnson. "We 
n' t have a special design staff. John Burgee and I are respon
•le for everything. We have been together for 12 years now, 
d he came with a vast amount of experience which I never 
d. He's a marvelous businessman aside from being a fine de
;ner. And he 's of another generation, so I don't annoy him as 
Jch as I would someone else. Before him, I had Richard 
1ster, you see, who was also very strong. Until John came, the 
sign was pretty much me. But now, I don 't design anything 
: don't check with each other. We don' t have other designers, 
cause that's what we're here for. What would you want to be 
architect for if you didn't want to design?" 
In 1946, Johnson returned to the Museum of Modern Art as 
:ector of the architecture department, and for a period, the 
Jk of his design work was private residences, commissions he 
:.:eived mainly through contacts at the museum. The residence 
at brought him instant fame, however, was the glass house he 
tilt for himself in New Canaan, Conn., on a five- acre estate, 
1ich grew to 32 acres as Johnson bought adjacent land to 
sure his privacy. 
"People used to tell me that my glass house was just like a 

1d copy of Mies' Farnsworth house," says Johnson. "But it was 
ally quite different, and mine was built first. " 
Peter Eisenman in his introduction to the recently published 
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book Philip Johnson Writings, claims that "the Glass House 
is Johnson's own monument to the horrors of war." He found a 
caption written by Johnson in 1950 that reads, "The cylinder ... 
was not derived from Mies but rather from a burnt village I saw 
once where nothing was left but the foundations and chimney 
of brick." Eisenman concludes that the glass house is a symbol 
of personal atonement and rebirth, "at once a ruin and also an 
ideal model of a more perfect society; it is the nothingness of 
glass and the wholeness of abstract form." He considers it " a 
fitting requiem for both a man's life and his career as an archi
tect!" 

What does Mr. Johnson think of that? "Oh, him and his brick 
chimney. So silly. It didn 't have any relation to those things. It 
was an architectural device to pin the house down. The circle 
was a circle because then space would flow around it and not 
make it like a Mies thing that differentiates or defines rooms. It 
was a flow instead of a stoppage thing. That's why it was done. 
But I'm always impressed by anyone who wants to find a symbol 
where I don' t see it. Besides, no one knows one's unconscious." 

Tn 1954 came the Seagram Building in New York, and John
son was hired to help the elderly Mies who was based in Chicago. 
"Seagram is all Mies," says Johnson. "I didn't do it. All the 
copies of Seagram I've seen, not one has copied the only point 
that made it so great, the double skin. To me Seagram looks just 
like Mies. It's broad and sits there. It's the calmness, the there
ness. There are no frills , no gesticulation. There's a certain pres
ence that Seagram has without fuss or feathers. There's no com
promise. Through Seagram, Mies and I became close again, 
though I had already gone in a different direction." 

In publicizing his "different direction," Johnson was, as al
ways, very direct and outspoken. In 1954, he had resigned his 
position at the Museum of Modern Art, impelled in part by 
Frank Lloyd Wright, who advised him to "stop carrying water 
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Early feelin~ that 'you have to use history.' 
on both shoulders. " He lectured at universities in the late 1950s 
and early '60s, serving for a time as visiting critic at Yale Uni
versity. His talks to students, informal "seminars" held at the 
glass house and writings replaced the museum as a forum for 
Johnson the propagandist-a role he threw himself into, espe
cially since commissions were scant during these years . All his 
didactic efforts were aimed at puncturing cherished modernist 
beliefs. "Architecture is art," he proclaimed_. "Form follows 
form, not function (always has and always will) .. .. You cannot 
not know history . . . . Structural honesty is one of the great buga
boos that we should free ourselves from very quickly," and much 
more in the same vein. The students loved it. 

Johnson's design work from the late 1950s to mid-'60s was, 
as he told the Architectural Association in 1960, " terribly scat
tered." It ranged from Miesian, through various aberrations of 
modern, to neoclassicism. The neoclassic work especially is re
garded by most critics as a low point in the body of Johnson's 
work. Johnson, himself, says, "I felt that modern architecture 
was too rigid and that you have to use history. As a matter of 
fact , I always did that. The first designs for my glass house had 
Syrian arches. But, it was a dead end. They weren't very good 
buildings." 

How "terribly scattered" his work was is seen in Johnson's 
museums of this period. For a while he was considered the mu
seum architect. His first, the Munson Williams Proctor Institute, 
Utica, N.Y. , was what one might call industrial esthetic sheathed 
in granite; the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery, Lincoln, Neb., 
was neoclassic, and the addition to the Museum of Modern Art 
was-modern. 

"Museums have always been a fascination to me," explains 
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Johnson, "because that's where I started. I've never built a big 
museum; these little regional museums were a lot of fun , becam 
they're like churches were in the past. They represent the only 
thing that our culture does as a civic symbol. At Utica, for in
stance, I wanted to make a place to which people would take 
their Aunt Mathilda when she visited from another town. Some 
of my museums are criticized for that, for being more civic cen
ters than places to hang pictures. But many of these museums I 
built had no pictures to hang in them anyhow." 

By the late 1960s, the times had changed. Johnson's ideas 
were considered , especially by students, to be "irrelevant" and 
with them, architect Johnson. Though he never repudiated his 
commitment to art, Johnson's unfailing curiosity and empathy 
for the young impelled him into the fray . Johnson and Burgee 
spent time planning and designing a number of large, never-to
be-built urban complexes, one in Philadelphia, another in Har
lem, a third in the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn . His 
plan for Roosevelt Island, though, has been completed in part. 
" We had very little work at that time," he explains. "But urban 
design is a dead end, because nothing gets built- just more pile. 
of paper. I like to build, not just make schemes. I was terribly 
envious of Pei-Kips Bay, I thought, was a really fine group. I 
would have been interested in doing that sort of thing, but no
body asked me. That's why when we started doing IDS in Min
neapolis, it seemed like a brand new world. 

" IDS was the eye-opener for urban statements that could still 
be connected with the profit system," he says. "We could get to 
the heart of a city-unlike museums- and affect the Jives of mi l 
lions. Naturally, that's very heady stuff. And we could make a 
building that from 100 miles away was a symbol of the town, at 
the same time that we could make a gathering place like an old
fashioned market. It was the turning point of all our work. 



Showing the range of Johnson's work during the late '50s through mid
'60s- he himself has called the work 'scattered' - Nuclear Reactor, 
Rehovot, Israel (across page top); Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, 
Fort Worth, Tex., (across page bottom); Philip Johnson pavilion, New 
Canaan, Conn., (left); New York State Theater, Lincoln Center, N.Y. 
(below), and Henry L. Moses Institute, Montefiore Hospital, N.Y. (right). 
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We lucked into a city where the middle was empty. We 
.:ed into a city that already existed on two levels, which is 
1derful for the Piranesian movement of people. The great 
ge of my youth, of course, was Eisenstein's "Potemkin" where 
pie came down the hill and crossed over at the same time. 
tried to do that at IDS by having people come down the esca
·rs and still be going out the door; we tried to give a feeling 
•eing surrounded with active people." 
DS was completed in 1973. Three years later Pennzoil Place 
louston was in place, and with it began Johnson/Burgee's 
~aking out of the glass box by changing the tops of buildings," 
ohnson puts it. "Our client said, 'I don't want an upended 
.r box.' And we said, 'Why should he have it? How ridiculous, 
top of a tower is always important.' So that means we started 
ing fun. I get letters all the time saying, 'How can you take 
serious art of architecture so lightly?' Well, it seems to be a 
er art if you do have fun. 
What struck us at Pennzoil was two things. One was the way 
oked, the other was sociological. The populist, popular, pop 
1hatever word would fit- the idea of people moving, the pro
.ional changes, the view of the street when you taxied by. 
ericans really don't like public squares, so we don't have to 
hat anymore. Hitting the ground on pilotis gives things a 
< and pee-placey feeling. The whole idea was to have a more 
ml approach." 
'hen, just last year, came the design of the AT&T headquar
building in New York, lauded by some, excoriated by others 
appearing on the cover of Time magazine in model form 

l aloft by Johnson sporting a long black cloak and looking 
a cross between Count Dracula and Mephistopheles-

:e dapper, of course, than either. 
AT&T is a sport," says Johnson. "It's the only thing like that 

we're ever likely to do. In the first place, it's simply too expen
sive. The essence of the skyscraper is the pilaster, and the body 
of AT&T is those pilasters that join all the windows in a vertical 
stripe. But nobody can see it, because all the models are so small. 
The irregular rhythm is taken from the '20s; the top is our own. 
I don't know where it came from. People think it's Chippendale. 
I suppose it comes from late Roman broken pediments. You 
have to have a hole there for the steam, so we did it that way. 
The essence of AT&T cannot be seen. No one has ever done a 
building that's 60 feet in the air; this is like Karnak with the 
columns so close together. It's going to be a forest, fascinating to 
wander through. There will be a galleria that makes Milan's look 
small. We enjoyed every second . Still do. The building will really 
be two buildings, as the Empire State is . The top is a recognition 
statement, but unlike the Empire State the bottom will be a state
ment all in itself." 

With AT&T and his complex of buildings for the Dade County 
civic center in Miami, Johnson is more and more blending allu
sions to history and allusions to indigenous architecture. How 
does he prevent such designs from dissolving into kitschy recre
ations? "There's a fine line," he says. "Dade County isn't Span
ish. It doesn't look like any building that I've ever seen. The 
spirit of the plaza I got from [Karl Friedrich] Schinkel. The use 
of the tile roof and the stone I picked up around Miami. But I 
didn't work on the proportions by looking at the proportions of 
other arcades." 

Johnson has always wanted to be "l'architecte du roi"-archi
tect of the king. At Lincoln Center, his only large public monu
ment to date, he was one of several "architectes du gouverneur," 
and Johnson says, "I should have done the whole 'pomme' [ap
ple]. In a way, that's why Dade County is better," he continues. 
"It's much smaller, but I do get a chance to make an assemblage 
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Confidence that 'history will straighten things out.' 
of buildings. And he says, somewhat wistfully, "Yes, l'architecte 
du roi. Pei is l'architecte du Teng Hsiao Ping. That's as good as 
any 'roi' I can think of. The nearest I can get is being the archi
tect of AT&T, which is as near a king as we have under this par
ticular form of democracy." 

Apart from Dade County, he has several projects underway, 
and speaks about them excitedly. "I'm having such fun. I'm do
ing a theater in Cleveland, with 19th century overtones, massing 
of roofs, different shapes, towers. We're working on a headquar
ters building for PPG Industries in Pittsburgh, using faceted 
glass. There's a headquarters building for ITEL Corporation in 
San Francisco, where they don't like flat buildings. So it's round 
with a perfume bottle top. We're finishing a trio of buildings for 
Post Oak Central in Houston. The completed one is an adapta
tion of Art Deco. And right now I'm working on a building 
that's an adaptation of the houses of parliament- 19th century 
perpendicular Gothic. But I can' t talk about buildings in design 
stages. That $40 million suit against Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer 
[for allowing publication of their design for the Purdue Corpora- . 
tion before, claims the company, permission was given] doesn't 
exactly encourage it." 

As in the past, Johnson is keeping his "finger on the pulse," 
by involving himself with "the kids," as he calls them. "Right 
now it's the institute I'm closest to," he says. "It's called a silly 
name [the Institute for Architecture and Urban Affairs, New 
York City]. I call it the Eisenman Institute, but they don't like 
that. I always want to keep the connection with the kids. Yes, 
'the kids' are now mostly almost 50. It's easier to talk to some
one that's from another generation, because then all those jeal
ousies and rivalries don't occur." 

How does he view so-called postmodernism? "What they 
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mean," he says, "is what I've been talking about: freedom, fre 
dom from the moralities of the do-goodiness and the dullness 
flat top boxes. A very important thing to remember, which pee 
pie accuse me of not remembering, is that modern is one of th 
things you're post, as well as being post revivalism and so on. 
The point is that modern is as much a thing to look at as Luty 
or neoclassicism or Rome or the Gothic. I don't think the char 
are as dramatic as the press has it. I haven't not known histor~ 
since early in the '50s. There was no great Saul and Paul shift 
my thinking. I probably exaggerated the changes myself at Da 
for dramatic purposes, and, of course, Goldberger and Jencks 
exaggerate it. That's just the kids making noise and God bless 
them. What the enduring influence of 'the kids' will be, who 
knows? They haven't built enough yet." 

Which firms or individual architects does he believe made t 
most indelible contribution to architecture during the '50s anc 
'60s? "The contribution of SOM was vast," he says. "The ma1 
zines of the period were practically brochures for SOM. They 
had a series of brilliant designers and they deserve everything 
they get. Naturally, they were in danger of becoming stereoty1 
and commercially minded. Bunshaft's most recent direction is 
a new vein- fresh and original." 

Does he feel volume of work is important in evaluating an ; 
chitect's contribution? "Not as important as people with big o 
fices think it is and not as unimportant as the people who env~ 
them think it is. What counts is quality." 

The most important influence on other architects, believes 
Johnson, was that of Lou Kahn. "It was his total dedication tc 
his vision that influenced us most. At Salk he gave reign to SOl 

shapes that are just unimaginably great; they freed up all of 01 

imaginations. People say he influenced me. I don't feel it in ar 
way, but I always lie about such things out of innocence, so 
maybe he did." 



Jhnson/Burgee's work of the 
nos is marked by celebrated 
;ghrises such as the sleekly so-
1isticated Pennzoil Place, Hous
•n (across page left); IDS Cen-
.,, Minneapolis (following 
iges), and ITEL Center, San 
rancisco (left), in design stages. 
1owing Johnson's current in
Jlvement with historical allu
ons are the neoArt Deco Post 
·ak Center, Houston (below); 
T&T (right), and the PPG 
idustries headquarters building, 
ittsburgh (far right). 

I I 

What does he now think of Frank Lloyd Wright whom he 
:rogated as "the greatest architect of the 19th century" during 
s lectures of the 1950s? "I have vast admiration for him, for his 
0nvolutionary method of handling interior space-the living 
om at Taliesin, the lobby at the Tokyo Hotel, the Guggenheim 
terior. Everywhere he had a chance to modulate interior space 
. did so to lend excitement. The Larkin building-nobody can 
.ndle space like that. People think Le Corbusier's lobby at 
rnndigarh is good . I don't think so. The shapes are good. Le 
lrbusier was a shape man. The real room boy was Frankie. My 
rception of him was one of the first things to change, and for
nately that happened before he died." 
How does Johnson explain the seemingly dramatic shifts and 
anges in his own work? "I'm scatterbrained and I'm a his
rian," he says. "I see too many sides of things. And that's not 
•Od. It's not good if you want to be Richardson or Wright or 
ies. " 
Was that his ambition? "Of course, I wanted to be all three 
d more, but I never was . I don't think I'm a much worse archi
:t than any others around. It's just that we don't live in a 
roic age anymore. We live in an overly self-conscious, humor-
1s, eclectic, split, directionless, religionless world. So, our 
chitecture shows that. Pei's work is varied in another way than 
[ne. He has enlisted Cossuta's work, Cobb's work, Muchow's 
lrk and so on. It's a different way of being different, isn't it? 
1e buildings don't look alike. Mine are even more different. 
arinen's, though were more different still. At the same time he 
is doing the bird, he was doing Homedale. I used to think that 
is terrible and now, of course, I have Gothic going in one 
om, Spanish in another-much as Schinkel did. He did a clas
: church and then a Gothic one for the same program. You say 
Jche is more consistent than I, but how about the new Palla
an plan for General Foods? Sert? His building down by the 

Louis Checkman 

river in New York, you'd never know it was the same architect 
who did the married students' housing in Cambridge. 

"It would be nice to be recognized: 'Oh, that's a Johnson.' 
But you couldn't have told a Schinkel building, and my buildings 
might not look so different in the future.'' 

How does he want to be remembered? How doesn't he want 
to be remembered? "It's funny how little one gets interested in 
that, since I won't be there to object. We're all interested in im
mortality, but I don't think the type of it can interest us. Look, 
all the history books there are in architecture, there are so few 
good architects. Nobody's going to be a Michelangelo for quite 
a while, or a Frank Lloyd Wright. So, just what the picture of 
today's decade will look like, I don't know. It depends on who 
writes the history books.'' 

Whom does he want as a biographer? "I like the people who 
like me. I have confidence that history will straighten things out. 
But it may take a long time. Look at how long the 19th century 
took to get itself even recognized as a decent period of architec
ture, and before it was sorted out that Lutyens was a great archi
tect. It took 40 years after his death. Now Mies is right at the 
bottom of reputation; there isn't anybody who's in the slightest 
bit interested in him. That isn't going to last, because he was the 
great contributor of the highrise as it was. When Wright will 
come into his own , heaven knows. They're still writing such bilge 
about his being a great democrat when he was the greatest dicta
tor of any architectural school in the world, and all his talk was 
sheer bilge. 'Ti! that's all drained out, we won't be told what his 
fantastic achievements in architecture were. 

"During all these changes I've lived through, the desire to do 
art has been permanent. That's the only thing I've had to keep 
me going. And the kick you get out of making a shape and a 
space. It may not be good, but we always think it is at the time, 
of course, or we wouldn't go on doing it. So, you keep going." 0 
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~valuation: Single Complex City Core 
'hilip Johnson's IDS Center, Minneapolis. By Donald Canty 

'ith completion of the IDS Center in 1973 (Philip Johnson and 
ihn Burgee, Edward F. Baker, Inc., associated architects), 
:inneapolis acquired one of the most elegant glass towers any
here and the beginnings of its first real skyline; until IDS, the 
1ilding next to it in the photo at right was the city's tallest. 
But Minneapolis acquired much more: a tightly knit and 
lly integrated core. Many elements of this core already were in 
ace. But IDS, a block square complex of four buildings sur
•unding a glazed court whose roof is shown at left, was like the 
:y piece in a puzzle which, when put in place, makes it whole. 
To begin with the tower, it rises 57 stories, six of them service 

)Ors, and it has become "the focus, the symbol, not just for 
:inneapolis but for the upper Midwest," in the words of John 
~rg, chief of urban design for the city planning department. The 
wer's great height is not universally admired. Berg himself ac-
1owledges that it had the effect of "shrinking" downtown by 
aking everything around it seem smaller. 
Weiming Lu, downtown planner for Minneapolis when IDS 

as conceived and later urban design chief of Dallas, who has 
)W returned to an urban design post in St. Paul, recalls that 
ere was concern about the scale of the development from the 
:i.rt. Even now, he says, "I feel I cannot escape from the tower. 
fon't like to go to the Lake of the Isles and see it peeking out 
om beneath the trees." Indeed, there is scarcely a point in the 
win Cities from which the tower cannot be seen peeking over 
; smaller, and far less distinguished, downtown neighbors. 
Despite his problems with size, Lu terms the tower "one of 
e best of the mirror glass buildings." It was one of the earliest 
g ones, and Johnson approached the material with some trepi
ttion. In a highly articulate relating of the design process in 
rchitectural Forum, Johnson recalled his fear that "by not see
g through the glass but only at it we would get a monolithic, 
indowless effect," a building "more boring and tiresome than 
e usual speculative skyscraper." 
To guard against this dread possibility, first the architects 

1sed as transparent a glass as we could afford (20 percent day
~ht transmittance- the material was available with a transmit
nce as low as 8 percent). Second, we designed deeply project
g mullions and mun tins combined with small panes of glass 
10-inch on center verticals instead of the more usual 60-inch) 
create a network of lines- more the aspect of a birdcage than 

glass box." 
Finally, the architects carved away at the corners of the tow

·'s basically rectangular plan, creating a series of notches which 
ihnson calls "zogs." As he says, "The 90 degree zigzag of the 
all surfaces results in a range of self reflections which make 
irk vertical bands on the tower, relieving the great mirror sur
ces. The zogs also have the delightful dividend of making a 
isscross of spandrel bands at dizzying angles to each other." 
Johnson's hopes for all of these devices have been realized. 

his is a tower of strength and character that carries on a mar
:lous conversation with the sky. It is a giant but not a monolith. 
It also works very well as an office environment. Johnson's 

:ogs" have the executive-pleasing side effect of providing no 
ss than 32 corner offices per floor. And the narrow panes of 
ass combine with nine-foot ceilings to give even small spaces a 
eling of loftiness. 
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Penetrating 'funnels' and spreading skyways. 
Having said all this, it may seem surprising to say that the 

tower is far from the most significant part of IDS. 
Minneapolis was ready for IDS (and Johnson) in a variety of 

ways. There was a shortage of first-class office space downtown. 
The city is home to more corporate headquarters than any in 
the Midwest on a per capita basis. Yet in the 1950s and '60s it 
had been "driving companies to the suburbs," in the words of a 
local planner, by its inability to offer competitive amenities and 
facilities. 

The city had an enlightened business community which in 
1955 formed the Downtown Council to do something about the 
core. The first thing it did was to bring in Barton-Aschman As
sociates to draft a plan. This led to the creation of the famed 
Nicollet Mall by Lawrence Halprin in 1967. It also led to the 
concept of "skyways," second-story pedestrian bridges linking 
downtown buildings, pleasant if not downright essential things 
to have, given the Minneapolis winter. 

The business leaders also were well represented in cultural 
circles, as witness Ralph Rapson's Tyrone Guthrie theater and 
the new Walker Art Center building completed by Edward L. 
Barnes just before IDS. Notable among the businessmen so in
clined is Kenneth Dayton of Dayton-Hudson, Inc., the reigning 
local department store firm, who is widely credited with bring
ing Johnson into the IDS project. 

Johnson describes the situation he walked into as "an archi
tect's dream." He had receptive clients and they had the abso-
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lutely crucial block of the core to build upon. It was smack in 
the center of the growing skyway system, right alongside Nicollet 
Mall, between two very large department stores . 

The four buildings of IDS Center are the tower, an eight-story 
office building with a garage below it, a 19-story hotel and a two. 
story Woolworth's. The other three buildings all have notched 
edges like the tower's but theirs are more irregular. In the hotel, 
the notches provide pleasant corner windows in many guest 
rooms and give the long corridors a zigzag that lessens boredom. 

The buildings all are arranged around the perimeter of the 
site. If some find the tower's height oppressive, it would be hard 
to make the same charges against the bulk of the complex at 
street level , given its million-plus square feet size. To the pe
destrian the tower disappears and he is circling a block of build
ings of similar cladding but interestingly varied height and set
backs. 

At four irregularly spaced points the pedestrian encounters 
two-level entryways: skyways passing overhead and at his own 
level what Johnson terms "funnels" leading into the complex. 
These are narrowing shafts of space with jagged edges created 
by the buildings' notched walls . There is a direct entrance to the 
tower from the sidewalk but access to everything is through the 
skyways and funnels. 

The complex thus keeps a firm if jagged street line. The open
ings at the funnels are not really big enough to be called (or 
used as) plazas, with the possible exception of the one facing 
Dayton's department store. 

Instead the public space which IDS gives to the city (and pay: 



FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

l 

Far left, Nicollet Mall with the edge of the 
hotel building projecting into it. Left, the sky
way and entrance to the complex from the 
Dayton's side, largest of the four spatial 'fun
nels' that lead into the Crystal Court. 
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Frozen space in a soaring central court. 
as much taxes on as some entire wards of Minneapolis) is in
side- at the heart of the complex. And it is spectacular. 

It is called the Crystal Court. It is a roughly pentagonal space 
rising to an apex of 121 feet, capped by a pyramid of metal
framed glass and plastic cubes. The two levels of entries- sky
ways and funnels-lead to two levels of shops and restaurants 
lining all sides except where the tower penetrates. On the floor 
are cubes for sitting, planters and an informal sidewalk cafe. 

It is a highly practical alternative to an open plaza especially, 
once again, in the Minneapolis climate. And it is, much of the 
time, a magical place. The cubes overhead act as a kind of recti
linear ectoplasm, giving physical embodiment to the soaring 
volume- as if space had been frozen . And their geometry against 
that of the building walls, and their reflections in the walls, cre
ate fascinating patterns. 

The court is the making of the skyway system, which has been 
spreading steadily since IDS was built and will continue doing 
so into the 1990s by present plans. Soon after completion of IDS, 
Dayton's moved much of its impulse merchandise from the first 
floor to the second and others stores have followed suit. If any
thing, Minneapolis' second-story downtown is livelier and more 
prosperous than ground level-at least during weekdays. It is a 
shopping environment fully capable of holding its own with 
anybody's suburbs. 

What the court does for the skyways is to give them a point of 
convergence. It is a kind of Grand Central Station of a two-level 
pedestrian railroad network. At noon on weekdays, it is as 
crowded as Grand Central during the busiest of rush hours. 
People pour through the skyways and into the court (the older 
skyways , considerably narrower than the ones that came later, 
can be actually hard to push one's way through at these times). 
The court is full as life so long as the stores are open (see "A 
Tale of Two Spaces," Aug. '7 8 issue) . 

Unfortunately, when they close it does too, for all intents and 
purposes . There are two second-level restaurants run by the 
hotel and a cafe with live music projecting out into the court a 
level above. There are people in these establishments into the 
evening and on Sunday, but they look down onto a nearly empty 
space much of the time . 

The hotel and the court have a slightly unsettling relationship. 
The hotel has no real lobby, no shops of its own and, as noted, 
shares its restaurants with the court. This guest was delighted 
with his room, but felt a certain loss of transient territoriality in 
sharing the public spaces with so much of the public (whereas, 
in a normal hotel situation, one feels that the lobby, restaurants, 
newsstand, etc. , are, for the duration of one's stay, somehow 
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Unbuilt Johnson 
and Burgee designs 
of the IDS period 
for Lehman Broth
ers in New York 
(right) and Logan 
Towers in Philadel
phia (below). 
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Louis Checkman 

Louis Checkman 

A landmark for Johnson as well as the city. 
partly one's own) . This visitor also arrived at dinner time ex
pecting to find a wider variety of restaurants and entertainments 
available in the court and in the nearby skyway network. In
stead, there were just the three places to eat , none offering any
thing transcending most hotel food. 

More varied offerings and things like movies (there was one 
but it closed) are needed to keep the court-and the skyways
alive by night as well as by day. As it is, they are lonesome and 
slightly threatening places when the workers and shoppers de
part. One Minneapolis mother deeply involved in the city and it: 
cultural life warns her daughters away from there after dark. 

This is , of course, not the architect's fault . But it is something 
that needs attending to before the Crystal Court can fulfill its 
marvelous potential as Minneapolis ' communal living room. 

Still, it may be that no single complex has done more 
for the core of an American city since Rockefeller Center than 
IDS. Weiming Lu recalls that at the time it was built "the down
town was by no means sure of its future. I think there was a lot 
of skepticism about why one should actually invest in downtowr 
or revitalize or plan for downtown. I think that IDS provided an 
anchor and made a statement that downtown was worth saving. ' 

0. D. Gay, executive director of the Downtown Council, 
says that IDS "had a tremendous impact. It doubled retail space 
on the skyway level. It has become the focal point of downtown . 
That's it. Period . All roads lead to Rome. All skyways lead to 
the IDS Center. " 

Bernard Jacob, AIA, of Team 70, the only architectural 
firm with offices in IDS, says that " the center is a manifest suc
cess . It has all the drama of people watching. It has access to all 
of the city. T he way it fits into the city is just magnificent." 

IDS Center's owners (the initials stand for Investors Diversi
fied Services) were stung recently when: a local newspaper terme 
the complex "one of the last of the big energy spenders" and 
pointed out that the current state energy code might prevent 
its replication today. Indeed, IDS is vulnerable to all of the 
charges of energy waste brought against sealed glass towers . The 
newspaper did note that total energy consumption in the build
ing had dropped a third since 1973 because of conservation 
measures , and IDS chief engineer Clint Hedsten has studies to 
show that its performance stands up well in relation to other 
recent highrise buildings . 

If IDS was a stimulus to downtown business , it is only now 
that it is stimulating any downtown development of comparable 
scale. Part of the reason may have been early financial prob
lems. The complex was a costly one, some say because of its 
architectural ambition, others because holdouts drove the cost 
of the land out of sight. At any rate , the space took a while to 
fill up at premium prices and the client suffered. 

IDS is now solidly occupied in the upper 90 percentiles and 
the overall vacancy rate downtown is almost equally minescule, 
so two new multibuilding complexes are now in progress: Pills
bury Center by the Chicago office of Skidmore, Owings & Mer
rill, between IDS and the city's government center; and City 
Center, directly across from IDS, by SOM, New York City. Bon 
will have towers in the 40-story range. If nothing else, they will 
make the IDS tower look less lonely at the top, and will modu
late between it and the rest of the skyline. 

If IDS has played a significant role in the development of 
Minneapolis , it also has a pivitol place in the work of Philip 
Johnson. It remains his largest work to date, and it followed a 
rather uneven group of buildings (see pages 48-51). It belongs 
with Pennzoil in a series of inventive towers that could be called 
variations on Miesian themes. Two others, shown at left, sadly 
never were built. It would have been quite a string. 

This was Johnson building upon, rather than rejecting, his 
personal architectural past, to wonderful effect. It would seem 
that just as Johnson got to Minneapolis at just the right time, 
Minneapolis got to Johnson at just the right time. D 







By Andrea 0. Dean 

Onversations: I. M. Pei 
e consider him old-fashioned. For in the midst of today's 
tging architectural theories and sensibilities, I.M. Pei, F AIA, 
iins a self-avowed second generation modernist. "You can-
1ave an architectural revolution every 20 years," he has 
. "Architecture is not a matter of fashion ." Yet, in Philip 
1son's opinion, "Pei's National Center for Atmospheric Re
ch in Boulder was already a postmodern building." 
or most of his professional career, Pei has avoided the lime
:. He worked behind the scenes as director of architecture 
leveloper William Zeckendorf (Webb & Knapp) during the 
)s and '60s. And while the majority of respected architects 
ie day regarded developers with contempt, Pei used his al-
::e with Zeckendorf to revolutionize our concepts of urban 
gn. In such far-flung places as Denver, Montreal, Melbourne 
Boston, he succeeded in carefully weaving into the existing 
fabric large urban spaces of quality and variety. As one 
c put it, "What the Pei firm has done so impressively is to 
uade the often warring merchants in a capitalist society to 
:Jf their own free will, what is usually done elsewhere, in 
e severely managed societies, by government fiat-and to 
iuce first-rate architecture to boot." 
or such urban diplomacy Pei was suited by temperament as 
as conviction. He is a gentle man, straightforward yet soft-

cen, without airs or quotable quotes, tactful, charming, hum
-and yet- as Hugh N. Jacobsen, FAIA, has said, "He's no 
;ycat when it counts." Pei is also a consummate pragmatist, 
roaching each new situation by weighing the economic, legal, 
al and political problems surrounding it and letting solutions 
rge through a constant give and take with his partners and 
nts. Style, he says with some derision, "is not something you 
: off the rack. Its source must be in the nature of problems. 
npromise, far from selling your values and visions short, is 
1aps the most creative challenge." 
'he fruits of Pei's unusual talents have been office towers and 
rtment towers, university buildings and museum buildings, 
:arch centers and civic centers- distinguished in the main 
1 for their design and technical daring. 
le refined the vocabulary routinely employed in urban hous-
pioneering in the use of precast and poured-in-place con
e. And in the opinion of a prominent critic, "At this point, 
. Pei & Partners probably know more about the detailing of 
;s and metal walls than anybody in the U.S. or anywhere 
:. " Another has said that Pei "may very well be America's 
t architect." 
.M. Pei was born 62 years ago in Canton, China, and has 
'.ked in the U.S. since coming to America to study in 1935. 
.pent my early childhood in south China," he begins, "and 
n my father moved the family to head up the Bank of China 
-Jong Kong. We stayed there for about seven years and then 
ved to Shanghai, where we lived until I went abroad. My ar
:ectural training was almost entirely American or Wes tern, 
'rom a technical side, I would say China had almost no in
:nce at all. But since architecture is very closely related to 
, my early years in China must have had some effect on my 

architectural work. But if you ask me in what way it did, I 
would find it very difficult to answer." 

Two decades ago, Pei made his first attempt to bridge con
cepts of Western and Eastern design with his Luce Chapel at 
Tunghai University, Taichung, Taiwan. "It was a very self-con
scious attempt," he explains. "I had not witnessed the changes 
that China had undergone during the 20 years since I had left. 
My perceptions of China were already obsolete." 

Today, Pei is working for the People's Republic of China. 
"They asked me to design a small hotel in Peking, and I accepted 
because it gives me an opportunity to once again get involved 
in a search for synthesis. Again, I think that whatever I do can 
just point the way to other architects, the architects in China 
who will eventually be the ones to find the synthesis. So, I think 
my role is going to be like a bee spreading the pollen." 

But wasn't his family considered "an enemy of the people" by 
the Communists? "In the class sense, I suppose so," says Pei, 
"because my father was a banker. But he was not a politically 
active type. He was more an economist than a banker. So, we 
don't have a strong political tinge in our family. As a matter of 
fact, many of the prominent bankers in China today were once 
my father's employees. It is rather natural, in a way, for the 
Chinese to once again recognize my father's work and make it 
easier for me again to be accepted. The Chinese today are very 
pragmatic and they consider the overseas Chinese as a resource." 

Was it the Chinese who took the initiative? "Well, I guess so, 
indirectly. They don't do it very directly. A group in Hong Kong 
expressed an interest in helping China to develop its tourist 
trade. Building hotels is one of the prerequisites of developing 
tourism. So, my name was suggested." 

Is the hotel likely to lead to more work in China? "If I wish, I 
suppose it would," says Pei. "But I'm not going to China to do a 
lot of work. I'm going over there really for two reasons. One is 
to try to persuade China not to make the same mistakes I've 
seen made in the U.S. and the Middle East. A city like Peking is 
essentially a one-story city. But that doesn't mean it's a small
scale city, because it is a city of walls, which knit it into a whole. 
I was very outspoken while I was in Peking trying to persuade 
responsible officials not to adopt Western methods and styles of 
construction without some reference to Chinese cultural and 
historical traditions. I also mentioned the need for preservation 
of the existing fabric of the city. Fortunately, I have done 
enough tall buildings in my life to make my concerns credible. 
There will be a need for highrises in Peking, but there should be 
a master plan for the future of the city so that they can group 
high buildings at a respectable distance from Peking. I consider 
the entire inner city of Peking a landmark and it would be a 
great pity to destroy it. The second reason for my going is that I 
am interested in searching with Chinese architects for a new 
architectural vocabulary. Neither of the two alternatives open to 
them is satisfactory. To adapt the old palace style for modern 
use is unthinkable, nor do I think it appropriate to build ubiqui
tous Holiday Inns and Intercontinental Hotels. I hope to help 
them search for a third way." 
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The differing influences of Gropius and Breuer. 
How did Pei become interested in architecture to begin with? 

"During my last years in high school in Shanghai, there was a 
tremendous amount of building," he explains. "The 25-story 
Park Hotel was then under construction. I was fascinated by the 
idea of a building of that height. It was as exciting to me then as 
the idea of going to the moon is to youngsters of today. I decided 
that was what I wanted to do. 

"My perception of architecture was rather limited at the time, 
and to me, anything that had anything to do with building was 
architecture. It wasn't until I came to the U.S. that I realized one 
has to be a specialist. I was accepted by the University of Penn
sylvania. Before the term started, I decided the school was not 
for me, because I wasn't sure that design was my forte. I thought 
that perhaps building engineering or civil engineering would be 
more to my liking. So I went to the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology instead. Dean William Emerson of MIT-a great 
educator-was responsible for my change and commitment to 
architecture. He was not only my dean, but my guardian as well. 
He treated my very specially. When he said, 'I've seen enough 
of your work. You will do well.' I took his advice to stay in 
architecture. But in terms of design, he had little influence on 
me. 

"When I graduated from MIT in 1940, I was offered a travel
ing fellowship, but Europe was already engulfed in war and 
Dean Emerson persuaded me to stay in Cambridge where I 
worked as a research assistant at the Bemis Foundation. After 
six months, I joined Stone & Webster where I worked until 
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Luce Chapel, Taichung, Tai
wan, 1958 (left and right); 
Pei house, Katonah, N. Y., 
1951 (below and right); Uni
versity Plaza, New York Uni
versity, 1967 (far right). 

1942. That was the year I married and we settled in Cambrid 
After graduation from Wellesley, my wife enrolled at Harvar• 
to study landscape architecture. It was through her that I met 
some of the professors at Harvard who persuaded me to mak, 
application to the graduate school of design. When I decided 
to go to Harvard to study under Gropius, Dean Emerson was 
very unhappy. He felt almost betrayed. He was deeply com
mitted to the Beaux-Arts method of education and genuinely 
felt that the modern movement was mistaken." 

Before enrolling at GSD, Pei volunteered for service with t 
National Defense Research Committee and worked for two a 
a half years with an intelligence unit in Princeton, N.J., and 
Washington, D.C. He returned to Harvard in the fall of 1944, 
"still hoping to return to China, but my father," he explains, 
"had become governor of the Central Bank at a time when the 
country was in economic shambles. He advised me to stay on 
the U.S. What happened to China afterward is history. I am fc 
ever grateful for his advice." 

What was Pei's response to Gropius and Breuer who were 
his teachers at Harvard? "All architectural schools in the U.S . 
that time were trying to free themselves from the Beaux-Arts,' 
he answers. "There was a general lack of sense of direction. 
Gropius and Breuer, under Dean Hudnut, brought considerat 
excitement to Harvard. I was attracted to it as were Johnson, 
Noyes, Barnes, Rudolph and many others. There is no questic 
that Gropius and Breuer helped shape my thoughts on 
architecture. 

"In those years 'form follows function' was not just a sloga1 
It was almost a moral imperative. I understood Gropius' need 



Robert Damora Robert Damora George Cserna 

~e a doctrinaire position in order to bring about the change 
t some of us who were in school then thought his functional-
:i was perhaps overly simplistic. Gropius was really a great 
1cher. He encouraged discussions in the studio. On one occa
•n, I took issue with him on the subject of the International 
1le. I thought the differences in cultural and historical tradi-
·ns would result in a variety of architectural expressions. To 
:)Ve my point, I chose as a design problem a museum for 
1inese art in Shanghai, which attracted considerable attention 
the GSD. I remember well that Breuer defended my position 
ry strongly to the jury. That was the first time I realized there 
LS a difference of opinion on fundamental issues even among 
Jse who were involved in the making of the modern movement. 
"From Breuer," continues Pei, "I learned that to understand 
::hitecture, one must understand life. There was much empathy 
tween us and we have been close friends to this day. I also 
ink that Breuer was much more influential than he's been 
;en credit for. A whole generation of architects was influ-
ced by his early work, particularly in the design of houses. 
hen he first came to this country, Breuer was very interested in 
e use of wood. At that time we had shingles, we had clap-
1ard. But he said, 'Why not use vertical boards and tongue and 
oove and get completely flat surfaces?' Breuer started that. 
:m could see it in Barnes' and Franzen's work and you can 
en see it in Richard Meier's and Charles Gwathmey's work 
day." 
Pei knew Philip Johnson at Harvard and describes him as 

1ving been "sort of iconoclastic- and a gadfly. He was the 
ost provocative and exciting person in the school. He shocked 

many of us by saying over and over again that he would much 
rather do a bad Mies than a good Johnson. My wife and I were 
among his first dinner guests at the house he designed and built 
as a thesis project. We knew and admired the Barcelona Pavilion 
and the Tugendhut house but simply did not know enough 
about Mies. Johnson was clearly ahead of us at that time. Mies' 
importance became more manifest after a retrospective exhibi
tion of his work at the MOMA in 1947." 

What was Pei like as a young man? " I was impressionable to 
the point of being naive, but very curious. I think curiousity was 
an important trait, because of curiousity I always inquired, and 
when you inquire, you find different kinds of answers . No, I was 
not taken in completely by any one dogma." 

In 1948, Pei accepted Bill Zeckendorf's offer to create and 
head an architectural department for Webb & Knapp. Zecken
dorf felt, according to his memoirs, that " it was about time the 
modern Medicis began hiring the modern Michelangelos and da 
Vincis ." Pei , at the time, was not ready to open his own office. 
"I might at any time decide to return home," he recalls. "And 
Zeckendorf was willing to hire me though I made it clear that 
my stay might be only temporary." But there were other reasons 
why Pei accepted the position . 

"Real estate developers," he explains, "are responsible for 
the built environment that we see. Rather than hold them in 
contempt I thought there was a great potential in trying to work 
from within. One could learn something from them, and I 
learned a great deal. The way a real estate developer looks at a 
site is a wonderful lesson for an architect. He looks at the sur
rounding properties- who are the neighbors? He looks at the 
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From Miesian grids to Corbusian plasticity. 
transportation systems, since people have to get to the site. The 
contextualism in the design of buildings was never more power
fully gotten across to me than in association with developers 
like Zeckendorf. 

"The noted architects at the time usually didn't involve them
selves in this type of work. The budget was low and constraints 
many. But I found it extremely exciting. I wouldn't want to do 
anything differently if I had to start my professional life over 
again. 

"Zeckendorf was a very imaginative person . He never looked 
for the obvious and had only scorn for conventional solutions to 
problems. In a way, I find myself approaching architectural 
problems in much the same way he did in his real estate ven
tures. He was an idea man, making his mark through ideas, and 
so are we." 

Zeckendorf for his part regarded Pei as "probably the greatest 
site planner alive .. . a perfectionist, but practical, a pleasant 
guy to have around." 

While with Webb & Knapp, Pei and the 70 designers working 
for him planned and designed, among other projects, Denver's 
Mile High Center, the Place Ville Marie, in Montreal, and 
Society Hill, in Philadelphia. What were the principles guiding 
their work? "If you build in an existing city,'' Pei explains, 
"particularly an old part of a city, you have to respect the exist
ing fabric of the city, as in mending a piece of cloth or tapestry. 
The opposite to that is what Le Corbusier proposed in the Ville 
Radieuse in Paris, carving out a piece of Paris and then super-
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imposing onto it his radiant city. That is wrong. And we all 
knew that." 

Mol 

How was this idea applied in Montreal? "The site for Place 
Ville Marie was once the marshalling yard for the Canadian 
National Railroad, a 40-foot deep, gaping hole in the middle o: 
Montreal dividing the retail center to the north from the trans
portation and finance center on the south . Place Ville Marie wi 
the multilevel complex of pedestrian ways unified the once 
divided city into a whole. As a result, many other projects 
followed." 

Did he have reservations about planting highrise buildings in 
old residential areas like Society Hill? "I think you must under· 
stand that Society Hill was an urban redevelopment project in
volving city, state and federal participation. The determination 
on density was made on the basis of the economics of the costs 
of land acquisition and the amount of write-down permitted by 
law. I believe there were six architect-developer teams compet
ing for the right to develop the properties. We won the competi 
tion because our scheme respected the design forces impinging 
on the site from the outside as identified by the Philadelphia cit. 
planning commission. By concentrating the bulk of density in 
three highrise towers along the waterfront, it made possible the 
development of the remainder of Society Hill with town houses 
-and so preserved the scale of 19th century Philadelphia." 

During this period, Pei's work was strongly influenced by 
Mies, yet the town houses he designed for Society Hill have 
arches and other allusions to the past. "Yes,'' explains Pei, "tha 
was intentional, the use of brick and arches was characteristic o 
the townscape of old Society Hill. Also, the builder wanted two 



iety Hill Redevelopment Washington 
1are East, Philadelphia, 1964 (far left); 
1s Bay Plaza, New York City, 1962 
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Ronda! Partridge 

ry units, because he thought people wouldn't want to walk up 
re than one floor. The rest of Society Hill, however, was at 
st four stories high, so we persuaded him to let us go up three 
els. There are certain times you have to be insistent with your 
~nt, because if we had built two-story houses, they would be 
ch less sympathetic with the older town houses." 
[n the mid-1950s, Pei began taking some independent com
;sions. "We did the Earth Science Building for MIT which 
i nothing to do with Webb & Knapp. We weren't fully inde-
1dent until 1962. The break was a gradual one. I expressed 
r restlessness to Mr. Zeckendorf around '55, '56 and he was 
'Y understanding, saying, 'You can take some outside com
;sions, but don't forget us.' By 1961 or '62, Webb & Knapp 
shaving financial difficulties and the very large architecture 
)artment was a heavy burden for the company. So when I 
ered to do more outside work, he agreed ." 
Df the senior staff members who are with I. M. Pei & Partners 
lay, about 90 percent go back to the Webb & Knapp days, 
:ording to Pei. How does he run the office? "It really consists 
a number of small firms," he says. "We have different project 
ms and each is independent. My role, because of my seniority 
and presumably I bring with that seniority a certain amount 
experience- is to oversee a number of teams and make my 
1tributions when I think they are needed. I withdraw myself 
.en I think they are not needed. My other partners are grad
lly doing much the same thing, taking on first one project and 
m one or two more. We have a staff of 140 today; we were 
5 back in 1971. But with 140 we are doing more work and I 
nk better work than we did eight years ago. 

Nathanie l Lieberman 

"Some of our early buildings look as though they were done 
10, 15, 20 years ago. But that's good. It is a healthy sign of 
growth. When one is satisfied with one's work done 10 years 
ago, then there is cause for worry." 

How have Pei's ideas about design changed over the years? 
"The machine esthetic of Mies, because of its great simplicity, 
was very applicable to our work of the early '50s," he says. "We 
were trying to solve urban housing problems at the lowest pos
sible cost and yet, at the same time, develop something that was 
esthetically satisfying. I found much that I could draw on from 
Mies for Kips Bay here in New York, Society Hill and Univer
sity Plaza at New York University. Where Mies used steel, 
aluminum and glass, we used concrete and glass. 

"But I found Meis' approach somewhat rigid. 'Skin and bones' 
architecture does not offer the kind of volumetric and spatial 
possibilities I was seeking. So we looked into Le Corbusier's 
work and to a lesser extent, Aalto's and Frank Lloyd Wright's. 
I think the influence of Le Corbusier was the stronger for we 
found in his work sculptural possibilities. Our interest in the use 
of concrete started about that time as it is a material that permits 
one to express volumes." 

This sculptural quality is very apparent in Pei's National 
Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, which he began 
designing in the early 1960s. "Before Boulder," he says, "I had 
always looked over the shoulder of the architects working with 
me, and I would participate in the concept and occasionally 
draw a little to test out an idea or to help someone consolidate 
his own direction." Boulder was for Pei an intensely personal 
expression, his first. 
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Part of 'a generation of builders, not theorists.' 
"When we got into public buildings, a new kind of concern 

entered into our work, and that is the symbolic one," he con
tinues. "Take the Kennedy Library. It's a small building. Yet 
the building cannot give the appearance of being small because 
it represents not just Kennedy himself, but the importance of the 
Presidency during the years when Kennedy was President. 

"Similarly, Dallas City Hall had to be more than just an 
office building. We had to be concerned about people's percep
tion of what the building should be. We chose to make it long 
and low, because we felt it should contrast with private institu
tional buildings. There was another reason for making it low. A 
public building has to have a public space, just as in front of a 
cathedral there's always a square. If you put a tower in front of 
a plaza, the plaza leaks everywhere and you end up with no 
enclosure. A low building embraces the plaza and makes it its 
own. So the search for the symbolic is very important in this 
context." 

Looking back at the 1950s and '60s, Pei says that "it was a 
period of great opportunities. We had almost continuous build
ing activity for almost two decades. This created a generation of 
architects who had little time to reflect. It was a generation of 
practitioners, putting the ideas of Le Corbusier, Mies and others 
into practice. It was a generation that said, 'The revolution is 
won. Now let's roll up our sleeves and get something done.' I 
belong to that generation." 

What architectural firm or individual does he think made the 
most significant contribution to design during these decades? "I 
would have to say Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, because they 
were able to create a very large amount of work of very high 
quality,'' answers Pei. " In the process they set standards. They 
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have gained acceptance for the profession in the corporate 
world. I think some architects of today tried to make light of 1 

contribution. I believe they will be proven wrong. 
"During the '60s, I consider Louis Kahn an important influ 

ence. Because his background was Beaux-Arts, he was steepe 
in the history of architecture. He created his own forms by 
adapting forms of the past. He went beyond the first generatic 
of modernists . In my opinion, Salk Center comes close to 
being an ideal buildings." 

Did Kahn influence Pei's work directly? "Yes, in a formal 
sense, he and I were probably equally concerned about form . 
Though, I think Salk Center is much better than the National 
Center for Atmospheric Research, the formal concerns were t 
same." 

Like Kahn (and Johnson) , Pei has designed a number of 
museums beginning in the late 1960s. The first was the Evers< 
Museum of Art, Syracuse, N.Y. (1968) ; the most recent is th 
National Gallery of Art, East Building, Washington, D.C. 
(1978). 

Does he feel that there have been basic changes in approacl 
and form during this decade of work? "Yes," he says. "Both t 
Everson and the East Building are exercises in form and spac1 
think, however, the East Building is more successful contextu 
ally. Its space is more whimsical in character, while at the sarr 
time more complex because of its multiple vanishing points. " 

How does he feel about the recent criticisms of the East 
Building? "They were bound to come, for no building is perfe 
Frankly, I was happy to see that architectural space can stimu 
late the visual perceptions of people. The East Building is ess< 
tially a place for special exhibitions. With the opening of the 
study center for visual arts this summer, the East Building wil 
be complete. It has been criticized for not having enough exhi 



Nathaniel Lieberman 

'he Des Moines Art Center (top left) and 
'he Everson Museum of Art (bottom left), 
'oth completed in 1968, are characteristic 
1f the Corbusian character of much of 
'ei's work at the time. Left, a detail of his 
normously celebrated East Building of 
'lie National Gallery of Art, and above, 
'lie Dallas City Hall with its Henry Moore 
culpture; both were completed in 1978. 
tt right, model of the Raffles lnterna
ional Center in progress in Singapore. 

Nathaniel Lieberman 

ice. This is, in fact, untrue, for there are 90,000 square feet 
~xhibit space, roughly eight times the special exhibition space 
.he west building. 
'Paul Richard of the Washington Post said, 'Isn't it a pity 
t there isn't more daylight?' It's very easy to say that. But 
ere they have daylight, curators are now trying to dim it, for 
?light can be a problem. And controlled daylight runs into 
ronomical costs; so we opted for daylight in the three major 
leries on the top floor. There is also criticism that the tempo
y exhibition gallery is on the lower level. I t had to be there to 
near the loading and storage areas. Mounting a major show 
~ Dresden is both noisy and time consuming. This gallery can 
shut off without affecting the rest of the museum. 
'But criticism," he continues, "is always constructive, even 
en it is unfair. However, I believe good architecture will with
nd the test of time." 
Pei is so much the humanist. How does he respond to critics 
o say that by removing scale elements some of his buildings 
.d to overwhelm visitors? "I assume critics were referring to 
r public buildings such as the Dallas City Hall and the East 
ilding. Frankly, I am not aware that either building over
elms visitors. Scale perception is very subjective. To me, a 
blic building needs to have a scale that is appropriate to its 
portance to society." 
How important to Pei is the idea of architecture as art? "I 
ree with Philip Johnson that architecture in its highest form is 
:at art. It must also pass another test; namely, how well has 
atisfied its social purpose?" 
And how does he view so-called postmodernism? "I think it's 
t anything new," he answers. "But it does do one thing that is 
od. It makes many architects look back and say, 'Now let's 
t be so uptight. Let's have a little fun. The battle is won, now 

let's search further; let's relax a bit.' That's good. I'm certainly 
not one to belittle previous generations. I owe a great deal to 
them, just as the young today owe something to us." 

Pei continues, "In perspective, the change taking place today 
is minor when compared with that brought about by the modern 
movement, which was not a change in style but a break with 
tradition. In my view no building can stand alone without refer
ence to its surroundings. I would like to make clear, however, 
that I recognize the importance of the individual building. Ville 
Savoie and the Barcelona Pavilion are two such examples that 
come readily to mind." 

On the subject of Philip Johnson, Pei goes on to say, "Philip 
is an architect with wit, taste and style. I think his important con
tribution lies in creating a climate for questioning. We architects 
tend to be somewhat set in our ways. We need a little stirring up 
and he is doing just that. I must confess, however, that I find it 
difficult to follow his many twists and turns. To me, design is a 
painfully slow process. I think there is too much concern for 
style and not enough concern for substance today. Architecture 
is serious business. It is not fashion . In this respect I am a 
conservative." 

Would it be correct to say that Pei's work is characterized by 
a sense of almost classical orderliness? "Yes, I think that is the 
way I look at life," he answers. "Life is kaleidoscopic and heter
ogeneous. I tend to seek order in life. I like to simplify, not make 
things complicated." 

What, finally, does I. M. Pei want to be remembered for? "I 
believe in continuity and change. I believe architecture is an 
important art form mirroring life. As an architect I want to build 
beautiful buildings that are respectful of their environment and, 
at the same time, satisfy social concerns. I want to be remem
bered as an achitect of my time." D 
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Evaluation: From Context to Form 
I. M. Pei's National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo. By Bernard P. Spring, FA/, 
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W hen it was dedicated 12 years ago, the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) headquarters build
ing provoked the curiosity of the general public as much 

as it provoked the architectural profession. What was the pur
pose of the unfamiliar forms and shapes which were so widely 
shown in magazines and newspapers? The official explanation 
for the complexity of the rosy-hued building was that the jagged 
towers and their asymmetrical features were the direct physical 
expression of a most complex program essential to the kind of 
scientific activities generated by research on the atmosphere. 
Today, the activities of the people who work in the building are 
but a small portion of a worldwide scientific network (much of 
it electronic and invisible) which circles the earth and reaches 
from the depths of the oceans to the surface of the sun. The 
building itself is, more than anything else, a tangible, visible sym
bol of this unseen web of scientific research. 

In 1961, a committee of seven architectural school deans 
chose I. M. Pei & Partners as architect for the NCAR project. 
The site selected was one of awesome beauty, atop a 6,200-foot
high mesa in the eastern foothills of the Rocky Mountains on the 
outskirts of Boulder, Colo. By 1964, the Pei office was to send 
out to bid a set of contract documents that marked a major turn
ing point in Pei's career as a designer. Up to that time, his sub
stantial reputation had been earned by fitting buildings with fa
miliar programmatic demands such as offices and housing into 
the context of a dense, urban environment with great sensitivity 
and refinement. 

Recently, I. M. Pei, F AIA, recalled the sense of profound 
humility he felt in dealing with that vast, open mesa and the su
perhuman scale of the Flatiron Mountain range, the backdrop 
for the building he agreed to design. Added to the challenge of 
the site was an unusual set of program demands developed by 
NCAR's then director, Dr. Walter Orr Roberts, and his col
leagues. Roberts went well beyond his training as an astrophysi
cist to become a statesman of the scientific community. Almost 
singlehandedly, he created a new, interdisciplinary field of re-

Mr. Spring is dean of the school of architecture, City College of 
the City of New York, and a former editor at Architectural Forum. 
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Inspiration from the towers of the cliff dwellers. 
search, atmospheric science, and brought it legitimacy and sub
stantial funding. His unique ability to conceptualize both the 
philosophical and practical aspects of innovative science proved 
transferable to architecture. 

As Pei puts it: "It was more like having a new partner than a 
new client." Roberts asked for a building that would reflect the 
inherent complexity of atmospheric science yet remain flexible 
enough to accommodate changing research programs. He wanted 
the design to represent the organization with pride yet fit with 
respect into its glorious setting. Because the timing was right, he 
got what he asked for. 

If NCAR had been started just a few years later, Pei would 
have been obliged to wait for a different commission to bend his 
earlier thinking about issues of context toward issues of form, his 
main challenge on this project. The population of Boulder has 
quadrupled from about 20,000 in 1950 to some 80,000 in 1979. 
It is a prosperous, research-oriented city, still dominated by the 
main campus of the University of Colorado (which re.;ently had 
its student population "capped" at 20,000). Boulder's voters 
have moved decisively to limit further growth and to preserve its 
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Left, the 13th century lndian caves 
Mesa Verde that became the basis f 
Pei's approach to the center. Above 
the original design for the center. 
Budget limitations forced eliminatil 
of the south towers, at left in the 
rendering. The photos show the san 
elevation, as built. 

most beloved visual asset, the unspoiled mountain backdrop. 
The NCAR towers were the first and will very likely be the 

last man-made objects to be built against this backdrop above 
the 5,500-foot elevation (about 200 feet higher than the city's 
center). Before the NCAR site could be used, a public referen
dum was needed to permit a building above the so-called blue 
line, the highest elevation to which the city would supply publi1 
services (such as water). After NCAR was completed, another 
referendum created the bonding authority which permitted the 
city to purchase and preserve forever in its natural state all of 
the mountainside land not already in public hands. With the pa 
sage of time, however, most of the people of Boulder have com 
to see the towers of NCAR as a familiar incident in the sweep c 
their mountain view, no more out of place there than the Devil' 
Thumb, an unusual beak-like natural rock formation that juts 
up at the southern end of the Flatiron range. 

This sense of fitness to the landscape was precisely what Pei 
set out to achieve. The design approach, however, did not comf 
to him easily. There were many false starts. At first, he tried de
signs using his accustomed vocabulary which articulated struc
ture and skin and achieved a sense of scale in the size and pro
portions of the windows. These designs created buildings that 



J!d have looked like toys in the grandeur of this site. Pei 
1ped out day and night on the site, then called Table Mesa, 
h Roberts (in 1975 the name was officially changed to Walter 
·Roberts Mesa). He toured the state searching for inspira-
1. At Mesa Verde National Park in the southwestern corner of 
lorado, he found it. There he came upon the 13th century 
1s of the Anasazi Indians , built in immense caves in the walls 
he canyon cliffs. The indigenous masonry towers of the In
ns were not the least bit intimidated by the gigantic scale of 
ir surroundings. T hus the seed was planted for his concept 
the shape, color and texture of the NCAR towers. The non

iculated, somewhat monolithic forms of the NCAR design 
1wn on these pages reveal how Pei reinterpreted the principles 
'vlesa Verde's architecture using the best available concrete 
hnology and radically different uses. 
fhe transformation of the meaning of the NCAR complex in 
12 years it has been in use is no less radical. When it was con

vect, the programmed activities and the building itself were 
1ught of as a discrete unit (as was usually the case throughout 
history of architecture). Yet no program or building could 

1e been made flexible enough to anticipate the changes that 
re to take place in atmospheric research. At first, for example, 
~as expected that much gathering of scientific data would take 
.ce on the large roof deck at the third level of the structure. 
d for a few years, some measurements were made on the cost
Jromenade deck provided there. Presumably this was a major 
•tivation for siting the building high above the dust and smog 
the rapidly urbanizing center of Boulder. 
Now the most significant data are collected and recorded in 
imaginable quantities by satellites, by a specially instrumented 
:t of four NCAR airplanes, by 900-foot-high balloons that 
1 send messages back from an altitude of 100,000 feet, from 
: instruments of oceanographic ships and more. What really 
> all this widespread work together is the pair of computers 
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A variety of spaces for people - and computers. 
housed in a 15,000-square-foot addition to the original first base
ment tucked beneath a level, grassy corner of the mesa. The new
est and most powerful of these computers, the Cray-1, is the size 
of three phone booths and looks (ominously) like a close rela
tive of "Hal," the domineering intelligent machine featured in 
Stanley Kubrick's film, "2001." This instrument, which began 
to operate in 1978, cost as much as the entire original building 
complex. Scientists at 63 locations across the nation have remote 
job entry equipment which makes it possible for them to use 
NCAR's principal facility as easily as the people working in the 
building. 

Yet, the mesa building still houses about 500 of NCAR's 800 
employees and a substantial and varied set of scientific activities. 
It is extremely overcrowded (it was designed for a population 
of only 300), particularly during the summer when up to 75 ad
ditional visiting scientists and students are somehow squeezed 
in. The shortage of space is ameliorated somewhat by the 48 ,000 
square feet that NCAR rents in four buildings on the university 
campus below to house some 200 people. Had Pei's and Roberts' 
original program been built, there would have been 50,000 
square feet more office and laboratory space on the mesa. The 
so-called south towers were cut from the budget by the funding 
agency, the National Science Foundation. Pei feels these towers 
were very important to the overall site design concept (see pre
vious pages) . They also would have been the most dramatic 
portion of the structure, growing out of the back slope of the 
mesa in a way that emphasized the connection of the building to 
the natural formations around it. 

In its present form, the building on the mesa has some of the 
characteristics of a ship. The well-known "superstructure" of 
tower-like forms contains only 57 percent of the assignable floor 
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space. Below the main entry level is a vast podium or "hull" tl 
holds 43 percent of the assignable space and an even larger pc 
tion of the building's cubage (because of the large, nonassign
able boiler room and fan room) . Almost 200 members of the 
staff are stationed "below decks." Here we find the rooms fille 1 

with the clutter of instruments, wires, vials and pipes usually a 
sociated with traditional, bench-related research. Above deck~ 
by contrast, we find mostly desks and bookshelves piled high 
with papers and punch cards together with racks holding elec
tronic equipment tied to the computer system. 

Because it is a facility funded by the federal government, 
NCAR welcomes visitors, including science classes from neart 
schools, who can view exhibits there or descend to a glass-wall 
room where they may have a look at the central computer equ 
ment. A visitors' map and the limits of the dark brown terrazz< 
flooring are supposed to keep outsiders from wandering into 
areas of research activity. Only the computer space has the 
locked up security that has done so much in recent years to co1 
strain the atmosphere of public buildings, particularly those in 
large cities. Other work areas are protected from intrusion on!: 
by the complexity of the circulation system which would take 
most visitors a few days to comprehend. 

The large lobby area created for visitors is not one of Pei's 
favorite spaces. Only later in his career, he claims, did he comf 
to understand fully the way to design large interior spaces. Anc 
indeed, the lobby is the least impressive area in the building. It: 
quality has been further damaged because the incandescent 
downlights are turned off in daylight hours to conserve energy. 
This makes the small , punched window openings glare harshly , 
although they are supposedly protected by concrete hoods out
side and contain tinted glass. 

There are unexpected patterns in the use and popularity of 
the spaces in and around the building. The fountain courtyard 
and the tree plaza are the most conspicuous and attractive spac 
for the visitor. Yet, they are little used by the staff. The mesa 
catches a downdraft as the wind often spills briskly over the 
Rockies (sometimes at speeds between 100 and 150 miles per 
hour). The fountain had to be shut down not only because it 
spewed a stinging spray in such winds, but because it developec 
some unconquerable leaks. The open scuppers which drain the 
balconies on each side of the fountain court are still in operatic 
As with scuppers used in other parts of the building, they build 
up huge, deadly icicles overhead in cold weather and spray wat 
against pedestrians and the building's walls and windows when 
the high winds blow in warmer weather. 

In contrast, the terrace outside the dining area and the bridg1 
leading to the mesa from the second level, outside spaces of no 



~ft, one of the 'crow's nest' offices at the tops of 
e towers. Top, the crucial pair of computers that 
J much of the center's work. Above, a lab. Top 
'?ht, the spacious Damon lounge. Above right, 
e less than spacious lobby. Right, an office with 
1protected corner windows. 



I 
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The tree plaza (right) is on the chilly north side of the 
towers. The fountain court (below) has had its fountain 
covered over because of leaks and the play of high winds. 
Bottom, the little known University Corporation for 
Atmospheric Research, which shares the NCAR site and 
was also designed by Pei. 
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A 'masterpiece of symbolism' and a new sibling. 
particular distinction, are filled to capacity in good weather and 
are occupied by some hardy folk even when the temperature is 
in the 50s as it was during my visit. Both of these areas have dn 
matic views and a southern orientation. The lovely tree plaza, 
unfortunately, lies to the north of the towers and there are very 
few days when shade is appreciated in the Boulder climate. 

Two other staff spaces, the library and the double-height corr 
moos room (the Damon lounge), are most attractive to a visito 
but get very little use. The library reading area also seems trou
bled by glare from the large windows facing southeast. The tintt 
glass is not dark enough to overcome the brilliance of light out
side in this crystal clear atmosphere. The Damon lounge is so 
noble in proportion that any group of less than 20 people may 
well feel intimidated there. 

The very special offices, with wall to wall glass under a giant 
hood of concrete at the top of each tower, are called "crow's
nests" by the staff. Each can be reached only by an individual 
circular stairway from the floor below. The crow's-nests are the 
subject of some controversy. Designed to give deep-thinking 
theoreticians a breathtaking view of the atmosphere they work 



mderstand through the use of abstruse formulas, the towers 
said by some administrators to be difficult to assign. Yet, 
1Y of the occupants are glad to endure the howling winds and 
1rly controlled heating of these spaces and are delighted to 
~kin them. 
\. strong impression produced by the overall design and de
ing of the building is that all the glass areas are carefully pro
:ed from the bright sun. A closer look reveals an anomaly. 
:h tower has large corner windows, totally without protection 
n the sun. The south-facing office I used during my visit had 
h a window. It became terribly hot in this room when the sun 
; shining, even though it was pleasantly cool outside. The 
tly dual-duct airconditioning system with its individual room 
1trols was unable to compensate for the overheating. Because 
. inherently wasteful of energy, the dual-duct system is being 
laced section by section as building alterations occur to pro
e a more energy-conserving, variable air volume system. 
rhe planning and design staff at NCAR estimated that about 
percent of the assignable area of the building has had some 
stantial alterations between 1972 and 1979. This is about 
mal for an active research facility. These alterations did not 
e place in the kind of simply shaped modular space that con
ttional wisdom tells us is necessary for such a building. Yet, 
h a few minor exceptions, most of which are the product of 
:rcrowding, the spaces of the building still work well for rapid
:volving uses. The groupings of scientists, originally planned 
)e in teams of three or four, have grown with the complexity 
.he research to groups of 30 to 40. The informal, personal 
1tacts which were expected to take place following the strong 
t ical relationships of spaces in each tower seem to spread 
·izontally, by floor level instead. Still, the people working in 
mesa building are clearly pleased with their work spaces. In 

te of, or perhaps because of, all its quirks, the building sus-
1s a unique personality, a special sense of place. This seems 
mately more supportive of good morale and camaraderie than 
1ing all the conveniences of a modern scientific laboratory 
fectly in place. 
An almost unknown and unpublished building by Pei was 
fod to the mesa site some three years after the completion of 
. main complex. It is an extraordinary, tiny gem with a gross 
:a of only 4,300 square feet. It proves that Pei's command of 
~rior space was not long in coming. The Fleischmann building, 
ned for the private foundation which funded it, is a further 
1mple of the use of the built form to underline the structure 
an organization. The government-owned NCAR facility is ac-
1lly operated by a private corporation, a consortium of par
ipating universities (initially 14, now grown to 47 member in
:utions). 
Roberts, when president of this University Corporation for 
mospheric Research (UCAR), wanted to symbolize its inde
ndence from government control. One acre of land in the 
dst of almost 500 on the mesa site was deeded back to the cor
ration by the NSF. There, a stunning architectural concept 
.s realized by Pei to house the offices and activities of UCAR. 
tt, when Roberts left the organization to head the program in 
ence, technology and humanism of the Aspen Institute, his 
: cessor, Dr. Francis P. Bretherton preferred an office at the 
Jter of the action in the main building. Since that time, even in 
~face of the overcrowding there, it has been difficult to find 
yone who wants to move from the NCAR building to the 
::'.AR addition just a few hundred feet away. 
A visitor several years ago noticed that the pictures on the 
ills of most offices included at least one view of the exterior of 
~ structure in its dramatic setting. That exterior image is so 
·ong that it continues to inspire the people who live with it 
ery working day. The forms that I. M. Pei created on the mesa 
:ty no longer reflect exactly the activities that go on inside the 
.ilding. Nevertheless, they endure as a masterwork of symbol
n that projects the political and social importance of atmos-
1eric research. D 



The 
Devil's 

Advocate 
and the 

Diplomat 
By Peter Blake 
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I should probably explain that both Philip Johnson and I. M. Pei are among 
my closest friends. So you will understand, I am sure, that everything you are 
about to read has been colored by prejudice. 

Philip Johnson is, quite simply, the most infuriating architect and critic thi, 
country has produced in the 20th century. For one thing, he simply knows to1 

much-he is so incredibly scholarly that he can wipe the rest of us off the sla 
any time, with a quip. He is absolutely maddening. His wit is acid, and his 
stiletti are honed to perfection. I suspect he is probably evil- but not quite a: 
evil as he would really like to be. He is more devil's advocate than real devil. 

He is an intellectual of formidable accomplishments: a first-rate historian, 
a first-rate critic and first-rate debater. His interests (unlike those of most ar
chitects of my generation) encompass music, literature, politics, philosophy 
and all the visual arts. I don't know of anyone in our field today who possessc 
so large a bag of tricks. 

He has done some extraordinarily beautiful buildings, and some that he an 
I would probably prefer to forget. This is better than par for the course. 

I suspect that his spectacular intelligence-his cleverness, really-has som 
times led him astray. For a very long time, he was trying, with each new buik 
ing, to resurrect a significant historic precedent-a Palladian villa, or monu
ment by Schinkel. Even his Miesian buildings were often inspired by Miesian 
precedent- which is not meant to sound as silly as it does : He really tried to 
:r:einterpret Mies, not to copy him. The IDS building, in Minneapolis, for ex
ample, is a reinterpretation of Mies' prismatic glass skyscraper projects of 
1919 and 1921, not a copy at all. 

I recently learned, with some amusement, that Philip Johnson rememberec 
my comment- a good many years ago- that his glass house was really very 
European, and that the Farnsworth house by Mies was much more "Amer
ican." You see, Philip, a very gentlemanly American, tried, for a long time, tc 
be as European as- T. S. Eliot! Whereas Mies, a native of the very heartland 
of Europe, the place of Charlemagne, was trying to leave all that behind him 
in a determined search for avant-garde technology . He was looking for some
one like Henry Ford; and Philip Johnson was (and possibly still is) looking 
for Charlemagne. 

In that search, Johnson occasionally does a silly building. But even when 
the result is a little embarrassing, it is so much better than most buildings don 
by his contemporaries. And the ideas that generated the embarrassment are 
often enormously stimulating. For example, I am not entirely certain about hi 
Corpus Christi museum- but it did resurrect Spanish stucco as a building 
vocabulary, at a time when everybody else was doing high-tech guts-and-strut 

Philip Johnson, now (incredibly) in his 70s, is perhaps the most successful 
architect in America- not in the quantity of his work, but in the visibility, the 
media exposure and generally the quality of his work. His original idol, Mies 
van der Rohe, used to say that you cannot, or should not, invent a new style o 
architecture every Monday morning. Philip Johnson, in fact, does exactly tha1 
He is incredibly facile, always a step or two ahead of the rest of the passing 
parade. 

Serious critics accuse him of being a charlatan , or worse. I must confess tha 
serious critics often bore me ; and charlatans rarely do. Fortunately, Philip 
Johnson is a frivolous critic, and a very serious charlatan. 

I. M. Pei, who greatly admires Philip Johnson (I suspect the admiration is 
mutual) shares one or two attributes with Johnson: He is a collector of mod
ern art; he is totally devoted to architectural quality, and he is very much 
aware of what is going on in the think tanks of architectural theory. 

Beyond that, l.M. is a very different sort of architect. What impresses you 
most about him is that he is a superb diplomat- an architect totally attuned tc 
his client's problems and aspirations within the constraints of the real world. 
l.M. is capable of translating an architectural vision into reality, bypassing all 
the predictably tedious roadblocks , and- ultimately-producing a significant 
work of public art. 

Mr. Blake, editor in chief of Architectural Forum in 1964-72 and of Archi
tecture Plus in 1972-75, was recently appointed chairman of the department 
of architecture and planning at the Catholic University of America, to assume 
his new duties in September. 



~he way he does all of these things is not simple: For instance, he may 
gh all the political and economic and social options- and then, very diplo
:ically, propose a solution that is, invariably, much more than the sum of 
Jarts. 
Jy this I mean that I.M. 's projects start out as individual buildings in a typi
usually urban setting; and then, by "gradual degrees," turn into strategies 
urban regeneration. 
Vherever I.M. has been active, the impact of his work has gone far beyond 
presence of a single building: In Denver, he translated the commissions to 
~hree or four isolated, downtown structures into a long-range strategy for 
an regeneration. It has worked. Ditto in Montreal. Ditto at Kips Bay, in 
nhattan. An so on. In some instances (e.g., with his master plan for the 
vernment Center in Boston) the generating urban idea was powerful enough 
ake wing without the design or construction of a single J.M. Pei building. 
hough he is, quite clearly, a superb artist, interested in the thing that is sup
ed to interest artists (i.e., art), he is at least as much interested in the urban 
dition. Each of his buildings tends to become the entering wedge in the at-
1ment of some greater, public goal, such as the renewal of a significant por-
t of a city, or the welding together of previously antagonistic neighborhoods. 
[., one feels, is at least as much interested in the diplomacies of architecture, 
l in the strategies employed, as in the final result. He is a kind of Chinese 
tternich, let loose on the urban, American scene (the melting pot is clearly 
>bling over tonight!); whereas Philip Johnson is the designer and maker of 
an artifacts, of would-be (and often actual) architectural jewels that affect 
,r environments primarily by setting standards of excellence for others to 
tch. While Johnson is almost exclusively interested in the art of architecture, 
is interested in both the art- and the market for that art. 

[heir personal/professional styles underscore their differences. Although 
lip Johnson would, in all probability, be lost without John Burgee (and 
1ld have been lost, in earlier times, without Landis Gores or Richard 
:ter), he does function exceedingly well as a one-man generator of archi
:ural ideas . 
. M. Pei, on the other hand, is a superlative team-player; and the members 
1is team have often received abundant credit. While there are occasional 
1missions, such as the East wing of the National Gallery of Art, that are 
irely I.M.'s own work (and reflect his own, individual preoccupations), 
ny of the projects built by I. M. Pei & Partners have received considerable 
ut from the "partners"- often decisively so: The 88 Pine Street Building in 
;ver Manhattan, near the South Street Seaport, is largely the work of Jim 
ed- a building of pristine, white, Miesian purity. The Christian Science 
1ter, in Boston- that latter-day Vatican- is largely the work of Aldo Cos
:a, a former partner (now independent) with ideological ties to the Ecole 
Beaux-Arts. And the shimmering John Hancock Tower, just to the east of 
Christian Science Center- the greatest work of minimal sculpture since the 
shington Monument- is largely the work of Henry Cobb. 
n every one of these buildings, I.M.'s input was probably decisive at acer-
1 moment. But while Philip Johnson's office might be in a certain amount of 
1ble if Philip were to decide to retire to Kuala Lumpur, say, I.M.'s office 
tld function reasonably well if he were to take a sabbatical. The output of 
office might become a bit more diffuse than it is now, but not much more so. 
>erhaps the best way to compare Philip Johnson and I. M. Pei (as architects) 
J imagine what each might do- might have done-for the Convention Cen-
on Manhattan's West Side, a $350 million complex for which both firms 

~e being considered recently. (I. M. Pei & Partners won out, as everybody 
lWS.) 

fad Philip Johnson and John Burgee got the job, the chances are that they 
Lild have produced the last and most magnificent palace of our century- a 
h century Crystal Palace, a dazzling structure that would, almost certainly, 
·e caused a major shift in the artistic center of gravity of Manhattan Island, 
l probably broken the bank. 
\nd what I. M. Pei & Partners are likely to produce is a project designed to 
1erate a more gradual, a less flashy shift-a project designed, eventually, to 
ke all of Manhattan's West Side, and all of Manhattan, a center for the 
rld's people to convene. D 
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craltsmanship. 
The Heltons of Terre Haute, 
Indiana. Three generations of 
craftsmen, and proud of it. 

Elza Helton is on the left. 
He's been laying brick since 
1919. Jim, on the right, has been 
a mason since the late 1940s. 
Rick is a relative newcomer with 
five years of journeyman experi
ence on top of his three-year 
apprenticeship. Every time he 
lays a brick, Rick brings to the 
task the accumulated skills, 
experience and pride of three 
generations; and every wall he 
builds reflects those attributes. 

Masonry is a unique build
ing system. The inherent quality 
of the materials-of brick, block, 
stone, or tile-is one reason. 
Men like the Heltons are the 
other. 

Their craftsmanship is 
what gives a masonry wall its 
beauty, permanence, and dura
bility. Their skill is what makes 
a masonry wall air-tight, water
tight, sound-resistant and fire
safe. Masonry craftsmen build 
walls that save money, cut 
heating and cooling bills, and 
need virtually no maintenance. 

It's a winning combination 
- the best building materials 
ever devised, and human skill 
and pride in using them well. 

INTERNATIONAL 
MASONRY 
INSTITUTE 
(The Brick layers' Internat iona l Union and the 
Mason Contractors in the U.S. and Canada) 

823 Fifteenth St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
202/783 -3908 
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)}oriul Reminiscences 
f the 'lieber Meister' 
prentice to Genius: Years with Frank 
yd Wright. Edgar Tafel. New York: 
Graw-Hill, 1979. 228 pp. $19.95. 
:i.ilable to AIA members for $17.95 
n the Institute's department of pub
tions marketing. 
fooks about Frank Lloyd Wright have 
n so numerous in the last decade that 
. daring of Edgar Tafel, AIA, to add 
1ther. Yet, his book supplies a real 
din the Wright bibliography. An ap
ntice in the Taliesin Fellowship since 
nception in 1932, Tafel remained with 
fellowship for nearly 10 years. This 

>k recalls his life in Taliesin and his 
:k on many of Wright's buildings in 
t time and is rich in humorous inci-
1ts about Wright, his encounters with 
neighbors and visiting architects and 
relationship to his apprentices. 
[ogive perspective to his story, Tafel 
ounts (not chronologically) the story 
Nright's growing up in the Middle 
st, his early apprenticeship in Chicago, 
family, his work. While all of this is 
new, Tafel, because of his long contact 

h Wright, is able to add a new dimen-
1. Wright's discourse on life and archi
ture, philosophy and faith in his work 
intimately revealed. In addition, Ta-

s description of the work in progress 
·ing the 10 years he was there is care
.y documented. 
Nhen Tafel arrived on the scene as a 
mg progressive school product and 
forgraduate from New York University 
o wanted to be an architect, he was 
~ady prepared for some of Wright's 
)syncracies and determined to learn 
atever he could from the master. His 
:oduction to Taliesin was typical : 
oung man, help move this piano." 
ight was always rearranging. "Wher-
:r he went he insisted on moving furni
e-he was always rearranging flowers 
:heir vases." 
Life in Taliesin in 1932 was far from 
urious. Tafel and the other apprentices 
shed dishes, cleaned windows, drove 
tractor. In the spring, they plowed 

j planted. But life was not all hardship. 
ere were picnics and concerts and 
1e-making. On one occasion, they were 
:ed" for drinking more than three 
sses, receiving a reprieve only after a 
ture on organic architecture. 

There are intimate stories of the draft
ing room: "Wright was marvelous to work 
with .... Each day we feared that he'd 
change what he had settled the day before. 
.. . If we drew a detail that differed the 
least bit from what he'd asked for, he 
caught it immediately. He couldn't toler
ate the slightest mismeasurement or faulty 
coordination. 

There are stories about Wright's shop
ping. He delighted in terrorizing store 
personnel and in bargaining. On one 
occasion he bought five expensive hats 
for Mrs. Wright and asked for a discount. 
On a trip to Arizona, Wright outfitted 
himself and his three apprentices in 
Western style clothes. He had no bank 
account in those days but carried a fistful 
of bills in his pocket and paid promptly. 
He wanted a new Fisher record player. 
He impressed Mr. Fisher who told him 
that he could only obtain his product as 
a retail purchase or an outright gift and 
offered Mr. Wright the latter. Mr. Wright 
said he had two drafting rooms, one in 
Talies in and one in Arizona and walked 
out with two sets. 

Such stories make up only a small part 
of the book. Of special interest is the ac
count of Fallingwater, built during Tafel's 
apprenticeship, where in addition to the 
design and construction story, we have the 
intimate tale of Wright and Edgar J . Kauf
mann Sr. working together. The story of 
the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo which Tafel 
tried to help save, of Wright's Japanese 
print collection, of his encounters with 
European architects of the Guggenheim 
Museum-all are retold with the particu
lar flavor that Tafel is able to add. After 
all, he was there. 

BOOKS 
Tafel did grow up, marry and leave the 

"lieber Meister." But the memory remains. 
The book has more than 200 photo

graphs and candid shots, with 32 pages 
in full color, most of them previously un
published. Paul Grotz, AJA 

Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwater: The 
House and Its History. Donald Hoffman; 
introduction by Edgar J. Kaufmann Jr. 
New York: Dover, 1978. 98 pp. $5. 

At the end of this book, the author says: 
"Frank Lloyd Wright's last book, A 

Testament, was published in 1957. In it he 
mentioned Fallingwater as his first dwell
ing in reinforced concrete, and one which 
established a new grammar true to the 
to the material. He died on April 9, 1959, 
in Phoenix, at nearly 92 years old. 

"For several years more, Edgar Kauf
mann Jr. continued to use the house on 
Bear Run. In September 1963, he an
nounced his intention of giving the house 
to the public in care of the Western Penn
sylvania Conservancy of Pittsburgh. The 
house and 1,543 acres surrounding it were 
formally accepted in a ceremony on Oct. 
29 as 'The Kaufmann Conservation on 
Bear Run, a Memorial to Edgar J. and 
Liliane S. Kaufmann.' That day, Edgar 
Kaufmann Jr. looked back on his year 
with the house: 

" 'Its beauty remains fresh like that of 
the nature into which it fits. It has served 
well as a home, yet has always been more 
than that: a work of art, beyond any or
dinary measures of excellence . ... House 
and site together form the very image of 
man's desire to be at one with nature, 
equal and wedded to nature .... Such a 
place cannot be possessed. It is a work 
by man for man, not by a man for a man. 
... By its very intensity it is a public re
source, not a private indulgence.' 

"As a work of art, the house on Bear 
Run reveals itself slowly, and never once 
and for all. ... There was never any house 
quite like it before, and there has been 
none since." 

This spirit has been captured by Donald 
Hoffman in his book, which is not merely 
a catalog of the structure, but the com
plete story of Fallingwater. Although the 
house never received an award or com
mendation during Wright's lifetime, more 
than 70,000 people from all over the 
world visit it each year. [In this magazine's 
poll of architects (July 1976) for opin
ions on the nation's most significant works 

continued on page 84 
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DESIGN 

AWARDS 

ARCHITECTS/BUILDERS: 

CALL FOR ENTRIES 
Once again, the Plywood Design Awards wi ll honor outstand

ing aesthetic and structural uses of softwood plywood. 
First awards of $1,000 and Citations of Merit are offered in 

each of four categories: residential /single family, residential /multi
family, commercial /institutional and vacation homes. 

The program is approved by the American Institute of Archi
tects, and sponsored by the American Plywood Association and 
Professional Builder Magazine. 

Both architects and builders are eligible to enter. 
Next year's jurors will be E. Fay Jones, Fayetteville, Arkansas; 

John D. Bloodgood, AIA, Des Moines, Iowa; and Homer Delawie, 
FAIA, San Diego, California. 

Deadline for entries is December 1, 1979. 

For rules and entry forms , mail this coupon to: 
American Plywood Association 
P.O. Box 11700, Dept AA-079 
Tacoma, WA 98411 

Name ____________ _ 

Number of forms required ______ _ 

Address ___________ _ 

City ______ State __ Zip __ _ 

AMERICAN PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION 
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~rchitects and 
~ngineers E&O. 
~·re already the second largest 
jerwriting manager of claims-made 
.0 for architects and engineers. 
dour list of top ENR 500 design 
j construction clients gets more 
Jressive every day. The same goes 
our growing list of medium and 
1aller sized architectural and engi-
3ring accounts as well. 

The reason behind this success is 
sic to our way of doing business. 
~pay full attention to our client's in
idual needs, react at once to their 
1uiries, and provide the finest E&O 
)gram available anywhere. Cover-
8 written on a claims-made basis. 
3 type of liability insurance select-
by more and more professionals 
:h year-including insurance pro
sionals. 

Shand, Mo rah an is one of the 
:ion's leading suppliers of custom 
ims-made professional liability 
)grams. We invite you to share our 
ensive experience of this coverage. 
1ply contact your insurance broker 
j mention our name. We could be 
ilding a model relationship that can 
ta lifetime. 

We provide 
the model 
coverage. 

Ill Shand, Morahan & Company, Inc. 
e 29 on information card EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 



Books from page 81 
of architecture in its 200 years of history, 
Fallingwater tied for second place with 
Dulles International Airport, designed by 
Eero Saarinen. Ed.] 

Hoffman's volume faithfully relates the 
nature of the land, the forces that brought 
client and architect together, the design, 
the building process and its problems. 

Wright loved Fallingwater as one of his 
children and he embued that spirit of love 
and warmth in us all. It is remarkable that 
all of us apprentices who worked on the 
project were only in our mid-20s at the 
time of its design and construction. 

Hoffman has interviewed in depth most 
of us who were involved and has sorted 
out the varied reports on the memories-

40 years later- of the people. Through a 
careful juxtaposition of these interviews 
and mention of letters Wright wrote his 
clients, Hoffman has shown how a life
long friendship developed between artist 
and client. They valued and enjoyed each 
other. 

The volume is well organized. It is 
basically intended for the visitor to the 
house and admirers of Wright. There are 
100 photographs, sketches, elevations, 
floor plans and perspectives. The photo
graphs alone could stand as a pictorial es
say on the chronological development of 
the house, emphasizing the marriage of 
the building to the site and the masterful 
follow-through of interior design. 

This is an invaluable addition to the 

Granite. 
Tough enough to take the 
thunder of 10 billion feet. 

AS REQUIRED 

Architect: Tinsley Higgins Lighter & Lyon, Des Moines, IA 

\ CO NCRETE S LAB 

OR STRINGER LINE 
SLOPING BEARING SLAB 

TYPICAL STEP ARRANGEMENT 
SLOPING·BOTTOM STEPS OVER SLOPING 

SLAB OR STRINGERS 

What else but granite can take 38 years of wear and weather without fad ing, 
staining, or showing measurable wear? That's what made Cold Spring granite 
the ideal choice for the Banker's Life Insurance Building when it was built in 
Des Moines, Iowa, in 1939. And that same unique combination of beauty and 
unsurpassed durability make it ideal for today's floors, facades , core walls, 
steps, malls and walkways - wherever you need maxi
mum durability that's virtually maintenance-free. 

For more information, plus a free copy of our 16-page, 
full color catalog showing al l 18 Cold Spring colors avai l
able, ca ll toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 
685-3621. Or write to the address be low. 

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept AIA- 6 202 South 3rd Avenue , Cold Spring , MN 56320 
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House and site are one in Fallingwater, 
loved by Wright as 'one of his children.' 

documentation of Wright's work. If you 
can't visit the house, or even if you can, 
read the book. Edgar Tafel, A/A, autho1 
of "Apprentice to Genius," reviewed on 
page Bl 

The Poorhouse: Subsidized Housing in 
Chicago, 1895-1976. Devereux Bowly J 
Carbondale: Southern Illinois Universit· 
Press, 1978 . 254 pp. $15. · 

Readers will be stimulated- and poss 
bly enraged- by this book, which offers 
balanced, systematic and devastating sur 
vey of Chicago's subsidized housing. 
Bowly, an attorney for the Legal Assist
ance Foundation of Chicago and an arch 
tecture buff, has put together a remarkab 
collection of facts and photographs, let
ting them speak eloquently for themselve 
except for brief comments and an over
view at the back of the book. The effect i 
bleak, discouraging, almost nauseating, 
for what he has assembled clearly amoun 
to a catalog of failures. 

Bowly makes no attempt to apply quai 
titative tests in evaluating the overall out 
come of Chicago's long involvement witr 
subsidized housing. His responses are sul 
jective and personal, a style appropriate 
to his casebook approach but unlikely to 
reap much applause among housing scho 
ars. For those who feel, as I do, that thes1 
matters are best dealt with by inspection 
rather than by generalizations and statisti 
cal analysis, this will come as no dis
appointment. Bowly suffers from a good 
eye for design, understands marketplace 
realities and carries with him a social con 
science both deepened and made practicf 
by years of experience as a lawyer in one 
of Chicago's most depressed areas. The 
combination makes his judgments un
usually cogent and telling. 

The failures Bowly recites are eco
nomic, social and political, as befits the 
subject matter, but the most glaring de
ficiencies underscored by the Chicago ex
perience are those of the architects and 
planners who designed the buildings and 

continued on page 8, 



New AC 0 US TON E®in botd dramatic textures 

Now, America's prestige ceilings won't 
chip and tell when accidentally scraped 
by tools or ladders. That's because the 
color runs all the way through today's 
ACOUSTONE tile and panels; practically 
eliminates t he need for touch-up work. 
ACOUSTONE comb ines sound-soaking 
function with the ultimate in aesthetics. 

ceiling tile and panels 

Natural earthtones include Pumice, Clay 
Cray, Ivory and Sandstone in patterns 
shown above. Also contemporary colors 
in a w ide selection of distinctive textures. 
•See your U.S. C. representative. Or write 
to us for specifics at 101 5. Wacker Dr., 
Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept AJ69. 

A. BUTTE pattern. Bold look. Random-spaced 
smooth surfaces add emphasis to deep fissures. 
B. BOULDER pattern. Coarsest surface in 
acoustical ce ilin gs for massive interiors. 
C. GLACIER pattern. Rich texture is reminis
cent of job-app lied "wet" construction. 
D. SEACREST pattern. Rough, almost non
directional texture adds design exc itement . 
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Books f ram page 84 
their settings. Chicago, in this respect no 
different from other cities, has produced 
an almost unbroken series of visual catas
trophes, pardonable if at'all only because 
of the good intentions of their promulga
tors. 

Project after project demonstrates the 
barrenness of architectural thinking in this 
field and of the tenants' lives. Over and 
over, in case after pathetic case, the ham
handed stinginess of the federal and local 
housing authorities and the willingness of 
architects to go along with their demands 
have produced repetitive, sterile and fun
damentally inhuman projects that mani
fest a brutalist and cynical view of both 
the tenants and the architecture that is 

judged appropriate for them. 
The only exceptions occur where the 

designer has made an ego statement that 
differentiates his product from the mass, 
generally in a manner unrelated to the 
real needs of the occupants or of their 
communities. No ticky-tacky subdivision 
of the conventional sort has ever de
scended to the levels of most of these 
cases. They degrade the often prominent 
architectural firms which designed them, 
the social workers, contractors and poli
ticians who conceived them, the taxpayers 
who paid for them and the people who 
have to live in them. Even the tragic slums 
which they replaced were more habitable 
in many important ways than these disas
trous buildings. 

Not every project Bowly catalogs is ar 
unrelieved calamity; indeed, several stan 
out like jewels in the mud. But what 
clearly has happened in too many cases i 
an immense and tragic perversion of goo 
intentions. Fundamentally middle-class 
Yankee values, willy-nilly projected ontc 
a low-income population that neither 
shared nor respected them, have led to 
fully predictable results. The convenienc 
and ineptitude of the administrators and 
their contractors, the illusions of the soci 
scientists and the design and cost con
straints imposed by Congress and the 
housing agencies helped force these builc 
ings into the mold of Robert R. Taylor 
homes, Cabrini-Green and similar projec 
that are still absorbing many millions of 
dollars in vain attempts to reduce the 

---------------------------------~ crime,vandalism,~rrorandvacancy 
which characterize them. We will be stru 

Why Gamble on Protection? 
ROLL- @-MATIC CLOSURES 

Cost only $60-$75 per linear ft. 

A typical Roll-0-Matic mall closure, gives see-through display with protection. 

Mall developers and hundreds of retail stores nationwide are install ing 
Roll-0-Matic closure protection. They cost much less than ro ll ing 
grilles or sl iding glass doors . . . install much faster and easier, and are 
better engineered to open and close easily ... with 3-point locking 
protection . 

The Woodson Mall, Steve's and Hardy Shoe chains, Clover Mall, 
a national ice cream store chain, the huge Houston Astrodome, and 
Ayr-Way are just a few Roll-0-Matic installations. They're custom 
made to fit any opening , flat or irregular. 

Give width c;ind height of your opening (below) and we will phone 
you approx. cost, or 

PHONE TOLL FREE 800 821-3692 
--R~ii-O:'M;~~ttSOEi;;o~d~K.c:Mo-;4121·------------------

The size of our opening is wide high. ( ) Send your 
brochure 
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gling with the consequences for years to ' 
come. 

Bowly has done a real service in puttir 
this book together. It deserves a wide 
readership among design and housing 
professionals and will, I hope, have an 
impact far greater than its unassuming 
title might suggest. Jared Shlaes, who 
heads his own real estate consulting firm 
in Chicago 

Architectural Working Drawings. Marvi1 
L. Thomas. New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1978. 207 pp. $17.50. 

Subtitled "A Professional Technique,' 
this book is one of a recent rash on the 
subject and the second with this title re
viewed within the past year or so. The on 
I reviewed before (see Dec. '77, p. 78) 
was by two professors; this one is by a 
practitioner. The principal difference is 
that this author has a distinct bias toward 
only one way of doing anything discussec 
in the book; thus standardization is 
emphasized. 

In the preface, Thomas states that this 
work is not intended as an architectural 
drafting primer, but rather that readers 
should have at least a working knowledge 
of working drawings. This is belied by th1 
usual material regarding here is a pencil, 
here is the line it draws and here is what i 
is ~rawn on. However, he makes up for 
this elementary stuff by doing a short but 
useful chapter on photodrafting and 
reproduction processes. 

The review in the first chapter of the 
general purpose and philosophy of work
ing drawings is very useful, and those wit 
experience in the field will benefit from 
Thomas's perspective. I do object, how
ever, to his indiscriminate use of the term 
"CSI system" in referring to the data filin 
capabilities of the Uniform Construction 
Index, much of which is the successor to 
the AJA filing system of yore. While the 
discussion in this opening chapter on vari 
ous project delivery systems is most use-

continued on page 8 
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YOUR IN-FLOOR ELECTRIFICATION SYSTEM 
IS ALSO YOUR IN-CEILING ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION! 

Mac-Fab's innovative "underslung feeder " design means 
your in-floor electrification system, providing localized 
telephone and electrical service outlets, also doubles as 
electrical distribution for lighting systems in the ceiling 
below. 

From above, Mac-Fab's "underslung feeder " suspends 
between bar joist permitting the cellular distribution to 
install in minimum slab thickness. 

From below, the cellular system offers unobstructed 
wiring access for the electrical distribution needed for 

lighting systems and other electrical utilities in the ceiling. 

This is the Mac-Fab exclusive. An in-floor electrification 
system serving two important bui lding functions. For 
complete details on Mac-Fab in-floor electrification systems 
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fu l, the single paragraph on spelling is 
gratuitous. The discussion on project 
records is fine, that on an efficient drafting 
station unnecessary. 

The chapter on drawings and sheet or
ganization is blessedly short, covering 
paper, sizes, borders, title blocks, orga
nization and the author's systems for 
identification and referencing. The one on 
dimensioning shows conventional and 
modular approaches. That on the metric 
system is a fine introduction to what is 
coming, but I disagree with any suggestion 
of dual dimensioning during a transition 
period. 

The longest chapter deals with detailing 
and scheduling. Here may be found the 
author's standards for simplified drawing, 
schedules, indicators, logs, abbreviations, 
symbols and similar elementary material. 
And his last chapter contains various 
references and checklists. 

Thomas's book is carefully thought out 
and has consistently good and clear 
graphics. While it has limited use because 
of the author's single bias toward his own 
standards, it is professionally done and is 
a useful addition to the literature. Robert 
Allan Class, A/A, Director of the 
lnstitute's Practice Division 

The Mormon Landscape: Existence, Cre
ation and Perception of a Unique Image 
in the American West. Richard V. Fran
caviglia. New York: AMS Press, 1979. 
177 pp. $12.50. 

The author of this book-a geographer 
-says that as a rule geographers close 
their eyes to landscape. Hence, we know 
little about the "visual heritage" of cul
tural groups. "And we know next to noth
ing about the concept of religion as a 
motivating factor in the creation of land
scapes." Most studies of religious groups 
by geographers, he says, tend toward 
"spatial analysis," giving no more than 
isolated clues to the way in which the 
groups create landscapes. 

Francaviglia's study, which involved 
traveling more than 3,000 miles into that 
portion of the West known as Mormon 
country, begins with a discussion of 
whether a really distinctive landscape can 
be associated with the Mormons. He finds 
the Mormon landscape to be a "unique 
entity, a conscious transformation of the 
geography of America." 

Fracaviglia then gives his attention to 
the motives and methods of the Mormons 
in achieving this landscape and how the 
landscape has been portrayed in art and 
literature. His final discussion concerns 
whether the contemporary Mormon is 
aware of the differences between his land
scape created by his predecessors and the 
landscape of others. "Mormons see every
where the strengths and weaknesses of 
their way of life vividly imprinted in bold 
and striking patterns: fine, solid religious 
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and domestic architecture stands opposed 
to the run-down quality of almost every
thing else. And yet, everything is related 
to their culture and persists because of it." 

English Stained Glass of the Medieval 
Period. John Baker; photographs by 
Alfred Lammer. New York: Thames & 
Hudson, 1978. 83 pp. $8.95 . 

Baker supplies a brief introduction to 
medieval stained glass and notes for the 
83 plates of some of the finest examples. 
Forty of the plates are in color. As Baker 
says, there is no substitute for seeing the 
actual windows, but some of the examples 
shown can be better seen in the photo
graphs than in their original setting be
cause many of the windows are inaccessi
ble without scaffolding. The example 
above is from the Priory Church, Deer
hurst, England. It is of the early 14th cen
tury and is typical of the period in that it 
consists of a subject set beneath a canopy. 
St. Catherine holds in her hand the wheel 
of her martyrdom. 

Gaslighting in America: A Guide for His
toric Preservation. Denys Peter Myers. 
Washington, D.C.: Technical Preservation 
Division, Office of Archeology and His
toric Preservation, Heritage Conservation 
and Recreation Service, 1978. 279 pp. 
$5.25. 

The focus of this guide is upon the 
types and styles of gas fixtures used in 
rooms and streets of 19th and early 20th 
century America. The author points out 
that modern concepts can influence resto
ration design decisions erroneously. For 
example, in a restoration supposed to be 
representative of the 1860s, a gas mantle 
was used. Gas mantles were not developed 
until the 1880s. The aim is to "prevent 
anachronisms and misapplication of styles 
of fixtures, their burners and finishes." 

In chronological order, the illustratio1 
and commentary trace the development 
and technology of lighting fixtures used i 
many 19th century public, commercial 
and residential buildings. The guide ma) 
be ordered from the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 (stock 
number 024-016-00094-3) ; make checJ. 
payable to the U.S. Government Printin1 
Office in the amount of $5 .25 per copy. 

Great Houses of Britain. Nigel Nicolson. 
Boston: David R. Godine, 1978. 287 pi: 
$30. 

With pleasant prose and handsome 
photographs, historian/scholar Nigel 
Nicolson guides the reader through 39 
properties owned and managed by the 
English National Trust for Places of His 
toric Interest or Scenic Beauty. First put 
lished in 1965 and long out of print, this 
book is a reissue in a revised format, witl 
new textual and pictorial materials. Nice 
son says houses were chosen to "form a 
panorama of British domestic architectu 
from the early Middle Ages until the last 
century." Each house is a masterpiece, 
and the architects include such famous 
names as Inigo Jones, Robert Adam and 
Sir John Vanbrugh. Nicolson gives mud 
information on architecture and landsca1 
ing, but he also tells delightfully about th 
social history of the houses and the peop 
who once lived in them. The book, too 
big to be lugged about as a guide, should 
certainly be read before a visit is made tc 
any of these incomparable houses. 

Soviet-American Glossary. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1979. 94 pp. 

This is a glossary of building design ar 
construction terms, developed and pub
lished jointly by the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union. It is the first joint publication of 
these two countries. Indispensable for 
Americans involved in construction worl 
in the Soviet Union, the glossary is dividf 
into two parts. The Soviet-American por 
tion gives the term in Russian with one o 
more literal translations, the American 
equivalent or an Americanized equivalen 
and the definition. The American-Soviet 
portion gives the American term in Eng
lish with the best Russian equivalent 
followed by the definition. 

Project leader for the U.S. side was 
Robert R. Ramsey, vice president of Leo 
A. Daly Co., Omaha. Work is already 
underway, he says, on a second edition, t 
be published in about two years. Com
ments and suggestions about the glossary 
are welcome and may be addressed to thf 
Office of International Affairs HUD 
Washington, D.C. 20410. Th; gloss;ry is 
available from the Superintendent of 
Documents, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402 (stock number: 
022-000-00175-2). 0 



Are you offering your clients 
what they really need? 
(or just what they ask for?J 

Other outstanding books 
of particular interest 

to architects. 

'RENTICE TO GENIUS 
'S with Frank Lloyd Wright 
:'.:dgar Tafel 
private man behind the public legend is 
aled as never before in this book, illustrated 
hundreds of photographs taken by the 
8r-many never before published. Turn these 
oS and relive Spring Green, Wisconsin in 
2, where Frank Lloyd Wright had gathered 
nos! brilliant young minds in architecture to 
=his Taliesin Fellowship. The author was one 
e students-watching, listening , learning, and 
2mbering. Here he evokes that special lime 
place, and captures the essential spirit of the 
er and the supreme excitement of studying 
genius. 228 pages, illustrated 

:::::HITECTURAL WORKING 
A.WINGS 
'rofessional Technique 
Marvin L. Thomas 
1i!ec!s, drafters, contractors, and students will 
complete step-by-step guidance on the why 
how of drafting techniques in this h ighly 
.rded manual. It gives you immediate access lo 
::lardized procedures that can be adapted lo 
size project in the building and construction 
.stry. You'll quickly learn lo use standardized 
=Is and abbreviations for ease of 
2rslanding . And you 'll be fully up-to-date on 
nl and potential developments in construction 
agemen!, photo drafting, and adapting lo the 
·ic system. 192 pages, illustrated, 80 x 11 
1al 

::::HNIQUES OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
'>JDERING AND PRESENTATION 
Sid Delmar Leach 
.ressing itself lo the vital problem of 
munica!ing design concepts lo potential 
1!s, this first-of-its-kind guide covers all the 
3, techniques, and materials you need for 
emporary design presentation. In plain, direct 
uage, ii shows and tells designers and 
ti lecls how lo sell their professional services. 
e than 300 photographs-many in full color
men! the explanations and help you create 
e professional sales-oriented drawings and 
lerings of interior designs every time. 
pages, illustrated 

Planning the 
New Office 

By Michael Saphier 
Many clients are not aware of the complexity 
of office relocation and space planning. By 
assisting them with all aspects of the project, 
you can make your design services more 
competitive and expand your practice. Let 
this master guide put you ahead by helping 
you provide full office planning and reloca
tion services. Learn how to evolve innovative 
design solutions based on a company's 
managerial and operational needs. Help im
prove client efficiency by guiding corporate 
decisions throughout the project-from ana
lyzing financial feasibility to choosing the 
best office plan. With this hook in hand you 
can make the move a painless, rewarding ex
perience for your clients ... and build yourself 
a reputation for extra value! Practical and de
tailed, it offers many useful charts, checklists, 
diagrams, and tips for coordinating the activi
ties of all the specialists involved in the mov
ing process. 230 pages, illustrated 

At bookstores or direct from publisher 

Other outstanding books 
of particular interest 

to architects. 

INTERIOR PLANTSCAPING 
Building Design for Interior 
Foliage Plants 
By Richard L. Gaines 
A practical three-in-one handbook , this volume is 
a primer on plant physiology and the physical 
requirements of plants; a "how to" work on 
designing spaces as vital plant environments; and 
a handy guide lo the specification of p lants which 
will grow in any interior environment. A special 
section of full-color photographs shows you more 
than 75 different varieties of plants suitable for 
commercial environments. Covers lighting levels, 
effects of glazing , location, species, environment, 
and dehydration lo help you obtain the most 
dazzling- and economical-visual effects. 
182 pages, illustrated, 80 x I I format 

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 
For Land Use and Site Planning 
By William M. Marsh 
Convenient and utterly authoritative, this definitive 
reference is designed lo help engineers, 
architects, planners, public officia ls, and others 
understand all aspects of environmental analysis
especially the methods and requirements of 
specialties outside their own particular field. The 
book offers superb practical information on how to 
decide exactly what information is needed and 
how lo gel ii, analyze ii , describe ii in writing, and 
present i i. The author, in association with ten 
leading specialists, brings together an immense 
range of topics in one single volume. 292 pages, 
illustrated, 80 x 11 format 

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AND 
CLAIMS 
By Michael S. Simon 
Focusing on the legal rights and obligations that 
occur within the construction industry, this long 
needed reference tells you-as architect, 
con tractor, engineer, or designer-how to avoid 
legal problems and protect your own rights. 
Among the many subjects discussed in the book 
are types of liability, bid mistakes, promisory 
esloppel, contract in terpretation, p lans and 
specifications, breach of contract , changed 
conditions, and contract changes. Whether you're 
involved with small dwellings or giant highway 
complexes and plants, turn lo this definitive work 
for clear, practical advice. 352 pages, illustrated, 

for 15-day free examination. 80 x 11 format 

~---~-----------------------------------, I McGRAW-HILLBOOKCOMPANY l!'J'~~ I I Box 400, Hightstown, NJ 08520 c:j• ~ D Planning the New Office (054721-1), $18 50 

I Please send me the book(s) checked opposite for 15 days on •• n • D Apprenllce lo Genius (062815- 7), $19 95 I 
I approval. In that lime, I will remit in full , plus local lax, postage, D Arch itectural Working Drawings (064240-0), $17.50 I 

and handling charges, or return the book(s) with no further I I obligation . I understand that if I remit with this order, plus local D Techniques of Interior Design Rendering and Presentation 
I lax, McGraw-Hill pays al l regular postage and handling (036805-8). $24.95 I 

charges, and that the same 15-day return and refund privileges 0 Interior Planlscaping (022678-4), $22.95 I I still exist. 

I D Environmental Analysis for Land Use and Site Planning I 
I 

Name (040490·9), $24.50 I 
D Construction Contracts and C laims (057433-2), $19.50 I I Addre~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

1 C ly St 1 z· This offer good only m U.S. , order subject to acceptance by McGraw· Hill I 
1 a e 'P AIA Journal ad F·308-4076·3 • 
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THE BEST DOOR TO PUT BETWEEN 
THIS AND DISASTER 

CARRIES THE BEST NAME IN THE BUSINESS. 
You shouldn't be surprised our "776" Rolling Steel Fire Door carries 
The "OVERHEAD DOOR" name. We're the largest, oldest and most 
experienced manufacturer of upward acting doors: The Overhead 
Door Corporation. 

The "776" combines the design and operating advantages of the 
standard service door with improved fire protection features. It's 
the first Fire Door to use a chain and sprocket drive for smooth 
dependable operation. It has an improved inertia impact device for 
positive door closing every time in the case of fire emergency. 
And our exclusive centrifugal governor maintains a safe, reliable 
closing speed. 

The "776" Fire Door is just one of a wide variety of Rolling Steel 
Doors and Grilles available for virtually any industrial, commercial 
or institutional door need . 

They're backed by more than 400 factory-trained distributors 
nationwide who assure you of expert installation and service. . 
Contact the one in your city and get the facts on the best name in the 

.__ _________ __;,;::::.1:1-~ business: The "OVERHEAD DOOR". 
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d'-~ y~~ 
SINCE~1921 

'.JOVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION 
P.0 . Box 222285 , Dallas , Texas 75222 (214) 233-6611 



Government from page 38 
don B. Johnson when unprecedented in
flation in the construction industry in
creased construction costs. 

The art-in-architecture program re
mained dormant until 1972 when GSA 
Administrator Arthur Sampson reinstated 
it. And when Jay Solomon became GSA 
administrator in 1977, he placed increased 
emphasis upon the arts. He announced 
early in his administration that funds for 
artworks would be raised from three
eighth of 1 percent of construction costs 
to one-half of 1 percent and that existing 
federal buildings would benefit as well as 
new structures. At the time, he said that 
the expanded program would be "more 
people-oriented, concentrating on human
izing the total design of the working en
vironment." He also said that federal 
buildings completed within the past few 
years, where the architect had requested 
artworks but had been denied for one rea
son or another, would be reviewed. 

During 1978, 37 commissioned art
works- murals, sculptures and craft
works- were completed and 26 new con
tracts were negotiated. All this and more 
is discussed in a recent GSA publication 
called "Art in Architecture Program." 
The document depicts many artworks in 
federal buildings completed between 1974 
and 1978. Among them are Al Reid's 

-
~ ... ,.,,,,, 

...-' \ --.1 ..::- - ~-

I -.I 

I 

·'Order/Disorder/ Ascension/Descen
sion," 1977, acrylic on canvas, in the 
lobby of the Social Security Administra
tion Mid-Atlantic Program Center, Phila
delphia (above); Robert Mangold's 
"Correlation: Two White Line Diagonals 
and Two Arcs with a 16-Foot Radius," 
1978, porcelain enamel on steel, on the 
Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse, 
Columbus, Ohio (above right), and Ned 
Smyth's "Reverent Grove,'' 1978, Vene
tian and ceramic tile on concrete, in the 
courtyard of the Federal Building and 
U.S. Courthouse, Charlotte Amalie, St. 
Thomas, Virgin Islands (right). 

continued on page 94 
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Now, a quick, economical and accurate system 
that helps you make certain your project meets 

model building code fire 
protection requirements 

Walk-up or Wheel-up, 
Haws serves best. 

COMPUCODE is a new service of Rolf Jensen & 
Associates, one of the world's leading firms of fire 
protection engineers and building code consultants. 
COMPUCODE provides a concise, computerized analysis 
of the building code requirements relating to fire 
protection for your specific b1,1ilding project. 

You provide basic building description information
occupancy data, areas, stories above grade, distance to 
adjacent structures, etc.-and COMPUCODE quickly 
prints out the applicable fire protection code requirements 
in outline format. 

COMPUCODE can save architects, engineers, 
developers and code officials hours of costly professional 
time. It helps avoid code interpretation conflicts and 
speeds up the entire building design process. 

For descriptive literature, costs and complete 
information write or call. 

A service of 
Rolf Jensen & Associates, Inc. 
100 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, IL 60015 
Telephone (312) 948-0700 
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A fine combination of-mater/al and functionality, 11!11 
Haws Model HWCL10 ual height water cooler ~ 
is rugged, 
attractive 
stainless steel 
- the perfect 
choice for any 
building 
requiring 
special 
drinking 
facllltlea 
for the 
handl 
and non
hand 

WATER COOLERS 
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SEARS' TOWN MALL 
USES ) 

.OW PRESSURE SODIUM ( 

"Providing more 
light at a 
significantly 

lower cost is what 
sold us on sox:· Raymond Costello 

Project Manager 

"Increasing energy costs prompted us to 
consider a change in the lighting system at the 
Sears' Town Mall in Leominster, MA," said Ray 
Costello, Project Manager of the development 
firm that operates the facility. 

"Norelco showed us how replacing our one 
hundred ten existing 700-watt mercury vapor 
lamps with an equal number 135-watt SOX 
lamps could save us $5,550 annually, while 
providing the same level of light. The SOX 
light is evenly distributed, with no glare or dark 
spots. And shoppers have found no problem in 
finding their cars. 

"Installation of the new Norelco SRP 
luminaires with their own ballasts was easy, and 

Kimco Development Corporation 

maintenance is minimal. We're already 
considering relamping with SOX at some of our 
90 other locations across the country." 

To find out how Norelco SOX lamps can 
satisfy your lighting needs and reduce your 
operating costs, contact Bill Attardi, Director 
of Marketing. 

/Vore/co· 
North American Philips Lighting Corporation 

Bank Street, Hightstown, NJ 08520 
( 609)448-4000 
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DEAKIN 
UNIVERSITY 

Geelong, Australia 

CHAIR 
IN 

ARCHITECTURE 

Applications are invited for 
the newly created Chair in 
Architecture. 
A major responsibility of the 
professor will be thoroughly 
to review the existing pro
grams of architectural edu
cation in the light of present 
needs and trends, bearing 
in mind the possibility that 
some students may go on 
to careers in areas other 
than architecture. The intro
duction of a two tier struc
ture with first and second 
degrees is a possibility to 
be explored. The University 
seeks a person with the ca
pacity to undertake radical 

. rethinking and to initiate 
major changes in the archi
tecture teaching program. 
The University permits 
members of academic staff 
to undertake a limited 
amount of private practice. 
The appointment will be 
made for a period of up to 
three years. 
Current salary is $A33061 
per annum. 
Personal enquiries may be 
made to the Vice-Chancel
lor or to Professor Roy Wil
liams, Dean of School of 
Engineering and Architec
ture in the University. 
Applications, quoting refer
ence number 78/1 /20, in
cluding a curriculum vitae, 
the names and addresses of 
three referees and a recent 
photograph, should be sent 
to the University Secretary, 
Deakin University, Victoria, 
3217, Australia so as to 
arrive by 22 June 1979. Ap
plicants resident in North 
America, Europe or Africa 
should also send a copy of 
their applications to the 
Secretary General, Associa
tion of Commonwealth Uni
versities (Appts), 36 Gordon 
Square, London WC1 H OPF, 
from whom further details 
about the position can be 
obtained. 
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Government from page 92 
Under the direction of Donald W. Tha

lacker, architecture director of GSA's art
in-architecture program, for the first time 
GSA in the past two years has installed 
works by photographers, ceramists and 
quiltmakers, as well as commissioning 
earthworks, lightworks and collages. Ac
cording to Solomon, who since has re
signed as GSA administrator, one of his 
most satisfying efforts in the art-in-archi
tecture program "was a pilot project in 
Oklahoma City to incorporate more than 
30 works throughout the entire building." 
They were dedicated in June 1978, with 
the participation of Mrs. Joan Mondale, 
wife of the U.S. vice president, whom Sol
omon calls "one of the nation's most ar
ticulate and dedicated arts leaders." 

According to the GSA publication, 
plans for the future go beyond past ac
complishments, although much will be 
determined by the new GSA administra
tor, Rear Adm. Rowland G. Freeman III. 
American artists probably hope for atten
tion paid to the words of President Carter 
at the dedication of four murals by Jack 
Beal in the lobby of the Department of 
Labor building in Washington, D.C., on 
Mar. 4, 1977. The President said: "The 
arts are a cherished part of the American 
experience and an important medium of 
communication in public buildings-they 
can effectively be used to depict the vi
tality of our cultural heritage as well as 
the continuing ability, resourcefulness and 
imagination of our people .... " Mary E. 
Osman 

News/ Energy 

Energy Department Develops 
Solar Design Computer Program 

A solar design computer program called 
SOLCOST, sponsored by the Department 
of Energy, gives the architect, HVAC en
gineer, contractor and others information 
on the design and evaluation of residential 
and light commercial solar heating and 
solar hot water systems. The program cal
culates heating loads and predicts the an
nual fraction of heating that could be pro
vided optimally by a solar system. The 
computer printout gives a cost analysis, 
including cash flow and payback time 
based upon projected fuel and utility rates, 
energy and tax savings, insurance rates 
and loan data, says the International Busi
ness Services, Inc. Solar and weather data 
for more than 300 cities are included in 
the computer simulation. 

Access to SOLCOST is now available 
through three methods: by mail through 
the SOLCOST Service Center, by remote 
terminal on four national computer net
works and by purchase of the FOL TRAN 
IV software. 

Access by mail is through SOLCOST 

solar hot water and space heating hand
books, available from the U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 
20402. "SOLCOST Hot Water Hand
book" (stock number 061-000-00137-9 
is $1. "SOLCOST Solar Heating Hand
book with Hot Water" (stock number 
061-000-00148-4) is $1.20. 

Four national time-sharing networks 
give access by remote computer termina 
Boeing Computer Service Co., Control 
Data Corporation's CYBERNET, Gen
eral Electric Information Service and 
United Computing Systems. User's guid1 
to each of these networks are $5 each. 

For the user's guides and for informa. 
tion on the purchase of the software and 
questions about SOLCOST, contact: IE 
Solar Group, SOLCOST, 1010 Vermon 
Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005; 
(202) 628-1450. 

NBS Builds Test Center for 
Saudi Arabia Design Prototypt 

In Saudi Arabia, daily temperatures ran 
from 79 to 116 degrees Fahrenheit in 
summer and from 60 to 85 degrees in 
winter. Such temperature extremes are 
generated and are contained in a three
story test chamber constructed at the 
National Bureau of Standards in Gaithe 
burg, Md., to validate computer models 
developed by Skidmore, Owings & Mer 
for the prediction of how the prototype 
building and its thermal systems will re
act in real life conditions of the Saudi 
desert. SOM, under contract to design a 
number of buildings for the King Abdul 
Aziz University, wants to determine the 
ability of thick walls to moderate tempe 
ature swings and cut down on peak peri1 
airconditioning needs. 

The experiment, a joint effort by SO~ 
and the Saudi university, also has as par 
ticipants NBS's center for building tech
nology, the Concrete Masonry Associa
tion, the Brick Institute of America and 
several manufacturers. 

The prototype masonry building has 
wall sections consisting of 0.5 inches of 
plaster, eight inches of high density soli< 
concrete block, three inches of urethane 
insulation, an air space and an outside 
brick face. The roof is of precast concre 
panels with four inches of urethane insu 
lation and concrete pavers over a water
proof membrane. It is expected that the 
experiment will give architects and engi· 
neers information on such matters as he 
transfer in massive and heavily insulate< 
structures. 

The test will also be used by NBS to 
measure air and surface temperatures, 
humidity, heat flow and air leakage und1 
a variety of outdoor temperatures, win
dow shadings, lighting conditions and 
solar heat gains. Infrared pictures will b 

continued on page S 
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Obviously, the degree of security you 
need depends on the size and nature of 
your facility. And that's the beauty of 
Sentracon. It meets every need by 
providing any and every type of security 
control. 

Do you need centralized control? 
Selective access by employees or 
vis itors? Fire detection and intrusion 
control? Alarm monitors and annun
ciators? What about a system that 
guards your guards as they make their 
rounds? Sentracon does as much or as 
little as you want. Always with a 
consistently superior performance. 

For example , our patented electronic 
coding system for card access control. 
Its unique code defies deciphering by 
even the most sophisticated techniques 
including external electrical and 
magnetic tampering . There's simply 
nothing more effective available . 

Sentracon. In every sense, it's 
protection beyond detection. And in 
every way, it's distinguished by the 
incomparable quality that's synonomous 
with the name, Pyrotronics, the 
detection people . For full details, 
contact Harry Lein, Pyrotronics, A 
Baker Industries Company, 8 Ridgedale 
Avenue, Cedar Knolls, New Jersey 
07927. (201) 267-1300. 
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FIRST EDITION! 
1979 Combined Specs, 
Load Tables and Weight Tables 

for steel ioists and ioist girders. 
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A fifty-two 
page working handbook. 

Everything you need to 
specify open web, longspan 

and deep longspan joists 
and joist girders. 

Send for your free copy. 
r-------------------------~ 

Steel Joist Institute 
Room 204-B, 1703 Parham Road 
Richmond, VA 23229 

~ 
..... ttlt•f)t' 
~Sil 

Please send me your new combined ed ition 
for steel joists and joist girders. 

Name 

Title 

Firm 

Address 

City State 
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used to show the researchers relative hot 
and cold areas. 

The project is conducted under the 
NBS research associate program set up to 
enable technical specialists from U.S. 
firms and professional organizations to 
work at NBS temporarily in carrying out 
project of mutual interest. For informa
tion about the program, write: Industrial 
Liaison Officer, Administration Building 
A402, NBS, Washington, D.C. 20234. 
NBS has seven test rooms that may be 
used for the evaluation of the thermal 
performance of buildings, building com
ponents and materials. 

U.S. Oil Use Increased 
Only Slightly in 1978 

During 1978, the U.S. consumed 77.7 
quads of crude oil a day, the equivalent 
of 36.7 million barrels, an increase of 1.8 
percent over 1977, says the Department 
of Energy. The term quad is used to 
shorten a cumbersome unit--quadrillion 
BTUs. Other figures released by DOE are: 
• Total domestic energy production in 
1978 was 61 quads, or 28.8 million bar-

rels of oil a day-1.3 percent higher than 
in 1977 and 1.6 percent higher than 
production in 1976. 
• Energy imports in 1978 totaled 18.5 
quads, down 7 percent from 1977 but up 
10 percent from 1976. 
• Imports satisfied 23 .8 percent of the 
country's energy needs in 1978, compared 
to 26.1 percent in 1976. In the three-year 
period prior to 197 6, dependence on im
ports stayed relatively stable atl 9.8 percent. 
• Of the energy used in 1978, consump
tion of refined petroleum products ac
counted for 48 .3 percent, with natural gas 
use constituting 25.5 percent of the total, 
a decrease of 0.8 percent. 
• Nuclear power and hydroelectric power 
satisfied 7.9 percent of domestic energy 
requirements. 
• Domestic crude oil production in 1978 
was 6 percent above the 1977 level ; 
natural gas production dropped by 1.6 
percent; coal production was 5 percent 
lower. 
• Crude oil imports were down 7.4 per
cent from 1977; refined product imports 
were down 8.6 percent. 
• The value of energy imported by the 
U.S. was $42.l billion in 1978, down 
from $44.5 billion in 1977. 

"I CAN STRETCH 
YOUR HORIZONS, BUT 1 

YOUR GROUND ROUN 
l can recite poetry and sprinkle ft o' 

your feet. But if you live on more than 1 
consult the Consumer lnfomrntion Cata 

It's published by the Federal Gover 
and lists over 200 booklets you can senc 
for. Over half are free. And all are wise. 
tips on installing solar energy. Even stn 
your food budget. 

Send for this free catalog. Write: 
Consumer Infom1ation Center. Dept. B. 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009. Poetry and mw 
be the "Food of Love:· but a little meat ~ 
goes further at dinner. 

THE CONSUMER INFORMATION Ul. 
A catalog of over 200 helpful public 

. .. 
Gl·twra l Sl'n·kt's Aclrni11 islrn ti f1n • Consu nll'r l11f1)nnaLi1m Ct'ntt'r •I 

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF POSITION VACANCY 

NOW ... All the 
benefits of 

Carpeting ... 
Ball State University 

Muncie, Indiana 

Position Title: Architecture 

Description: 2 Positions available Fall 1979. 

Primary responsibility will be working with students 
in a design studio and teaching either architectural 
photography, graphics, structures, or building tech
nology courses. Masters or equivalent, registered ar
chitect desirable. 

Send resume to Kenneth E. Carpenter, Chairman, 
Department of Architecture, Ball State University, 
Muncie, Indiana 47306. 

Application deadline is June 30, 1979. 

Ball State University Practices Equal Opportunity 
in Education and Employment. 
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with better 
STATIC PROTECTION 

than tile. 

COM PU· CAR PE/™ 
Pat. Pend . 

High Performance Anti-Static Carpeting 

COM PU-CARPET permanently anti-static carpets and 
COM PU-MATS™ • Eliminate static problems in com
puter and terminal areas• Protect sensitive electronic 
equipment • Meet IBM recommendations • Provide 
comfort and acoustical advantages of high quality 
carpet ing • Carry a 5-Year wear and static warranty. 

See Sweet's General Builders Catalog 9.28/UN 

/Af/AUNITID 
TECH/I/CAL 

PRDOUC/ll,/NC. 
THE STATIC CONTROL PEOPLE 

23 Southwest Industrial P 
Westwood, MA 021 

(617) 326-7f 
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DEATHS 

bur A. Backstrom, Longlake, Minn. 
P. Benezet, Honolulu 
try C. Boles, South Dennis, Mass. 
'ton L. Bowyer, Charleston, W. Va. 
H. Buetow, St. Paul, Minn. 
nge E. Christensen, Dallas 
mrio D'Agrosa, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 
:netha R. De Vere, Seattle 
rold Doran, Scottsdale, Ariz. 
W. Foster, Indianapolis 
',Gillig, Lexington, Ky. 
1mel A. Hertz, New York City 
;, Howard, Tampa, Fla. 
rry J. Humbrecht, Fort Wayne, Ind. 
mbery Jackson Jr., Nashville, Tenn. 
rst John, Columbia, Mo. 
H. Jost, Pekin, Ill. 
ward G. Krause, Los Angeles 
:derick B. Ledbetter, Anderson, S.C. 
R. Leslie, St. Louis 
R. Livergood, Decatur, Ill. 
tel S. Loewenberg, Chicago 
ril S. Loftus, Trenton, N.J. 
omas J. Lyons, Bridgeport, Conn. 
omas E. McMullin, Drexel Hill, Pa. 
~.Merwin, St. Petersburg, Fla. 
B. Miller, Santa Monica, Calif. 
\'.Wessinger, West Columbia, S.C. 
mcis Whitten, West Medford, Mass. 

uestions 
bout Your 
Jbscription 
insure fast service on inquiries con

·ni ng your A/A JOURNAL subscription, 
•ase include the address label from the 
•st recent issue received. 

hange of 
ddress 
ur weeks' notice required for change 
address. Include address label from 

1st recent issue and new address in
mation in space provided below. 

W SUBSCRIPTION 

Please check here if you wish subscription 
rate information. 

J. V. T. Wilking, Casper, Wyo. 
Arthur Winebaum, Boston 
Richard N. Wingerson, Ossining, N.Y. 
W. G. Wuehrmann, El Paso, Tex. 

Leon Chatelain Jr., FAIA: President of 
the Institute in 1956-58, Mr. Chatelain 
also served as AIA's treasurer in 1954-56 
and as a member of many committees. He 
was a founder and past president of the 
Washington, D.C., Building Congress, 
president of the Washington Metropolitan 
Chapter/ AIA in 1935/36, chairman of 
the National Commission on Architectural 
Barriers to the Handicapped and a mem
ber of the President's Committee for Em
ployment of the Handicapped, receiving a 
citation for his services in 1962. 

Mr. Chatelain, who died on May 6 at 
the age of 77, also participated in many 
other civic and professional activities. He 
was a past president of the D.C. Society 
for Crippled Children and the National 
Easter Seal Society. Also, he was chair
man of the Benjamin Franklin Foundation 
and the D.C. Council on Human Rela
tions. He was cochairman of the National 
Conference on the Rehabilitated Disabled, 
and was a trustee of George Washington 
University, as well as a director of several 
businesses. 

In 1930, Mr. Chatelain began his archi-

tectural practice in Washington; in 1956, 
he formed the partnership of Chatelain, 
Gauger & Nolan and organized, in 1970, 
the firm of Chatelain, Samperton & Nolan, 
retiring in 197 4. He participated in the de
sign of many buildings in Washington and 
elsewhere. In Washington, his work in
cluded headquarters for the Washington 
Gas Light Co., the Equitable Life Insur
ance Co. and the Retail Clerks Interna
tional Association, as well as the West
moreland Congregational Church and the 
Eisenhower Capitol Hill Center. 

Mr. Chatelain was a fellow of the Con
struction Specifications Institute and held 
honorary fellowships in the Royal Insti
tute of British Architects, the Royal Ar
chitectural Institute of Canada, the Royal 
Institute of New Zealand Architects, the 
Philippine Institute of Architects, the 
Mexican Society of Architects and the 
Colombian Society of Architects. In 1957, 
he was awarded the French Superior 
Council's gold medal. 

Herbert Winthrop Waldron Faulkner, 
FAIA: Before his retirement in 1968, Mr. 
Faulkner designed many well-known 
structures in Washington, D. C., including 
headquarters for the Brookings Institu
tion, the Evening Star newspaper build-

News continued on page 102 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

What you'Want 
in 'Whiteprinters 
is 'What you get 
fro1n Blu-Rayt 

Here's your check list 
0 Odor-free printing with our Scavenger. 
0 Sharp diazo prints and Sepia intermediates . 
0 The most service-free copier on the market. 
0 Unequaled durability - backed by 1-year warranty on 

parts (except lamps, cy linders). 
0 Choice of 3 low-priced , no-nonsense models - with or 

without machine stand. 
0 Instant start-up . Throats to 50-inches wide. 
0 Fast prints - speeds to 30 fpm. 
0 Front or rear print delivery. No venti ng. 

1te ________________ Zip ____ _ 

• IL TO: 
AIA JOURNAL 
Circulation Dept. 
1735 New York Ave., NW. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

nu Norman Wade Co. , Ltd . 75 Milner Ave . 
Scarborough, Ont. MIS 3R7 
Toronto • Vancouver • Halifax 
St. John, N.B. • London • Montreal 

Wade Ottawa• Edmonton• Quebec• Calgary 
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IN CASE OF 
FIRE 

~, tb 
In case of fire 

Use stairways 

Which sign 
would you prefer? 
Both signs were subject to a burning match. The one on the 
right made by a leading sign firm of acrylic, sub-surface 
printed, was consumed in about 4 minutes. 
The sign on the left is Best 's "ES" Plastic Rated "Self Extin
guishing" but could not be ignited during this test . 
Not only do Best signs meet local fire codes, MIL specs, 
OSHA, the three dimensional requirements of ANSI and HEW, 
but they also offer a tough scratch resistant surface, come in a 
rainbow of colors and are competitive. 

~~~ .. ~~r 
~S'J ® 

SIGN SYSTEMS 
3214 Troost 
K. C., Mo. 64109 
Phone 816/531-6611 

See us in Sweets 
10.11a 

Be 

Beautifully practical! 
ECI soffit liner panel 

Architects and designers are c 
covering the practical beauty 
ECl's new soffit liner panel 
works inside or outside. It's id 
for a variety of applications wh 
flat surfaces are desirable. Po 
lar applications include cane 
soffits, facades and interior lin 
for such structures as shopp 
centers, commercial indust 
plants and educational insti 
tions. 

Widespread use of this new product is easy to und 
stand when you consider it's precision roll-formed and featu 
hidden fasteners. "Oil canning" and "dishing," common v. 
typical flat surface panels, are virtually nonexistent with ti 
ECI SL panel, because it's con- Ill 
structed from heavy-gauge ~ 
material and has an embossed 
finish. It's more economical 
because of better metal utiliza
tion; it has fewer pieces; less 
installation time is required, and 
there's more coverage per 
piece. The flat interlocking sur-

face is available smooth 
embossed. Send for ye 
copy of a current job rep1 
which has complete detc: 
on some of the more por 
lar applications for the rn 
ECI SL panel. 

Engineered 
Components 
Incorporated 

Headquarters Manufacturing Plant 
P.O. Drawer C 

Stafford (Houston) , Texas 77477 
713/499-5611 

Regional Manufacturing Ph 
P.O. Box 278 

Jemison, Alabama 35085 

Please send me the ECI job report. 
Name _________ Title _______ _ 

Company ________________ _ 

Mailing Address _____________ _ 

City ________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

Phone _________________ _ 
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Concrete framing 
and EPICORE® 
go together. 

For long-span floor slabs in reinforced concrete buildings, 
EPICORE Composite Floor Deck: 

• Replaces temporary forms and positive reinforcing bars. 

• Reduces the volume of concrete 
and the amount of shoring required. 

• Provides a lifetime hanger system. 

• Can save 25°/o of the cost per square foot.* 
*Costs are affected by many variables, 
especially by the location of the jobsite. 
In every location, however, EPICORE 
speeds construction, leading to faster 
occupancy and an earlier return on 
investment. Cost analysis and design 
assistance for a specific project can be 
arranged by calling Bob Ault, Vice 
President-Engineering. 
**The patented (U .S. Patent No. 3,967,426) 
EPICORE Slab Beam is a reinforced 
concrete structural member totally 
contained within the depth of the slab. 

E ... I ... ElevenTalbotAvenue 
_.-r ... Rankin (Pittsburgh). PA 15104 

METAL.S CDRPDR.ATIDN (412) 351-3913 
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News from page 99 
ing, the American Chemical Society head
quarters, the WTOP Radio & TV Broad
cast House and the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science head
quarters. He also participated in the de
sign of the Suburban, Providence and 
Georgetown University Hospitals and the 
remodeling of the Old Patent Office Build
ing, which was recycled for new use as the 
National Portrait Gallery and the Nation
al Collection of Fine Arts, winning an 
AIA honor award in 1970. 

Mr. Faulkner, who died on May 11 at 
the age of 81, earned a bachelor of fine 
arts degree from Yale University's school 
of architecture in 1924; following studies 
in Rome, Italy, he worked in New York 
City, and in 1927 established his own firm 
there and in Washington, D.C. In 1934, 
he moved to Washington, establishing in 
1939 the partnership of Faulkner & Kings
bury, which expanded in 1946 to become 
Faulkner, Kingsbury & Stenhouse and in 
1966 became Faulkner, Stenhouse, Fryer 
& Faulkner. 

Mr. Faulkner was president of the 
Washington Metropolitan Chapter/ AIA 
in 1942-43, of the Washington Urban 
League from 1938 to 1941 and of the 
Washington Housing Association from 
194 7 to 1950. He was an associate mem-

ber of the National Academy of Design 
and a member of the board of architec
tural consultants of the Commission of 
Fine Arts from 1957 to 1960. For a time, 
he was AIA's delegate to and chairman of 
the Inter-Society Color Council, contrib
uting articles and books reviews on the 
subject of color and architecture to this 
magazine. Among his many other contri
butions to the Institute was his chairman
ship of the library committee from 1954 
to 1963. These were the library's profes
sionally formative years when it became 
recognized as a major U.S. architectural 
resource center. 

Tiido Piirimae, AIA: Director of archi
tecture for Rockefeller Center Inc., New 
York City, Mr. Piirimae was formerly as
sociated with the firm of Harrison & 
Abramovitz, where he was actively in
volved in many of the expansion pro
grams of Rockefeller Center. He joined 
the center in 1978 and was also director 
of architecture for the center's subsidiary, 
the Rockefeller Center Construction 
Corporation. Mr. Piirimae died on April 
21 at the age of 45. 

He attended the College of the City of 
New York's school of engineering and 
earned a bachelor of architecture degree 
from Pratt Institute, where he later served 

READING THIS 
PAPERBACK CAN 

CHANGE YOUR MEANS 
OF SUPPORT. 
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Find out how Vulcraft's system 
of steel joists and joist girders 
offers better supp01t. Send for 
a free, 16-page Specification 
Guide.If you can't wait for the 
mail,just call (704) 366-7000 
for more infonnation. 

I could use support from Vulcraft. 
Please send me a free Specification 
Guide immediately. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

WLCRAFT 
P.O. Box 17656,Charlotte,N.C.28211 
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as an instructor in the school of interior 
design. He was associated in the past with 
the architectural firms of Wank Adams 
Slavin Associates, New York City, and 
Ben & Bentel, Locust Valley, N.Y. 

Beryl Price, F AIA: A graduate of the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1933, Mr. 
Price was registered to practice in nine 
states and the United Kingdom, having 
offices in Philadelphia, Loveladies, N.J., 
and Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Among his 
works were buildings for Harcum Junior 
College, Bryn Mawr, Pa., the United Air
craft Vector Division Plant, Trevose, Pa. , 
and the Airport Motel, Philadelphia. He 
died on Dec. 18, 1978, at the age of 68. 

Mr. Price was one of the principal con
tributors to the success of AIA's conven
tion in Philadelphia in 1976. A fellow of 
the Royal Institute of British Architects, 
he was also a member of the board of the 
Anti-Defamation League, Middle Atlanti1 
Region; the Reconstructionist Rabbinical 
College, Temple Beth Zion-Beth Israel, 
and the Albert Lawrence Savings and 
Loan Association. 

He was a former president of the Grays 
Ferry Community Council and a member 
of the Long Beach Township zoning boar 
and the Architectural League of New 
York. 

Displays Happen 
with Gri~·A·S~ria 

Paten1 No 3675782 
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BRIEFS 

1e Society of Architectural Historians 
s presented its Alice Davis Hitchcock 
ok award for 1979 to the Architectural 
story Foundation, Inc., and to Myra 
m Rosenfeld for the text of Sebastiano 
rlio's On Domestic Architecture (see 
ar., p. 106). The book was cited as the 
iost distinguished work of scholarship 
the history of architecture published 
the two preceding years in North 
nerica." 

1e Washington, D.C., Metropolitan 
ansit Authority Metrorail System has 
en selected by the American Society of 
vil Engineers as the "outstanding civil 
gineering achievement of 1979." Some 
1 miles of Metro are now operational, 
rrying about 300,000 travelers each 
:ekday. 

ant to borrow for free a film on New 
exico passive solar energy buildings? 
ides to show an adult group on how to 
ve money through insulation? A video
pe on solar house design? A free catalog 
)m the National Solar Heating and 
)oling Information Center, "Films/ 
ides/Videotapes: Solar Energy for 

Heating and Cooling Buildings," lists 
more than 50 films, 45 sets of solar slides 
and 30 videotapes, with rental fees rang
ing from free to $35 and for purchase to 
$350. Write for the catalog: Solar Heat
ing, Department M, P.O. Box 1607, 
Rockville, Md. 20850. 

Margaret Taylor, who had served as ex
ecutive director of the Rochester Chapter/ 
AIA and director of the New York State 
Council on Architecture's public aware
ness program, died in late January at the 
age of 33. Recently, she was director of 
marketing for Offices Limited Inc., con
sultants to architects. At the time of her 
death, she resided in Manhattan. 

Louis de Moll, F AIA, a former president 
of AIA and currently president of the 
International Union of Architects, has 
been elected an allied professional mem
ber of the National Sculpture Society. 

The National Inventors Hall of Fame has 
issued a call for nominations for 1980. 
Selection for induction is made on the 
basis of U.S. patented inventions which 
have benefitted the people of this country. 
The selection committee is made up of 
representatives of 31 technical societies 
across the country. Submissions should 

Crouse-Hinds Bollards. 
The basic forms of I ig ht for 
pedestrian area lighting. 
Rugged, strong, and comfortable to view, Crouse-Hinds 
Bollards are superbly constructed with seamless extruded
aluminum housings. No exposed setscrews, fasteners, or 
other hardware to clutter the design . Simple. Clean. 

Vandal-resistant. Basic. 
Special features in

clude a beveled top that 
eliminates sharp edges, 
below-the-lens lamp, 
and impact-resistant 
acryl ic lens. 

Crouse-Hinds Bollards 
are designed for use with 
70- and 100-watt HPS and 
100-watt mercury lamps. 

be made before July 31. Information and 
nomination forms may be obtained from 
Arthur R . Whale, Eli Lilly & Co., 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46206. 

Among the continuing education courses 
offered this summer by Harvard Univer
sity's graduate school of design and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's 
school of architecture and planning are 
the following : "Human Behavior and 
Housing Design" (July 16-20); "Manage
ment of Design and Planning Firms" 
(July 6-13); "Open Space Planning for 
Offices" (July 25-27), and "Financial 
Management of Design and Planning 
Firms" (Aug. 6-8). For additional infor
mation, contact: Continuing Education, 
Gund Hall L-52, Cambridge, Mass.02138 . 

The 1979 Rotch scholar is Glenn Matsu
moto of Belmont, Mass., who holds a 
master of architecture degree from Har
vard University's graduate school of de
sign. The second winner is Robert W. 
Hoye of Wellesley, Mass., who also holds 
a master's from Harvard. Marvin J. Ma
lecha of Claremont., Calif., is the alter
nate. The Rotch scholar receives $13,000 
for nine months of study abroad; the sec
ond winner receives $7,000 for five 
months of study abroad. D 

To accent or set off 
almost any pedestrian 
area, specify Crouse
Hinds Bollards. 

It 's the new "Do it with shakes and shingles" kit. 
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Write for literature to: 
Crouse-Hinds Com
pany, Lighting Products 
Division, P.O. Box 4999, 
Syracuse, N.Y. 13221. 
Or call (315) 477-8119. 

CROUSE-HINDS 

CROUSE-HINDS 

The most complete cedar library ever created for architects. 
Covers 10 basic "How to " sub1ects Insulation. 

Ventilation. Roof Junctures. Valleys and Flashings. Product 
selection. Economy grades. How to specify. Care and 

treatment. Finishing. Literature catalog. All free. 
Send for the Cedar Library, Suite 275, 515-116th 

Avenue NE, Bellevue, WA 98004. 

Or use the reader service number 

Respond. 

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau 
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teel framing saved more than $150,000 
'n four-story retirement complex 

Local code restrictions for wood frame construction would have limited Casa de los 
Amigos in Redondo Beach to only three stories, but four stories were needed to provide the 
desired 136 living units on the land available for this HUD approved senior citizens' project. 

In seeking alternatives, a structure combining steel framing on the first floor with three 
stories of wood framing above was shown to have many problems. The accepted solution, a 
design prepared with the help of lnryco engineers, used lnryco/Milcor roll-formed steel stud 
and joist framing throughout. It solved construction problems and also reduced costs by 
$155,470. 

Architectural and structural design assistance from our experienced staff. 
Counsel for owner, designer and contractor based on our longtime involvement in 

steel frame construction - including an honest appraisal of its suitability for your project. 
The combination of benefits inherent in our systems: design flexibility .. . 

construction speed through advance fabrication of framing assemblies . . . thermal energy 
efficiency ... capacity to withstand heavy seismic and high wind loads ... numerous one-
and two-hour fire rated assemblies . .. insurance advantages of non-combustible components. 

Let us help you increase construction efficiency and reduce costs on your projects. See 
the information on our steel framing systems in Sweet's: General Building File, section 5.3/ln, 
and Light Construction File, section 5.3/lnr. (Or write for Catalogs 37-1 and 37-2.) Then give 
us ca .:hance to discuss their application to your projects. 

Milcor Division; INRYCO, Inc.; Dept. F-4127; P.O. Box 393; M!lwaukee, WI 53201. 

nr~/ Milcor® 
leel Framing Systems 

Casa de los Amigos, Redondo Beach, California 
ArchHect: Arthur Hugh Kensler, A.I.A., Los Angeles, CA 
General Contractor: J . A. Slaught Construction Co., Irvine, CA 
Framing Contractor: W. C. Froelich, Inc., Buena Park, CA • •nryco 

an Inland Steel company 

A9-37-1 
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Beauty thats 
more than skio deep. 

Archilect Wendell Lovett, FAIA, Seattle, 

Enhance and protect the natural beauty of wood with Olympic Oil Stain. 
Olympic penetrates wood to protect from within. Rich linseed oil and micro-milled 
pigments soak down into the fibers, giving wood a deep, uniform finish ~-~~~~ 
that stays beautiful no matter how wet or how dry the weather gets. J 

For additional information, consult your Penetrates to OIYMPTC 
1979 Sweet's Catalog. Or writeOlympic: Dept. STAIN~ 
P, P.O. Box 1497, Bellevue, WA 98009. protect wood SEMI-

' beautifully. 
I· • • 
~- _,..., 
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